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ABSTRACT
The first and major part of this thesis deals with 
electron capture collisionsp while the second part is 
concerned with excitation of atomic hydrogen by electron 
and proton Impacto
In Chapter i the formal theory of scattering is used 
to obtain an exact expression for the cress section for 
electron capture by a structureless particle in atomic 
hydrogen; and the Born series of approximations is introduced 
via a formal expansion of the Green’s operator for the system® 
Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of the OBK 
approximation; relevant experimental investigations are then 
briefly described, a number of Born approximation calculations 
are discussed and a detailed description is given of some 
impact parameter methods which have proved useful in this 
field® The chapter ends with remarks on some very recent 
work.
The impulse approximation is derived in Chapter 3 and the 
evaluation of cross sections for the processes
H" + H(is) H(1s, 2s or 2p) + H"
and
He2+ + H(1s) He+(ls, 2s or 2p) + H" 
is described in detail® Results for these processes are
ipresented and are compared with the values obtained by 
other authorso
The behaviour of electron capture cross sections in the 
high energy limit forms the subject of Chapter Most of
the standard approximations are discussed but the main 
emphasis is placed on the Born and impulse approximations, 
for which the analysis is given in detail®
The application of the impulse approximation to the 
excitation of atomic hydrogen by electron and proton impact 
is discussed in Chapter 5« It is shown that the results 
obtained by Akerib and Borowitz for electron impact are 
unreliable® New results are given which are in poor 
agreement with experiment and reasons for the discrepancy 
are discussed®
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CHAPTER 1. SCATTERING THEORY APPLIED TO ELECTRON CAPTURE
§1. Introduction
The first part of this thesis is devoted to a study of electron 
capture collisions. For sjjaplicity the discussion is restricted to 
collisions between a structureless particle .(l) and a bound system 
consisting of a nucleus (2) and a single active electron (3)• The 
electron capture process, in which the electron initially bound in 
state i about (2) is captured into state f about (l), is written 
symbolically as
' 1 + (2+3). -»• (1+3)^ + 2. (1.1)
Electron capture processes are of considerable interest in 
connection with attempts to produce and maintain thermonuclear 
plasmas. In the so called mirror devices, for example, electrons and 
positive ions are confined between two "magnetic mirrors", high field 
regions which reflect charged particles thus preventing their escape. 
The containment time achievable in such devices is governed to a large 
extent by charge neutralization of fast hydrogen ions in collisions 
with impurity atoms present in the plasma. Reactions such as
H"" + X H +
where X denotes some impurity atom, lead to the formation of fast 
neutral hydrogen atoms which can then escape from the confining fields. 
The escape of these "hot" atoms leads to an undesirable cooling of the 
plasma.
On the other hand electron capture processes have been used to
5“
advantage in the neutral injection method for the formation of hot plasma 
in mirror systems. This method employs energetic (lO-pO kev) neutral 
hydrogen atoms formed by electron capture. The hot atoms are fired into 
the mirror region where the presence cf the magnetic field leads to 
Lorenta ionization of the highly excited levels and thus the plasma is 
formed.
Electron capture processes, mainly those involving oxygen and 
nitrogen, are also important in the lower ionosphere where they are 
instrumental in controlling the concentrations of the various ion species 
(Whitten and Poppoff 1964^).
The present work is mainly concerned with electron captui'e collisions 
at high energies, that is, at energies such that the relative velocity of 
the colliding systems is greater than the orbital velocity of the active 
electron in its initial bound state.
§2. Basic notation
The masses and charges of the heavy particles (l) and (2) are 
denoted by Mj, M2 and Zj, Zg respectively and^i, ^2, Tq are the position 
vectors of the three particles with respect to some arbitrary fixed
origin 0. Relative coordinates are given by
g  , 2  -  -jr,, r  (1.2)
Unless otherwise stated all quantities are expressed in atomj.c units.
The Hamiltonian for the system is
H  ' —  He f  \ft% -t- Vz'i 4-^3/ (1.5)
where V,. denotes the interaction potential between the particles
ij
6labelled (i) and (j), and Eq"' is the kinetic energy operator,
H o  ~  M  ^  ~ X  ^3 • (1'4)
If the position vector of (l) with respect to the centre of mass 
(2,3) is denoted by ^  and that of the centre of mass of (l,3) with 
respect to (2) by p then/V
^ r ' , 3 '  ? y  = r - ^ ' 5  (1-5)
where the dimensionless q?iantities a and b are defined by the 
equations
■ (!•«)
Finally, the position vector, of the centre of mass of the three 
particles with respect to 0 is given by
f  -  (^>r> ^ r s ) / M  (1.7)
where M = %  -i" 1 is the total mass of the system.
Using the equations (l.2)“(l.7) one can write the kinetic energy 
operator in the alternative forms
hJ
^ (1.8)
where and , the initial and final reduced masses, are defined by
All
/ ^ r -  -------  ’ / V  =  — ----- - "
The interaction potentials V. . are independent of G and
ij
7consequently it is possible to separate out the motion of the centre 
of mass of the three particles. In future, therefore, attention is 
confined to the centre of .mass frame of reference in wMeh the motion 
is governed by the Hamiltonian
H = Ho + V (1.9)
with
V = Vj2 + Vj3 + V23 (1.10)
and
Ho =
It will frequently prove convenient to write H in one of the forms
H  ~  H ( -t i(' —  Â y  À
where
/ a  t 1/ s. I .
HI Hq ~i~ 3 5 I/I — kL 4 i
-  H o  H V it, ^ ■=■ V iz +  t/
§3» Derivation of the cross section formula
Let ijr^ (r), and E^ , be the wave fonctions and
corresponding eigenenergies of state i of the system (2+3) and 
state f of the system (l+3}« Then and satisfy the equations
[ ' H â  V z s O j  " f i  j  Ÿ( ( l )  -  O
(1.12)
k~ zZ ^  t/3 (o<) - £^  J ('K) -- O ,
If k, and k« are the initial and final relative momenta of the /^ i
&colliding systems, the wave fonctions the initial and final
unperturbed states of the system are given by
f. =  y/fr) , ^
and satisfy the equations
E )  -- o  —  (f-!^  - E )  » (i.ik)
Here E denotes the total energy of the system in atomic units,
 ^ ^  =- tH ^
The wave function of the system, in the presence of the
perturbing potential V^ , satisfies the equation
and takes the formy = % V £ y
where Z consists of outgoing waves corresponding to the various 
s ®
channels for the collision. In the channel corresponding to the 
reaction (l.l) has the asymptotic form
r- ^  ^ f% 7'-^
where 0 is the angle between the vectors k„ and k«. Comparison
of incoming and outgoing flux shows that the cross section for capture 
of the electron from stats i about (2) to state f about (l) is
c/ù'<ps&) W d l
The formal theory of scattering will now be used to derive an 
expression for terms of Tt . No attempt will be made to
justify the manipulations of the formal theory but the reader is referred 
to Goldberger and Watson (1964) where the theory is shown to he valid for 
potentials of finite range.
The differential equation (l.lo), satisfied by , may he written
as
 ^X  -  C J  2 7  (1.1C,)
which is equivalent to the integral equation
1=: <py /- ( H  — Hz y ^  / ' - (1.20)
In deriving (l.20) account has been taken of the fact that, in the absence 
of the perturbation V^ , must reduce to the unperturbed wave function
In (lo20) € is a small positive quantity which is allowed to go to
zero when all the relevant integrations have been carried out.
If A and B are two operators for which the reciprocal operators
A”  ^ and B”  ^ are defined, then
= iri 13- 3  . (l.S»])
Taking A = E ™ H  + ic and B ~ E » + is and noting that
B -  jL =  1/23 -  TfiSk, ( l .S Z l )  eSlTrss
(B~H^+is)“* = [l+(V2s-7.2)
and therefore, from (l,20),
ÿi  =  p} -t (e-Hf+iè) ' i z y  -f-(v^ -3 -
An expression for can now be obtained by considering the
asymptotic form of the right-hand sid<= (1.22) and comparing with (l.lT). 
The Green *s fun.etlon operator can be written as
ÎO
r e - H ^  f/f I ('£ -
n, m
=■• >  / Pr..,» ('Z,f ) >  <" K ,^ (P,f')l (1-23)
>7,/n ^ *“ f- / ^
where the summtiozi extends o'ver all members <t> of a c-mmleten,m
orthonozma]- set of solutions of the equation
{Hf -  o .
Let
where t M  satisfies the differential equation
f - 7  V  /- -  E o J  %  r?) =  o
and Y  (p) is given hy
■'XJ/H =  inr) .
The siMfeiation over the Index m in (1.23) now becomes an integration 
over all values of k.. The integral can be evaluated to give
if H h H - f ' l  
( p - H  -  A  V  K;A) f„ (z‘) e  ' (i.st)
where is defined by the equation
I ^  "H H « (1®25)
The asymptotic form of (1.24) is easily seen to be given by
where =. 1^:%) Y }
From (1.24) and (1.26) it faLl.ows that
and therefore,
^  ^  Zif I k f  %  +  (^‘i~ V I  ) p j ^  ' ( 1.27)
However
== "< / Vx-s t- %  'Elf\-y - (1°28)
and therefore
4 (-) ’ - # <
where
H q  -  ^  / ky / ÿ < ’ !> » (1.5c)
In deriving the scattering amplitude, rather than concentrate 
on one can consider the asymptotic form of the wave function
given by the equation
y- {'g  - H f - . (1.31)
The scattering a^wlitude is then expressed in tezms of
^  " (lo32)
It is easy to show that say.
In applications of the thaoiy it proves convenient to effect a 
change of variable in (I.I6). This is done by making use of the vectors
p and q defined by
i; = T3%5f - SI " "" J&jT "
Since cos G =% .k^. it is clear that, on making use of (1.2^ , (l.fj) and
(1.18), the cross s e c t i o n c a n  be written as
_J—  /^iiA C  ^"’^  / o / ^  / T, /  ^\
i'^i/'-'A/'fl,. '^<tl £ i  (ii‘ .)
f i
4/7‘« o'’ - v . -  -y
■where v denotes the mgritJide of the fniti.al relative velocity of
projectile and target, v = /p,^ ® The limits of integration are
given by
®Sin “ ’ 4 «  = (1-55)
<in = ' 4 »  = (1.36)
Using (1.35) together with the equation of conservation of energy 
(1.15) and negleoting terms such as /Ma and compared with unity
one finds
% (1,57)
where the energy defect AE is given by AE ra ™ E, the energies1 17
being measured, for convenience, in Rydbergs. A similar analysis for 
the upper limit yields
j • (i.?3)
I Ml f M% ^  U
In general the value of this expression is extremely large. Its actual
value, therefore, is usually of little sigrd.ficance since j is
negligible except for values of p close to . However, in
discussing the dependence of the cross section on energy in the high
energy limit (see ^kapter ) it is essential to use the corre-^ t
expression for p^^ . It is also worthy of note that in the case of
symmetric resonance p. is given by a very simple expression. Whenma?L
13
AE - 0 and = (1,13) reduces to k.^ = and consequently
®3DâX ° (1.39)
The corresponding sxprassioas for and are easily
obtained by noting that
rf Taj
I) a 11 j;
= AE . (1.40)
§4. The Bom series
The wave functions T* and ■?'" which represent the solutions of 
a three*-body problem are not at present available in exact form^  one 
must therefore resort to approximations. Equations (1.2?) and (1.28) 
may be rearranged to give
T* = C 1+G+Vj^ ]
and
ir;: =: [ i-KTTfg] (jL.iu)
■where = (E«H+1.€)“ .^ Several series of approximations can now be 
obtained by the formal expan.sion of the three-body Green’s function 
operators, G^ , in terms of simpler operators. For example one can write
Cr c \/\ Vz d}' 7^ ' * •
^  B  (Ha 1/ G Z  f y V ( H o  V E p  + ■
(1.42)
(1.43)
and
C- Cj- +  (q H- (^- l/j: (^ -H • ’ ' (1.44Î
-  6-Z-H (Ho~ \/ £ (H~i/CZ(/(H~ f- ■■■ (1.45]
Here
C p  ^  (E -  Hi ii'H) j  Y  
and
6-p. ^ ( e - H o ± ( ' & )  I
One obtains in this manner a number of expansions for the scattering 
amplitude, for instance,
Hq.  ^ I r.-y H<f^ n4r c-Zviirc-y ^
and
H q  - p,.y / <  I V  I f Z y  ^
The approximations
and
^  7 V X «  -  ^ 9 i l v , l ! ^ . X
are referred to as the *bost" and’‘Drier" foiems of the f irst Born 
approximation. It is clear from (1,28) that, if ^  and ^  are 
exact solutions of (l,l4),
tZf / H. / i/{ /P i Z  (1.48)
and the two forms are identical. The so called "post-prior 'discrepancy" 
arises when, as in many calculations, and ^  are not exact solutions 
of (l.l4). In such cases (1,48) is no longer valid and it is not in 
general possible to know which of the two forms provides the better 
estimate of the scattering amplitude,
The second Born a.ppro,x5:mtion results, if one substitutes one of the 
series (l,42)-(lo45) in (l.4l) retaining only the first term, Clearly
the second Born matrix element is not uniquely defined and 
the results depend on which series for G± one chooses®
In applying the first or second Born approximaticn 
one assumes that the relevant expansion of converges
rapidly. Aaron, Amado and Lee (1961) claim that, for a 
certain class of potentials, the Green’s function 
expansions such as (1 .^2) ~ (1 «ô-U) diverge at all energies. 
One should note, however, that they have not proved the 
divergence of series such as (1 046) and (1 *4 7 ) which involve 
integrations over the Green’s f'^inction series® Furthermore, 
even if the total expansion diverges, matrix elements 
calculated up to second order may still be part of a 
convergent scheme®
CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
§1. The OBK approximation
The earliest quantum, mechanical calculations of electron capture 
cross sections were carried out using a simplified -version of the first 
Born approximation which will be referred to as the OBK approximation. 
Oppenheimer (1928) and Brinkman and Kramers (1950) argued that the 
potential should not have an appreciable effect on the electron
capture probability. It has been shown by a number of authors that, 
in an exact treatment of the capt-ure process, V12 will give a 
negligible contribution. Wick, (see footnote to Jackson and Schiff 
(1955)), points out that if particles (l) and (2) were infinitely 
massive V12 could be removed from the Hamiltonian by a canonical 
transformation. Allowing for the fact that the masses are finite one 
would therefore expect that the contribution to fr^ om V12 should
be less than the contribution from V23 by a factor of order (^ /M), 
where M is the proton mass.
In the OBK approximation the cross section for the reaction
/ 7  7  H C ^ ' H )  H Z h G )  f- / / 7  (2.1)
where I'/I and ni are the quantum numbers of the hydrogen atom in 
the initial and final states, is given by
terms of order ^/M being negl,ected.
Here
where
r  . £ A.
and
fyj/ H )  "  q r )  , (2.5)
The Schrôdinger equation for the hydrogen atom can be written as
Z - v  +  y  y  7,3 ( e) =■ p  Ÿ v 2 Zï) .
Taking the Fourier transform of this equation one immediately obtains 
the result
f n X X - )  =  - t  0^:3 a ) .
Noting that, neglecting ( /m) ccsxgared with uni.ty, (lo40) iznplies 
one can write
r  / yicjtŸM’
On, making the change of variable y - + n"^ , (2.6) becomes
f ( v A - y i y ) J Y  (2-T)
' p- d
with
(2.8}
Expressions far D and f hai/e been given by Bates and Palgarno (1953)
y'-' . L . é
for VA. == l8; 2s, 2p and n = 1,2,2,4, and by Hiskes (1965) for 
initial states Is -» 'fs, 2p 6p, 5d 5d inclusive, and ail final states
up to n =s 15. The extension to higher states is tedious but elementary* 
May (l96it) has proved the relationship
where is the Foui’ier transform of the wave function of a hydrogen
atom in a state with quantum numbers n, i, m. This sum rule enables one
to obtain the cross section for reactions proceeding from the initial
state y  to the final state n in the form
y-f P /
^  A? c ^
«
00
z C  jâ'^ 2  ^
If the target atom is in the ground state, (2.10) gives
/g <g
(/s-y>') =  ---- ------— — ----------------------(2 .11)
XI/
which, for n »  1, reduces to
The cross section for formation of all states for which n ^  N (N »  l) 
is therefore given by
Q o q h  0^ - ^  -  X  ^  (2.12)
Thus, with appropriate choice of N, the total cross section Q.(ls-Z) for 
capture from the ground state, can he obtained to any req^ uired accuracy, 
in this approximation, from the eq-oation
The expressions cbtafjied for the OBK cross sections lend support to 
of
the suggestion/Oppenheimer (1928) that, if the target is in the Ig state, 
capture into s states of the projectile predominates at high velocities 
and the cross section for capture into the state is proportional t@
n“®. If one assumes that the sT'^  role holds at all energies one can 
obtain an estimate for the total OBK cross section by calculating 
Q,QBK(^ s-n) for n = 1,2 and welting
^ O S / r  ^  ^' /?T Z
" ' ^^  ^  f C (^s ,
(2.14)
Calculations show tliat the error incurred in using (2.14) instead of
(2 .13) to calculate total cross sections for
H  ^  ^  H ( < s )  /V /
is never greater than 4% and decreases rapidly with increasing energy- 
above 50 kev.
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§2. Experimental détermination of electron capture cross sections
A vast amount of experimental effort has been expended in recent
capture
years on the measurement of electron cross sections. Details of the 
techniques enployed together with compilations of data will be found 
in the books by McDaniel (1964) and Hasted (1964-) and in reviews by 
Allison (1958), Allison and Garcia-Munoz (1962), and Fite (1964). In 
the present section a brief account is given of some experiments 
pertinent to the theoretical work discussed in this and subsequent 
chapters.
Electron capture by protons in atomic hydrogen has been 
investigated by Fite, Brackmann and Snow (I958), Fite, Stebbings,
Hummer and Brackmann (196O), Fite, Smith and Stebbings (1962) and 
Eyding and Gilbody (1965). In these experiments the atomic hydrogen 
was produced in a thermal dissociation furnace and passed through a 
high vacuum region as a collimated beam. In the vacuum region the 
atomic beam was crossed by a beam of fast protons, care being taken 
to ensure that all the protons passed through the neutral beam. A 
difficulty inherent in this method is that the number density of the 
target gas is in general less than that of the residual gas in the 
vacuum. Consequently a large fraction of the signal reaching any 
detector will be due to the interaction of the proton beam with the 
background gas. To distinguish the required signal from this 
unwanted "noise", it is customary to modulate the atomic beam 
mechanically at some appropriate frequency (usually ~ 100 eps).
2 1
In the experiments of Fite et al. (1958, I96O) cross sections 
for electron capture and ionization by proton impact were measured 
simultaneously. The two beams intersected midway between two plates 
which were mounted parallel to the plane of the beam axes. By
applying a small electrostatic field between these plates it was
possible to collect the slow ions produced in the interaction region.
The slow ion current contains contributions both from electron capture 
and from ionization processes, but the ionization contribution can be
measured directly by reversing the direction of the collecting field
and measuring the electron current. In this manner cross sections 
were obtained in the energy range 400 ev - 4^* kev.
' . At low energies the method just described is unsatisfactory 
because the collecting field is capable of deflecting the primary ion 
beam. In order to deal with energies down to 20 ev, the experiment 
of Fite et al. (1962) was so designed that the beams intersected at 
the centre of a cylindrical collector whose axis coincided with the 
direction of the proton beam. Since the collector almost totally 
enclosed the interaction region it was assumed that both the electrons 
and the protons due to ionization processes reached the collector; 
the measured slow ion current should therefore be due to electron 
capture alone.
Eyding and Gilbody (1965) have concentrated on energies greater 
than 40 kev. The major difference between their work and that of Fite 
and co-workers lies in the fact that they chose to base their measuc’e- 
ments on post collision charge analysis of the fast beam. The charged
and -uncharged components of the fast beam vere separated electro­
statically on emerging from the interaction region^ and the proton and 
neutral fluxes were measured separately. Preliminary values in the 
range 80-l40 kev seem to be somewhat lower than one would expect on the 
basis of an extrapolation of the data of Fite et al. (i960). The work 
is still in progress.
The modulated crossed beam experiments just described lead to the 
determination of relative capture cross sections. In order to obtain 
absolute values, molecular hydrogen was studied in the same apparatus 
with the same ion beam; the results obtained were then conmared with 
the absolute cross sections for capture from molecilLar hydrogen as 
measured by Stier and Barnett (1956).
In the experiment of Stier and Barnett (1956) a beam of protons 
was passed through hydrogen gas and electron capture cross sections 
were obtained by measuring the attenuation of the proton beam. This 
experiment gave cross section values in the energy range 5-200 kev and 
more recent work by Bamett and Reynolds (195Ô) has extended the energy 
range up to 1 Mev. A completely different technique, based on the 
measurement of the slow ion cuivrent, has been apiplied by C'firran,
Donahue and Kassner (1959) to electron capture by protons in molecular 
hydrogen in the energy range 2.4-60 kev. Their results are in very 
close agreement with those of Stier and Barnett (1956) (see Allison and 
Garcia-Munoz (1962) Table VII).
At one time it was generally believed that, as far as captm-e at 
high energies is concerned, a hydrogen molecule can be regarded as
23
approximately equivalent to two hydrogen atoms. Using this assumption, 
theoretical cross sections for the reaction
^ // — ^  H  ^ H  ^  (2 .15a)
were conpared with the results of Stier and Barnett (1956) and Ba:.cnett 
and Reynolds (I958) for the reaction
+- >  // / . (2.1515)
However, an investigation by Tuan and Gerjuoy (i960), using the OBK 
approximation, indicates that if this ass'umption is vali.d, is so not 
because molecular effects are uninroortant, but because of fortuitous 
cancellation of a number of effects peculiar to molecular capture. In 
particular they find that:
(i) Considerable interference oecu2*s between the capture amplitudes 
from the two atomic centres of the molecule.
(ii) Although transitions to gerade and ungerade states are eq.uiprobable 
in the case of two isolated hydrogen atoms, in the molecular case ungerade 
states are relatively unimportant.
(iii) The chance of finding an electron of high momentum in one of two 
isolated hydrogen atoms is less than the probability of finding such an. 
electron in the more localised Hs molecule. Thus it wo^ ild seem, that, 
as the energy is increased, the cross section presented by the molecul.e 
should fall off less rapidly than that presented by two isolated atoms.
Let the cross sections for the processes (2.15a) and (2.15b) be 
denoted by Q,^ and respectively. T-mn and Gerjuoy (196O) conclude
that^for E < 400 kev^Q^ 1% ; for E > 400 kei^ -^  can be
substantially less than ; and in the high energy limit (E 00)
/•2 ^  /<^A  /'4,
the precise value depending on the molecular wave functions used. In 
this connection it is interesting to note that at energies below 
4o kev as measured by Fite et ai. (1958, I960) and measured by
Stier and Bamstt (1956) are of comparable magnitude. At higher energies 
(8C>-l4o kev) the measurements of Stier and Barnett (1956) and Byding and 
Gilbody (1965) appear to satisfy the relationship ~ within the 
limits of experimental error (see FlgolO) c )
Figs. 10 and 11, which compare the experimental results with a 
number of theoretical cross sections for (2 .15a), clearly show that the 
OBK cross sections (computed from (2.13)) are much too large over the 
entire energy range of the measui*ements.
In the experiments described, above, no attempt was made to distinguish 
between the various energy states of the resulting hydz'ogen atom. The 
majority of theoretical investigations, however, deal only with a vezy 
small number of the low-lying bound states and attempts to estimate 
the effects of higher states can. lead to considerable un.certàlnty. In 
order to allow a more direct comparison of theory and experiment,
Stebbings, Young, Oxley and Shrhardt (I965) have carried out an investi­
gation of Lyman-alpha production in pToton-bydrogen collisions using & 
crossed beam technique. They have measured cross sections for the 
processes
/ // - - .V ^  ,6/(^ '9.y )
and ^
in the energy range 600 ev - 50 kev. These processes are disting­
uishable by virtue of the fact that, while the excited atoms produced 
in the first process have thermal energies, the second process produces 
2pi atoms having the same kinetic energy as the incident protens. The 
intensity of the emitted I T^man-alpha radiation was measured by an 
ultra violet photon counter placed behind an oxygen filter. The 
detection system so formed is sensitive only to radiation whose wave­
length lies in one of seven very narrow wavelength bands, one of which 
contains the lyman-alpha wavelength (1215«7 A). Measwements were 
taken with the counter at two different angul.ar positions with respect 
to the incident beam, the azagles chosen being and 5^ «5'“'» In the 
90  ^position both excitation and capture contribute to the observed 
signal. At 5^*5^ however the Doppler shift due to the motion of the 
projectile beam is sufficient to ensure ala^ ist total attenuation of 
the capture contribution in the oxygen filter, except at energies 
below 5 kev. Absolute cross sections were obtained by using the same 
apparatus to measure [ym&n-alpha production, in electron-tylcogen 
collisions and normalising to the Across sentions 
measured. Corrections were applied for polarization of rallation 
due to excitation but it was assumed that the captu,re radiation is 
emitted isotropically. The results these measurements ere p.l^ tted. 
in Fig.7 where they are compared with a number of theoretical r.!;suits.
Fite, Smith and Stebbings (1962) have also investigated electron 
capture collisions of alpha particl.es with hydrogen atv^ is and have 
measured cross sections in the energy zange 100 ev - 56 kev. Tna
3,6
heli-m isotope of mass 5 was used in this work because the mass analyser 
used was unable to distinguish between and , since both ions
have the same charge 1x> mass ratio.
Cross sections for the process
H  ^  // /-
have been measured by Stier and Benniett (1956) and Barnett and He;yQolds 
(195Ô) in the energy range 5 kev - 1 Mev, and by St-edeford and Hasted (1955) 
in the range 0.2 «  4 o  kev. In the energy range 5 - 4 o  kev, where a comparison 
is possible, the results of the two groups of investiga.ters are in fairly 
close agreement (see Allison and darcia-Munoz (1962) Table IX). For this 
reaction, as for proton-hydrogen collisions, the cross sections given by 
the OBK a.ppro;ximation (Mapleton 1961a) are much too large.
Footnote % The results of Rydlng and Gilbody (1965) have 
been extended and modified somewhat since this section was 
written® The new results, which are given in Fig® 10, are 
seen to be somewhat less than half the molecular values 
given by Stier and Barnett (1956).
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§5* The Bom approximation
Where comparison with experiment is possible, cross sections given 
by the OBK approximation appear to be meh too large; a better approxi­
mation must therefore be soumit. Bates and Dalgam© (1952) and 
Jackson and Schiff (1955) argued that, althou^. it w®ul.d give a negligible 
contribution in an exact calculation, V%2 should be included in any 
approximate scheme. It was suggested that, since V23 and V'j2 are of 
opposite sign, the inclusion of the latter might partially remove the 
shortcomings of the OBK approximation and lead to more realistic cross 
sections. In accordance with the notation of Chapter 1 the approximation 
which includes V12 but assumes is termed the Born
’approximation.
i
The cross section, in the Bom approximation, for the process
(2.16)
is given by
.J (2.1T)
I
^OBK defined by (2 .5) and the con.tribufcion arising from the
potential V 12; can be written in the form
;L/j"S -TT ''à )
(Jackson and Schiff 1955)*
If the electron is captured into the ground state of the projectile
X9
(2 .18) reduces to
-y- _  ^  V ' _________^ ___________ _______
which can he Integrated with the help of a technique due to Feynman (l94Q). 
(See Jackson and Schiff (1953) and page iz^ below.) It is then possible 
to evaluate (2 .I7) in closed form. For other transitions, however, 
numerical integration is usually ea^loyed.
Jackson and Schiff (1953) computed cross sections for the Is-ls, 
ls«2s and ls-2p transitions and pointed out the rather striking similarity 
of the Born and OBK values of the ratios q(1s-2s)/q(1s-1s) and 
Q(ls-2p)/o,(ls-ls) o On the basis of this similarity these authors assumed 
that the n"^ rule is obeyed in the Bom approximation also and, 
consequently, that a reasonably accurate estimate of the total cross 
section should be given by
-/• /'6/é. 61q (/S~ z) {2.20}
The inclusion of the potential V 12 leads to a considerable reduction 
of the cross sections and brings them into closer agreement with experi­
ment (see Fij& iQCind
In order bo examine the postulate of Jackson and Schiff for higher 
states Mapleton (1962) has calculated Born approximation cross sections 
for nH = Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 5s. Table 1, which is based on his 
results, shows that, for the states considered, the ratio Is-
Î
is % slowly varying function of energy and is apprcxlmiate.Iy independent of 
the final state.
Tatle 1
2.?
The ratio Qg/Qg^ iK ïf + H(1s) -J- H(W) + H*.
E is the energy of the incident proton in ksT.
63.24 112.46 200 355.6 632.4 1124.6 2000
Is 0.162 0.190 0.228 0.274 0.327 0.382 0.431
2s 0.143 0.170 0.210 0.261 0.317 0.375 0.430
38 0.144 0,167 0.207 0.259 0.315 0.575 0.427
4s 0.144 O0I66 0.207 0.253 0 .316 0.373 0.425
5s 0.144 0.165 0.206 G .258 0.316 0.375 0.426
2p 0.146 0.181 0.227 0.278 0.335 0.385 0.433
3p 0.139 0.173 0.221 0.274 0.330 0.334 0.424
2s-f2p 0.146 0.174 0.215 0.264 0.319 0.376 0.430
3£+3p 0.l4l 0.170 0.212 0.262 0.324 0.375 0.427
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Schiff (1954} has calculated cross sections, in the Born 
approximation, for the processes
/ V ' 6 0
and has estimated cross sections for capture into all states of He* 
by means of the relationship
^  / s  - r )  Os - ^s) ^  6/5- < )
As in the case of proton impact, the Bom cross sections are much 
smaller than those given by the OBK approximation.
A number of calculations have also been carried out for electron 
capture by protons in heliimi. Bransden, Dalgarno, and King (1954) 
calculated OBK cross sections for
t He C/s'") //670 f- A/e ('s') (2.21)
using, for the helium atom ground state, the wave fonction
 '
By making an approximation which simplified the algebra they also 
obtained an estimate of the corresponding Bora cross section, A 
comparison of their res'olts with the measured values then available led 
to the conclusion that the C3K cross section is much too large,
Mapleton (I9614); also using the wave function (2.22), bas 
considered the react
// ^  A  //^ r/s M  // (■'?(') A  /^e'^ r/7 (.f 9
in the Bom approximation, for t-Ke following {id^  r/£H*) combinations:
(i s   ^ >s)  ^ y (7S ^ ^ (7S/JI^)^
3i
, /s ') y zs').(s^ /s) , (p(A-s) /&(),
Both "poet" .and "prior" forms of were used atid, as in the
hyctrogen case, the n"’^ rule was used to obtain total cross sections.
The post-prior discrepancy, which arises because (2o22) is not exact,
is rather large for some transitions which leave the helim ion in an
excited state. For the sum of th& calc-ulated cross sections, however,
the. diserapancy between the "post" and '''prior" forms never exceeds
20^. At energies above 4o kev, the mean of the "post" and "prior"
cross sections is found to be in reasonable agreement with the m.easux'e-
ments of Stier and Barnett (1956), Barnett and Reynolds (l958j
Allison f$58} except that, in the vicinity of 1 Mev, the thcioretical
curve seems to fall off too rapi'dly with Increasing energy. ¥m ‘B
recently the same author (Mapleton 1563b} has rs^examined (2.21) in
the Bom' and OBK approximations using, for the helium ground state,
the Hylleras six-parameter wave, function
6 ,  r O  • =  A'fj +<"> lr> -rJ ■+ C .  (r, -ny- + (n^n)
+ C\ ( r, / n) A  O- Ijr, / "J ^  (>, / (2 .25}
where the 0 ,^ (i «: 1 ... 5); and are variationa311.y determined 
constants. Use of this wave fim.cti.on reduces the dlscrepsney
to lÿ but «does not in#)rove the agreement wrlth experiment..
Very little work has been done for atoms other than hydrogen and 
helium. Mapleton (1963a) 'has calc^ zlated OBK cross sections for the 
processes
■ y - A / O ^ r )  H o y  À A ' ^ ( ^ P )
+  O C ^ P )  M(/s) t (8.24)
— >  HcOs)
3Z
using, for the target, the one-electron wave functions of Tobis (1956). 
Earlier work (Maplston 1962) showed that, at any given energy, the 
ratio was roughly the same for electron capture by protons in
hydrogen and heli.um. Assuming that this rule extends to heavier atoms, 
Mapleton estimated Born cross sections for the reactions (2.24) by 
multiplying by the ratio obtained for hydrogen. The
resifl.trS obtained in this way are of the same order of magnitude as the 
measto'ed values (.Allison 1956). No direct conclusions about the ■validity 
of the method can be draw.» fr<m tMs agre'emerit since the e^ qperiments 
were performed with molecular "targets^  the comparison of measurements 
with theory therefore involves the assun^tion that, for the capture 
process, a diatomic molecule behaves approxis^ately as two free atoms.
As pointed out in §2, there is no reason to believe tMt this assumption 
is justified.
Very recently Maplston (1965) has evaluated Bom cross sections 
for the reaction
^ OOP) /OO  /
again using the wave functions of Tubis (1956). A rather surprising 
feature of the results is that, for energies less than 1 Mev, the 
Born cross sections are greater than the previously calculated OBK 
cross sections for the same process. This is in stid.king contrast 
to the results obtained with hydrogen and helium, targets •where
at all energies. Mapleton (1965) has also calculated CBK 
cross sections for
3 3
OOP) -> A ( O  Y  %
[O'^’C ^ P  V A
H  AA/(^  ^ S ; as V 9 9  V» H('s^zs) A j A P ^ C ^ P ; zs'^z
^ S ; z s z / l )
using lioothaan orbitals (Boothaaii and Kelly 1963) for the target 
systems. In the energy range 100 kev to 1 Mev the discrepancy between 
these cross sections and the corresponding cross sections obtained 
using the Tubis orbitals (Mapleton I963&) iR never greater than 30^- 
Despite the fact that, where comparison is possible. Bom 
cross sections are in reasonable agreement with experiment, one is 
forced to conclude that the Born approximation is unsatisfactory 
because of the inportance which it attaches to the inte.muclear 
potential. A number of methods have been developed wfiich do not have 
this undesirable feature; such method# ire discussed in the remaining 
sections of this chapter and also in Chapter 5»
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4. Impact parameter methods
As the mass of each nucleus is large compared with that of the 
electron, the de Broglie wavelength associated with the relative motion 
of particles (l) and (2) is much smaller than typicaj.. ato;ciic dimensions, 
except at extremely low energies (e;g, for a lOev proton the de Broglie 
wavelength is iÜ 0 .2 ao) » The relative motion cf the heai;y particles 
may therefore be treated classically. Furthermore, for collisions 
between a charged particle and a neutral system, it is sirfficd.ent, at 
energies above a few ev, to assume that the relative motion is recti­
linear (Bates and Boyd 1962). When both collision partners are charged, 
as for example in collisions between alpha particles and positive helium 
ions, it is found that the error introduced by the straight line approxi­
mation is negligible at energies of the order of 1 kev or greater. Hr-sa 
8implifications are exploited in the so-called impact parameter methrds.
In the present section, in the interests of simplicity, the notation 
is altered somewhat from that described in 92 of Capter 1. The. pxcsiti ri 
vectors of the electron with respect to the particles (l), (2) ync the 
centre 0 of the intemuclear line are denoted by rjo r resce Cd.,veïy
and K is, as before, the position vector of (l) with respect ho (2), 
The results obtained do not depend on the pc^ sition of C on the inte:;.- 
nuclear line (Bates and McCarroll 1958) but the analysis is simplified 
by the present choice. The nucleus (2) is regarded as fixed and the 
particle (l) moves along a straight line with constant veln:^ ity 
The distance of closest approach of the t-wc heavy par hides is then 
equal to the impact parameter .
55”
/ O iThe atomic eigen-functions are denoted by and
 ^ICÔ ^ and the corresponding eigen-energies by and
E^^^\ the superscript in each case indicating the nucleus to which 
the electron is bound. The equations analogous to (1.12) are then
[ - A ? /  ^ - e O J  . o
£ f \/^ i (p) -
terms of order ^/M being neglected. The motion of the electron is 
described by the wave function ('Z';which satisfies the equation
P  (t, P) ~  ^ ^  <5 (2.26)
(2.25)
where
V  ^  7^  I// 3 (Ai) f IPj ^^0 (2.27)
If  ^ J 21 = ^ . 2 ,
it is clear that
1 / " ^  ^ - • (2 .28) 
Furthermore it is possible to choose the time origin such that
^  —  Lf Ù  O  . (2.29)
Noting that the time derivative in (2.26) is to be evaluated for fixed r 
one can use (2 .28) and (2 .29) to. obtain
 ^  ^^
where the subscript on Z indicates the quantity which is held fixed 
when differentiating with respect to Z.
3^
Let
fP (2.51)
and
f „  = t '  0 - )  - i ' ■ ‘'‘i f , (2.52)
The wave fxmction ^  t) may he expanded in either of the forms
A  O , e/)(AX- ' 0 7  tJ (2.55)
In the limit of infinite nuclear separation each member of the series 
(2 .33) and (2.34) satisfies (2.26).
The cross section for the process (l.l) is given by integrating the 
transition probability over all values of the impact parameterJ there­
fore
oO
^ I  / 4  M / y y  (2.35)
0 J
Substitution of (2.34) in (2.26), using (2.25) and (2.30), leads to the 
equation
/ ^  x d  (2.36)
where
r  of
(rO c(r , (2.37)
If is replaced by its zero-order approximation
A r ~ i  '<■ - y  fi ^
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which is obtained by setting a^(t) ~ in (2 .33), one obtains the
impact parameter equivalent of the OBK approximation (Bates 1958b). 
Similarly the imp«act parameter version of the Born approximation can be 
obtained if Vj2 is included in the Hamiltonian^,
Before discussing the more refined Impact parameter methods it will 
be convenient to describe a method due to Schiff (195^ ) which enables 
one to study, from an impact parameter viewpoint, results obtained in 
the wave femulation. One can thus examine the variation of transition 
probability with impact parameter and consequently discover if unitarity 
is violated in the range of energies under consideration.
Let
A ' A
which, on substitution in (I.I8), yields
 ^ p-t! oo I
6 i ( i - f ) -  p p f  J  j é  9
=  i p  ^  . (2 .39)
Since the angular distribution represented by is very strongly
peaked in the forward direction, a large number of angilar momenta £ 
will contribute to the summation in (2 .38); one may therefore use the 
classical relationship / s ; t o  transform the summation over £ into 
an integral over all irrrpact parameters. Thus (2.39) becomes
OQ
(3. A -  f)'-= 5 \ c c f > ) r / > d y /  (2.40)
where S' . Comparison with (2.35) shows that
I CCf) ! is the probability of capture at impact parameter .
On multiplying (2 .38} by and making use of the
orthogonality of the Legendre pol;yTiomial£ for different values of i, 
one obtains the result
^ 0 g  f e . )  V
Noting that
6 .  ^  =  I -  A f -
^ ^  Af.
and that to a close approximation b = 1, k^ = k^ andy^^- f
(2.41) may be written as
^  ~  'R,p Ç y ~ y t
The integrand in (2.45) is appreciable only for values of p close to
p . g one can therefore write •^iran ^
9 A ' ~ H 3  )  ^  y
where Jo is the Bessel function of order zero (see Whittaker and
Watson (1927) p. 367) and consequently
o/) ^  7,^ X  (opAo. ) (a.-s)
For the transition
H  t H(/s) - 5 >  H(/s) A fi^
3f
(2 .45) can be evaluated in closed form for the OBK and Born approxi­
mations to • The relevant expressions are
C I i--^
where
(2.46)
P  -= P  C ! -P t o
(Brinkman and Kramers 1950) and
1 9  (f)I =  A- ^  H )  +  1  (2 .47)
•f
with
/j ^  Ç '  P  C I - X) do(
^ A  £ /   ^o'^  sx -7.
(Schiff 1954). In these expressions K^ (x) is the modified Bessel 
fun.ction of the second kind of order n.
Ttie graphs published by Schiff (1954) show that at 25 kev 
|Cç,Bjç(^ )| > 1 for 0 ^ 2 .2 5. At 100 kev the transition probab­
ility is less than unity for all Impact parameters and takes its 
maximum value (:Ü 0.25) for head-on collisions. In the Born approxi­
mation, as tends to zero, the transition probability diverges
logarithmically at all energies.
The probability of excitation or ionization in a head-on collision 
between a proton and a gi'ound state hyd.rogen atom has been estimated 
by Bates (1958a) in the .Born approximation. At 25 kev the probability 
is just over O .9 and at 100 kev its value is approximately O.J. Clearly 
the sum of the probabilities of excitation, ionization, and electron
4-0
capture should be less than unity, at any energy, for all impact 
parameters. Bates and McCarrol (1962) conclude that (is-ls) is
too large at 25 kev and is unreliable at energies well above 100 kev 
and furthermore, that the validity of the Born approximation, which is 
very suspect at 25 kev, may still be doubtful up to 100 kev.
Of the approximations which provide a satisfactory treatment of 
the intemuclear potential, the one wliich has been used most 
extensively in calculations is the impact parameter method of 
Bates (1958b) which will now be described. Rather than use one of the 
expansions (2.33) or (2.34), for the electronic wave function. Bates 
writes
f) I- y d   ^r  Hy) (2 .48)
Here ^(f, ^  is orthogonal to and ^  ^  fmd can therefore be
expressed in either of the forms
K ( 1 , 0  -  ^  9’P  t-i t] (2.45)
“  èi H ^ ^  é-'J (2 .50)
Substitution in (2.26) now leads to the following exact equations:
i A A  e y  £ -I (eA - j
^  y 5 aJ (2 .51)
+ £a^  //,^ fr)(]
and
I f xfy y- (£ii Sfi I ^xj> I “ ^ E(  ^—  Ef 0  6;J J
a) ^ o)
p y Y ( E c —  E^ ) dj
■h ^  A  P f n  L~^' ( b O  - b O ) t\
(2 .52)
where
Stf ~ £ff(c-) AAf'A = Sf* (2-5)
K:^ =  11''/“’ X:) 1^3 (■>■•) 4%) Ax 
Kfi - f H O P  K i X )  P ‘%)0'P.
(2 .54)
HlAx ~  /  a )  ^iiPi) Â  (P'^ Hjr
- /4"x') 1^3 W  4'Vr,)X
(2 .55)
f
A considerable simplification of (2.51) and (2.52) results if one 
assumes that all coupling terms are negligible except those involving 
the initial state i and the final state - f. (This is equivalent to 
neglecting (r, t) in (2.48)). The simplified equations can then be 
rearranged to give
i{/- s ^ ) 0  =• (i ( A /  -Siy f -S(-^ (2-56)
X  sf - E-P)H]
4-p ( H f f  " £ A'f)
4  <£ ( Cxj^Rr^ ( B p  - bJ
where S = |s^ ^j. If one now writes
4  (' - Oil a x y ^  L - p Z
(2 .58)
where
_/. =  M-£ -Sc^Kfi O ^  P/f -  A c  K cA  (2 .59)
/ — s ’- / ^  / — s ’-
(2 .56) and (2 .57) reduce to
(2.60)
and
=  f  (‘<C - P f )
S
The factor
A  "  ioo ' /Y  ; (2.62)
occurring in the above equations allows for the distortion of the 
atomic eigenenergies. The coupled differential equations (2.60) and 
(2061) must now be solved, subject to the boundary conditions
I o f  I -  I ; l'dP(-'0>)l - o  . (2.63)
If one neglects back coupling from the final to the initial state, 
the relevant solution of (2.60) is
<2 , V a )  =  / .
Using this result in (2.61) and noting that the imaginary parts of 
and are antisymmetric in t, it may be seen that
oo
/ < 9  ^ I “  I Z  ^ (’f ^  I (2.64)
4 3
where
65)M  ,y =  ^  f" ' # 4  P') / - ' %]. <^
The fact that the inclusion of Y%2 does not effect the cross section 
in this approximation may be seen as follows. From the definitions of 
the various quantities it is clear that, if W(r) is any function of 
the intemuclear distance R, then
/  V d  A  \a/(r )] y ^ % )  d o
=  Kt\j. +- W ( r )
and ^
Ç d P/o) [. C a) a W (R)J 'Hi' (H) HjC
~  H('i —  W (R) ^
which shows immediately that the inclusion of W(r) does not effect 
the value of M.
In the case of symmetric resonance = E^^^^ and and
have the same functional form. It follows that
f^ tl ^  j '^-fi j ^
The equations (2.60) and (2.61) now reduce to
‘ a /  = (2.66)
' / O O
( c-f - Ai,-^ ac
which may he uncoupled (McCarroll 1961) and solved to give
/ f r  ^  I r M c - f  o E J  / (2.67)
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Since this result is obtained by solving (2.60) and (2.61).without 
farther approximation, (2.67) includes the effect of back coupling. A 
result equivalent to (2.67) has also been obtained by 811 (196O) by 
using a linear combination of the initial and final state wave functions 
as a trial f«inction in a variational treatment.
In most applications of the two-state approximation use has been 
iTiâde of the impact parameter formulation just described. An analogous 
wave treatment is also possible (Bates 1958b). The method employed by 
Basel and Gerjuoy (196O), who calculated cross sections for
(  H  ( t i )  —> H ( i s )  f  (2.68)
is equivalent to the method described here with the following additional 
approximations: a) back coupling is neglected, and b) the term 8^ is
omitted.
The process (2.68) has been investigated by McCarroll (196I) and his 
results are shown in table 2 which is taken mainly from Bates and 
McCarroll (1962). The symbol Qs, is used to denote cross sections 
calcul.ated in the two-state approximation and the presence of the 
superscript b indicates that back coupling has been taken into account. 
Comparison of Qg , obtained by using (2.67) in (2 .35), and Qg, obtained 
by using (2.64), shows that back coupling is unimpfortant at energies 
greater than 100 kev. Also I^'j^  Is small at high energies and 
consequently the results of McCarroll (I96I) and those of Bessel and 
Gerjooy (196O) are in close agreement at energies above 200 kev.
Gross sections have been calculated, in the two-state approximation,
Table 2
Cross sections in units of TTao^
for H* 4- H(1s) H(ls) 4- H*c
E(kev) Q2 0vaK
0.1 2 .9 1 ,1 — 1.27 ,4 —
1 1.86,1 1.22,3 —
5 1.13,1 4.61,1 2.01,2 —
15 6.37 9.25 4.2.4,1 —
25 3.14 3.68 1.68,1 2.30
50 7 .7 0 ,-1 8c04,-i 5.57 5 .2 0 ,-1
75 2 .6 9 ,-1 2.74,-l lo04
100 1.1 5 ,-1 1.16,-1 4.0 0 ,-1 7 .5 5 ,-2
150 2 .9 8 ,-2 2 .9 8 ,-2 8.74,-2 1.8 1 ,-2
200 1.02,-2 1.02,-2 2.63,-2 6 .0 0 ,—3
300 l.95,-3 1.95,-5 ^.1 7 ,-5 1.0 8 ,-3
4oo 5 .59,-4 5 .59,-4 1.0 2 ,-3 2 .9 2 ,-4
500 1.97,-4 1.97,-4 5.29,-4 1.01,-4
600 — — 1.27,-4 4.0 9 ,-5
700 — — 5 .58 ,-5 1.8 8 ,-5
800 — — 2 ,7 1 ,-5 9 "46,-6
900 — 1.42,-5 5-12,-6
1000 5 .8 2 ,-6 3 .8 2 ,-6 7 .95,-6 2.94,-6
4^
for
H e  A  H ( ' s )  — > / / e ^ O s )  A (2 .69)
by McCarroll and McElroy (1962) and for
H e ^ * ^ A  H O P )  A  (2 .70)
by McElroy (1965). In table 3, which summarises the results of these 
investigations, the superscript S indicates the inclusion of the distortion 
term, which is non zero for the processes (2,69) and (2 .70). None of the 
calculations takes account of back coupling.
The processes (2 .70) are resonant in the sense that the eigen-energies
of the initial and final bound systems are equal in the limit of infinite
nuclear separation. Since the initial and final bound systems are not of 
the same species the resonance is termed asymmetric or accidental. If no 
allowance is made for distortion the cross sections for the processes (2 .7O) 
tend to infinity, as in the case of symmetric resonance, as the impact energy 
is decreased; when distortion is included, however, the cross sections tend 
to zero as the energy is decreased. At moderate and hi^ energies distortion 
increases the cross sections.
McElroy (I963) has also investigated the non-resonant processes
A H H i )  -Hz 4  .
From his results, which are given in table 4, it can be seen that distortion 
has a considerable effect for these processes, although the effect is not­
as marked as in the case of alpha-particle intact. Table 4 also contains
an estimate of the total capture cross section obtained by using the
calculated values of 02;(ls), Q2 (2s) and Qg(2p) in conjunction with 
the n*"® rule.
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Table 3
Cross sections in units of «ao^
for He^* + h(1s) He* (W ) + H*.
E(kev) QsCls) Qe®(ls} Qe(2s) Q£®(2s) 02(29) Qz (2p)
25 1.21,-1 3 .2 0 ,-1 2 .05,1 3 .98 1.60,1 1.4i,l
50 1.^ -6,—1 6.4 3 ,-1 5.07 2.95 7.11 1.11,1
75 1.4 9 ,-1 7 .11,-1 — -- — ---
100 1.4 5 ,-1 6 .7 8 ,-1 8.76,-1 1,22 2 .4 4
150 1.2 9 ,-1 5 .56,-1 — — — --
200 1.1 5 ,-1 4.11,—1 9 ,26, “ 2 3.25;-! 5 .7 2 ,-1 1.66
250 9 .8 3 ,-2 3 .1 6 ,-1 — — —
400 6 .19 ,-2 1.4 9 ,-1 6.36;,“3 3 .7 8 ,-2 9 .2 9 ,-2 2 .75,-1
800 1.6 7 ,-2 2.66,-2 2 .30,-$ 1,2 9 ,-2 1.0 5 ,"2 2 .5 0 ,"2
1600 2.73,-5 3 .36,-3 — — —
Table h
Cross sections in imits of ic&o
for H+ + H(ls) H(ng) + E+
B(kev) Qa(2s) Qa®(2b) Qa(2p) Qa^(2p) Qa^(Total)
25 3.87,-1 3.58,-1 2.97,-1 2.95,-1 4 .2 0
50 1 » 06, “1 1 0 5 6 , - 1 9 .39,-2 1.11, —1 1.21
100 1,71,-2 2.81,-2 1.11,-2 1 » 4 0 , —2 1.83,-1
200 1.54,-3 2.33,-3 5 .68,-4 7 .1 3 , - 4 1 .5 1 , - 2
U o o 7.84,-5 10 0 4 ,—4 1.53,-5 1.80,-5 7 .37,-4
800 2.54,-6 2.99,-6 1.28,-7 1.4 2 ,-7 2.33,-5
Table 5 
Cross sections in imita of TOq'
f o r  H* + H e (1e®) -, H (1s) + He* ( I s )
E (k e v ) Qa Qa® Qa^ Qa®t
1.0 8. 93,-1 6 . 6 7  9"-3 2 0 0 6 ÿ “ i 4 . 0 4 , - 3
6 .2 5 5 .2 0 1 .1 7 2.22 8 . 5 1 ,-1
3 0 .2 2 .7 2 2 .5 9 2 ,2 9 2.1 8
100 3 . 0 3 , - 1 3 . 3 0 , - -1 2, 9 0 , - 1 3 . 1 4 ,-1
400 3 . 88,-3 4 . 03 ,--3 — —
The two-state approximation has recently been applied by Green, 
Stanley and Chlang (I965) to the process
i- He -5> nets') / H e ^  Cfs),
For the heliim groimd state these authors used the wave function
~ A/ [ eyj^ (-c^ ir, -f- C-cz/i -/3
where the constants «=< and are determined variationaily. Their 
results are displayed in table 5/ the notation is the same as that used 
in previous tables. Both distortion and back coupling are seen to be 
important at energies below 50 kev and, as the energy is decreased, the 
cross sections become extremely sensitive to distortion. Comparison 
with experiment shows tiiat, in the energy range I5-IOO kev, the 
calculated cross sections are too large by about 25^; above 100 kev 
the calculated values are much too large and the :^rn values obtained by 
Mapleton (1963b) and the induise approximation calculations of Bransden 
and Cheshire (1965) are in better agreement with experiment. At low 
energies the theory is again inadequate, the theoretical, cross section 
being too small by a factor of l4 at 1 kev.
If the behaviour found by Green et al. (1965) is typical of non­
resonant processes, one may conclude that for such processes the
predictions of the two-state approximation are reasonably accurate in
nf't'
the vicinity of the cross-section maximum. At energies/removed from 
the cross-section maximum, however, the method may be unreliable.
A iSirther application of the two-state approximation has been 
reported by McGarrcll and Prasad (196 )^, who have considered the
T (£. i) =
5-0
syMnetric resonant process
//e^('/s) -f H e  CtS^) ~ >  He e n )  e H e ^ e ^ s )
in the energy range ICO ev to 1 Mev. These authors have also 
calculated OBK and Born cross sections for the same process.
All the approximations discussed so far have in common the 
drawback that they take no account of the effect of states other 
than those directly involved in the transition. Bates and McCarroll 
(1962) pointed out that one codld take account of the virtual,
sequences i m + f and i n f by writing, instead of (2.48),
the equation
- T ' T / -
where - is orthogonal to ^  ^  ^
/
This procedure (neglecting ^  ) has been adopted by Lovell and McElroy 
(1965) who have carried out calculations for the processes
H ' ^ i - H ( i s ) - ^  H.iii) i H'*'
/ H  (is) “ > / / A ^ )  / ,
the four states employed being the Is and 2s states of target 
and projectile. Cress sections were obtained by solving the relevant 
coupled equations but only three of uhe four states were included in 
each calculation. The results of these three-state approximations 
are given in tables 6 and 7 . In the column headings of these; tables, 
states of the target and projectile are separated by a Ibyphen and the 
solidus separates states cf the same system/ for example the heading
TABLE 6 f /
Cross sections in units of %ao^
for H* + H(1s) -» H(ls) + H*
E(kev) 1 s-1 s 1 s/2s-1s 1 8-2s/1 s
1 1.85,1 1.82,1 1.82,1
5 1.13,1 1.13,1 1.12,1
1 2. 5 7.53 7.61 7.61
25 3.14 3.17 3.17
50 7.71 ,-1 7.59,-1 7.80,-1
100 1.1 5,-1' —— —
200 1.02,-2 — — — —
400 5.39,-4
TABLE _7
Cross sections In units of %&o^
for H* + H(ls) -> H(2s) + H*
E(kev) 1 s-2s 1 s/2s-1s 1s-2s/ls
1 1.34,-5 1.2U,-4 3.19,-2
5 3.06,-2 2. 81 ,—2 8.19,-2
12.5 2.32,-1 2.33,-1 1.70,-1
25 2.6l, —1 3»45,-1 2.34,-1
50 1.55,-1 1.52,-1 1.1 21 —1
100 2.80,-2 =— — —
200 2.33,-3 —  — ——
400 9.60,-5 —  — •
ls/2s-ls indicates that the 2s state of the target was included as 
an intermediate state in the calculation cf the Is-Is cross section. 
The first column in each table contains the two-state results. The 
inclusion of the intermediate states considered is seen to have little 
effect on the cross section for the resonant Is-ls transition, but 
for the ls-2s transition the effect is quite marked, especially at 
low energies. While these results are valuable in that they provide 
an indication of the effects of intermediate states, it is clear that 
in order to obtain accurate results one shotO.d retain all four terms 
(at least) in the expansion. Furthermore, one would expect that where 
coupling to the 2s state is important so also is coupling to 2p, which 
indicates that a six-state approximation should be considered.
(igëgby 1964 ) has pointed out that if on@. removes the 
internuclear potential from the Hamiltonian by means of a canonical 
transformation, this transformation wi.ll effect the phase of the 
initial wave function and will therefore alter the boundary condition 
at t - - oo . Two approximate schemes which take account of this point 
have been developed {Cheshire 1965b, 1964-  ^ 1965), and calculations 
have been carried out for
y-H'^  ^  H('s) f-
The subsequent discussion refers to this transition.
Let and be the solutions of the equation
5*3
with boimdazy conditions
g  r - < e / ‘V j
9 } ' I - ‘ £ f ' <'1
If one writes
Î
Î) =  v f ’/e  ev^  I - i  el"’ t j  (2-71)
and
î f  ^  f / ’4  (2.72)
tH€. functions and. are seen to satisfy the eg.7ja,tions
it -- . 7/1' (2.73)
^  ^  f  i-iT. ?Jx^ -i; . 7x^ ■ (2.74)
( yP /
where the circumflex denotes a unit vector. If X/ and are the
solutions of the equations obtained by neglecting the terms on the right- 
hand side of (2 .73) and (2.74), it can be shown that the transition 
amplitude for the process under consideration may be written as
4 ^ ^  M r p r  . 7 / f  9  « (2 .73)
Within the limits of the impact parameter forjoulation, this expression 
ie @>WLCt. The continuum distorted wave approximation (Cheshire 1965b, 
1964*) is obtained by replacing in (2.75) by ^  ; cross sections
calculated in this approximation are denoted by
In a recent paper Cheshire (1965) has developed a rather concise 
matrix notation which is used as a basis for the discussion of a number 
of approximations. This notation will not be employed here but the main
conclusions of the work will be discussed within the framework of the 
notation already established. As pointed out earlier in this section, 
the OBK approximation is obtained by assu?Blng that a^(t) - 
(2 .53) • This procedure en^lcys, as an approximation to , &
wave function which does not* satisfy the correct boundary conditions 
as t - 00 (Cheshire 1964 ) • To overcome this difficulty (Cheshire 
writes
■ = -  [- 'trAh (lTR -0^â)j[ (s.76)
and thus obtains modified OBK cross sections Oj^ Qgjr • The modification 
introduced by (2.76) is insignificant at high energies but at low and 
moderate energies
By substituting (2.33) in (2.26) and following a procedure 
analogous to that used in the derivation cf (2.36), one obtains
; “  X A?j
Use of the expansion (2.33) in (2.77), tcgethei with the approximation 
a^(t) “ 0, m ^  i yields an equation which is readily integrated to give
a M  - l'Ail) 9,1 (£,) AV-)J
Substitution of this expression in (2.37) leads to a cross section which 
will be denoted by .
If one expands the total wave function ^  as
^  ^  it) C-i' à'J
the normal procedure of substituting this expression in (2.26) leads to
3 T
a set of first order differential equations in which the direct and
rearranged channels are coupled in an inextricable manner. Cheshire (196*5)
has shown that, at the expense of having to deal with differential equations
of second order, one can derive two sets of equations, one involving the
coefficients a alone and the other b alone. One such equation is m n
ài - u  4  £  1/,, T, ^  =  c  (=-79)
/n /r\
where
and
77  =  i r V ' -  i -  4  i- I J i t -
I4 being an arbitrary operator. Cheshire calculates a^ by solving 
numerically the approximate equation
à: ~ idi£Vn'T, L ^ n  Axï]ce -  O (2.80)
and then substitutes the result in (2.33). The resulting expression 
for 5  is then substituted in (2 .36) to obtain the cross section 
It should be noted that while the values of are obtained from
(2 .80^ which arises from the expansion (2 .78), the cross sections are 
obtained by using these values in (2.33)• This procedure is clearly 
inconsistent and one cannot therefore attach much significance to the 
cross section values so obtained.
The cross sections quoted by Cheshire (1963b, 1964-> 1965) are 
given in table 8, which also contains the OBK and two-state approxi­
mation results. One may sum up the content of these papers by remarking
Table 8 
Cross sections in units of %ao^ 
for V  + H(ls) -> H(ls) + H*
r /
E(kev) SlOBK 02^ % i % 2
0.1 1.27, 4 - 2.91, 1 6.85, 5 - -
1 1.22, 3 - 1.86, 1 6.70, 3 - -
5 2.01, 2 5.02 1.13, 1 2.43, 2 4.38 U.08
15 4.24, 1 6.37 2.08, 1 - -
25 1.68, 1 3.81 3.14 5.83 4.87 3.08
50 3.37 1.19 7.70,-1 7.89,-1 1.52 1 .00
100 4.00,-1 1.83,-1 1.15,-1 7.33,-2 3.31 ,-1 1.55,-1
200 2.63,-2 - 1.02,-2 4.31 ,-3 - -
400 1.02,-3 6.15,-U 5.39,-4 1 • 69,“U 7.86, —14- 5.29,-4
500 3.29,-4 - 1.97,-4 5.55,-5 - -
1000 7.95,-6 6* 87 p—6 5.82,-6 1®U9,-6 8.77,-6 5.5 ,-6
^ 7
that, while they present a number of new approaches to the capture 
problem, the approximations used to simplify the exact equations rely 
on ass'umptions whose physical significance is not at present clear.
Further work is needed before one can provide a critical assessment 
of the merits of the continuijcn distorted wave method and a consist­
ent application of the so-called second-order distortion approximation 
(Cheshire I965) has not yet been carried out.
Impact parameter methods have been used with considerable success 
in treatments of low energy electron capture. At such energies it is 
convenient to expand the electronic wave function in terms of the wave 
functions of the quasi-molecule formed by the colliding systems, and to 
regard the relative motion as a smaJl perturbation. These ideas were 
embodied in the perturbed stationary states (p.s.s.) method of Massey 
and Smith (1953) • Since its initial formulation, the p.s.s. method 
has undergone a number of modifications of which details will be found 
in the reviews by Bates (1962) and by Bates and McCarroll (I962). The 
present discussion is restricted to some rather brief remarks concerning 
two calculations which have been carried out for the symmetric resonant 
process (2.68); for an account of other low energy calculations the 
reader is referred to the reviews just mentioned.
In dealing with symmetric resonant processes it is customary, 
following Bates and McCarroll (1958), to expand the wave function
in the form
n
^  ^  (x.é) (2 .81)
5*^
wd.th
X  eyjl I -‘ Jf«3<'/<) f s^''j‘^ ' j .  (2.82)
Here Çf^ and are eigenfonctions of the quasi-mole cule formed by
the colliding systems and are, respectively, symmetric and anti-symmetric 
with respect to interchange of the two identical particles (l) and (2);
and 6  ( ^ ) are the corresponding eigen-energies. If the phases 
of are such that, for infinite nuclear separation, ^  ^  )
represents the electron bound in state n about (2) and ^  ^ ^  
represents the electron in state n about (l), the boundary conditions 
on the e;}^ ansion coefficients in (2.8l) are clearly
where n ^ 0 corresponds to the ground state. The cross section for 
the process under consideration is therefore given by
« =  ^i;
where
^  oo
(P= Ic7-=o) f (H) <4fJ~ c7(oo) €7(t)4èJI . (2.83)
Substitution of (2.8l) in the time-dependent Schr5dinger equation 
leads to an infinite set of coupled differentia], equations for the 
coefficients , and to obtain ah approximate solution one assumes that 
only a small nimiber of states are ik^rtant’ in the expansion of ^  • If 
only the initial and final states are retained (2 .83) becomes
O^O
( p  ^  X > } 4 [ i - (  f - f )  (A) - ( H ) ]  d 7 ^  (2.84)
aC,
■where ^  are coii^ lijated functions of the relative -'/elocity, which arise
■when one takes account of the change in the translational motion of the
captured electron (see Bates and McOarrol 1958}• Ferguson (I96I) has
«
calculated cross sections for (2.68), in the energy range 1-45 kev,
if
using (2.84) and taking for ^  the Is V” and 2pT wave functions of
halgarno and Foots (1954). Cross sections obtained from the two-state
Hiolec^ Jilar wave f'unction expansion are denoted by . In the energy
range 5 to 15 kev agrees closely with of McCarroll (196I).
MAt energies below 5 kev Qg" should be the more reliable whereas above
b M15 kev one would expect Qg to be more accurate 'than Qg " ,
It is clear from (2.67) &nd (2.84) that the two-state approximations 
of McCarroll (196I) and Ferguson (196I) predict that, for any given value 
of the impact parameter, the transition probability, (P, considered as a 
fsanction of the incident energy, oscillates between the values 0 and 1. 
Lockwood and Everhart (1962) have measured the electron capture 
probability at energies up to 50 kev for collisions in which the scattered 
particles emerge at an angle of 3^ to the incident beam. In these experi­
ments the oscillatory behaviour of 0^ was clearly established but the 
measured value oi (P was never less "hhan 0.1 or greater than about 0.9* 
.Also there is a considerable disagreement between the experimental and 
theoretical •^'•alues of the energies at which the turning points occur.
Bates and Williams (1^ 64} have calculated cross sections for (2.68) 
using a four-state molecular wave function expansion, the states included
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abeing Iscr, 2p7”, 2p // and Jd//. A number of approximations were 
made to simplify the analysis, of which the most important is probably 
the neglect of the change in the translational motion of the captured 
electron. The calculations of Ferguson (196I) indicate that the effect 
of this approximation may be significant at energies above 2 kev. The 
energy values at which (P takes its maxima and minima are given in 
table 9" Experimental values are not available in the very low energy 
region where the calculations of Bates and Williams (1964) are most
I
likely to be accurate, but where comparison is possible it is clear 
that the four-state approximation predicts quite accurately the observed 
turning points. There is still some discrepancy between the theoretical 
and experimental values of the transition probability at the turning 
points but this is probably due, at least in part, to the approximations 
made in the calculations of Bates and Williams (1964).
§5 . Recent work
The present section contains a brief account of some 
work which was reported at the IVth International Conference 
on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions held at 
Université Laval, Quebec. In the bibliography this will be 
referred to briefly as "Quebec Conference" and page numbers 
given refer to the book of abstracts published by Science 
Bookcrafters, inc., New York®
The impact parameter method of Bates (1958b) has been 
applied by Wilets and Callaher (1965) to the transitions
H* + H ( ls )  -> H ( ls )  + H* (2 .8 5 )
H* + H ( ls )  -4. H (2s) + H* ( 2. 86)
H* + H ( ls )  -4 H* + H (2s) ( 2. 87)
r + H ( is )  -> H (2p) + H* ( 2. 88)
H* + H (1s) -4. H* + H (2p) ( 2. 89)
These authors have carried out detailed calculations in a 
formulation which includes in the expansion of the total wave 
function ^  all states of target and projectile up to 
and including the n = 2 level. The results for the process 
(2 .8 5 ) do not differ greatly from those of the two-state 
approximation of McCarroll (1 9 6I). Thus the resonant capture 
cross section is not significantly altered by the inclusion 
of coupling to other bound states; this conclusion is in 
agreement with the findings of Lovell and McElroy (I9 6 5) in 
the three-state approximation®
The results of Wilets and Callaher (1965) for (2.86) lie 
below the two-state approximation results of Lovell and 
McElroy (1 9 6 5) and the calculated cross sections for (2.88) 
are considerably smaller than the experimental values of 
Stebbings et al (1965) at energies between 5 kev and 30 kev. 
Some calculations have also been carried out including all 
states up to n = 3 in order to examine the convergence of 
the expansion. At 25 kev it is found that the inclusion
of the extra states increases the cross sections for the 
processes (2.87) and (2.89) but does not seem to have a 
significant effect on the capture processes (2.86) and (2.88) 
Abrines, Percival and Valentine (1965) have used the 
Monte Carlo method to obtain classical cross sections for 
proton-hydrogen collisions, in the energy range 5 0 -2 0 0  kev. 
The electron capture results (which refer to capture into 
all possible states of the projectile) appear to agree with 
the results of Ryding and Gilbody (1965) within the limits 
of experimental error and the statistical errors of the 
calculation.
CHA.PTER 5. THE IMPULSE APPROXIMATION
§1. Formulation,of the approximation
The quantum mechanical impulse approximation was first 
proposed by Chew (1950) who applied it to the problem of 
high energy neutron-deuteron scattering. The assumptions 
involved in Chew's work were examined by Chew and Wick (1952) 
and by Ashkin and Wick ( 1 952) and the approximation was 
further generalised by Chew and Goldberger (1952), within 
the framework of the formal theory of scattering. The 
same approximation was obtained from a somewhat different 
approach by Epstein (1952). The treatment given in the 
present section refers specifically to the reaction (1.1).
The wave function for the three particle system, 
corresponding to an initial state and outgoing wave 
boundary conditions, is given by (1.41) in the form
^  fc' (3.1)
where
-  / 7^  l/c ,
The first task of the present section is to expand the 
three-body scattering operator JZ in terms of the two-body 
operators defined below; from this expansion the
J
impulse approximation will be derived.
Let be a member of the complete set of free- 
particle wave functions satisfying the Schrttdinger equation
( H o - O .  (3.2)
é r
The two-body operators ujt. (i, j = 1, 2, 3- 1 / j) are
defined by 
f-
‘"■y
fda).
1 =  L< - Ho -V(j) I
(3.3)
It is clear from (3»3) that satisfies the equation
; A\/ij -  ^  =  o ,  (3.4)
It is also convenient to introduce operators defined by
- /  ,
■J
Taking ^  = Ej^-h Ï6 - H o ~  l/^ y and S  +16 - H
the operator identity (1.21) gives
-/
■f' < € — H) — ' s f Î- €r Eo 7ij )
H  (E + 1€ -h) i - V u i ' l / n i ' (3o5)
and therefore
~ ^  ^  '^ly (3*6)
J J
where the plane wave basis is understood. Operating on
^  one now obtains
é>C
However,
- e) I ^  - < ' X ^ i e f , y
=  -  <^)Tm / (/ai / Ec'>
and therefore
(7^ Vij 9’i -  f  A y  4- ^  f  \/x3^ £-*■]
+ rX.^ft/.3-^.j)^.^ S K'
where [a, b] denotes the commutator of the operators a and 
b. Combination of (1.30), (3.1 ) , (5*7) and the definitions 
of and l/p leads to the result
' R i j  ~  r  ^  1 H 1 / 3 3  j ( c j , t  +  -  / )
-f <ff IV,3-I-1/3,16-*[V33, (£,t i-K )] n y
f  <r H )
This expansion for ^  can be carried a step further 
by defining operators and such that
-  d'Xfl, I P i -h tly i-ie - Ho
and
P'j =  —  I .
Prom (1 .2 1), with /) = Ei-i(S- H  and B  = E^tié - H q - V fj ^
(>7
one obtains
(j- ^  ^  f / - Bo ~ l/(p
-h(E^,3 -hl'e-Ho - -£) f//a f -l^y'( (r^ (3 .9 )
and using this expression one can show that
....
Substitution of (3 .10) in (3*8) now yields the result
R i f  ~  ! v,3 + 1/3 3 1 i t  ti^<t -')
+  < f f  1/33^ ( x t  f  A t ) ]  f . y
+  < f t \ ( / t 3 i - A , l ) ( V , 3 E i 3  +  9 ’. y
K f f l l X x t  V i ü  A E 3 3 / A , t , A t ] ] 9 > - y
+ < n  / [ ( A 3I  f V n ]  H + 9,3 A , t )  f , y
+  X  ff H A X  \f,3 + X :  /«) <? * f  « - t  t  A t )] 5f>
+ Affl (A3i \Ii3 *'A,l Vilj <r ( ►/! A t  T" 4 A t  j
(3 .1 1)
The basic assumption of the impulse approximation is 
that for the duration of the collision the binding forces 
of the target are unimportant. In other words, it is 
assumed that the time scale of the collision is much less 
than the periodic time of the bound system; : the binding
forces determine the momentum distribution of the bound 
electron, but play no other role® One would expect this 
assumption to be valid when the speed of the projectile 
is considerably greater than the orbital speed of the 
bound electron® For collisions of protons with ground 
state hydrogen atoms this implies an incident energy 
greater than 25 kev®
The neglect of the binding forces implies that the 
commutator involving the potential will vanish®
This leads to some simplification of (3®11) but clearly 
some other approximation must be made before one can 
evaluate Of the terms which remain in (3<»1l)s»
when the impulse approximation has been made, all but the 
first arise from multiple scattering and, while multiple 
scattering effects are not always negligible, an argument 
can be put forward to justify their neglect in electron 
capture collisions (Bransden 1965). Consider a model 
problem in which \/iz ^  ^ this case (3«1l) reduces
to
é9
l^tf. = A 7) I V3 ,1  rc-y.
A r  r  v,i, « ■ >
f  <  #  ; % r ,  / u ]  A t j  « ■ > .  »•■'«
If one now makes the impulse approximation, namely
P l/a.3^  Z , 3  ~  ^  ^
one obtains without further approximation
^  I Vxi I (H it f t p  , (3.13)
Since no multiple scattering terms arise when =  q
it seems reasonable to neglect such terms when, as in the 
case of electron capture collisions, is expected to
have a negligible effect on the process under consideration.
If multiple scattering effects are neglected the 
impulse approximation to becomes
~ ^9^ I l/fz ^ (4.3/ !z  ^ ® (3.14)
In applications of the theory it is customary to make the 
further approximation - I since the distortion due
to the potential I/}3. is expected to be negligible. One 
therefore obtains
^  1 ^ 3 + 9 3 3 ! ) .  (3 .1 5)
70
In the calculations described in the present chapter 
(3-15) is used but it will prove necessary to return to 
( 3- 14) in Chapter 4 in connection with the discussion of the 
behaviour of the cross sections in the high energy limit.
It is instructive to compare the impulse approximation 
for the model problem with a particular form of the second 
Born approximation. If ^  the first two terms of
(1.46) give
I -t(E - V/3^ fc'P, (3.16)
The only difference between this and the impulse 
approximation for the problem, as given by (3-13)» is the 
occurrence of the total energy E in (3.16) rather than the 
energy E^ of the plane wave state, which occurs in the 
impulse approximation. This suggests that when is 
negligible some similarity will exist between the 
predictions of the impulse and second Born approximations.
The im pulse ap p ro x im atio n  was f i r s t  a p p lie d  to  
e le c t r o n  c a p tu re  by Pradhan ( 1957) who co n sidered  the  
process
/y ^  / H {is) ~E> H (is) + ^
Pradhan was able to show that the potential )/jx gives a 
negligible contribution to the cross section in this
7 /
approximation but rather than evaluate the matrix element 
/ IA3/ he used the expression < ^  /
which is more easily evaluated® As pointed out by 
Bassel and Gerjuoy (i960), these two matrix elements 
correspond to two entirely different physical processes 
and recent calculations (Cheshire 1 9 6 3a and the present 
work), using the correct matrix element, lead to results 
quite different from those obtained by Pradhan (1957).
Pradhan and T r ip a th y  ( l 963) c la im  th a t  the c a lc u la t io n s  o f  
Pradhan were in  e r r o r  a t  en e rg ie s  above 150 ke v ; they  
p re s e n t re v is e d  cross s e c tio n  v a lu e s  and re p e a t th e  
a s s e r t io n  o f Pradhan ( 1957) y th a t  a t  h ig h  e n e rg ie s  the two 
m a tr ix  elem ents should le a d  to the same r e s u l ts .  However, 
i t  is  c le a r  from  the b eh av io u r o f the cross s e c tio n s  in  the  
h ig h  energy  l i m i t ,  d iscussed in  C hapter 4 ? th a t  th is  c la im  
is  u n ju s t if ie d ®
Calculations for the same process have been carried 
out by McDowell (1961) and by Cheshire (1963a); the former 
author made an approximation to simplify the calculations 
whereas the latter carried out the evaluation of
/ IA.3 / w ith o u t making any f u r t h e r  a p p ro x im a tio n s ,
o th e r  than  those in h e re n t in  the n u m erica l methods used.
The impulse approximation has also been used by Bransden 
and Cheshire (19 6 3) who have calculated cross sections
7-?
for the process
 ^ Ha (is^ ) -> H  Os) -h HZ' Os) .
§2. Reduction of the matrix element
In the present section the matrix element given 
by (3*15), Is reduced to a form suitable for computation. 
The notation employed Is that described In Chapter 1.
The bound system ( 2 + 3 ) ^  Is taken to be a hydrogen atom 
In Its ground state and (1) Is a structureless particle of 
charge Zi. "Eie process considered Is therefore of the 
form
i- H C<^  A(hl) -hH^ (3* 17)
where !f\ and £  are the quantum numbers of the final state
of the projectile.
In the present approximation the cross section for the
process (3*17) Is given by 
where
X j  ’  I  f r )  ( 5. 19)
With Vix = / and V x i ~ ~ r  • Xn accordance
with the definition (3-3) of the operator , the wave
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function, can be written as
/ f t )  ^  '^tî I I
h\
=  f  f, -> . <3-“ )
The free particle wave function is taken to be
7„ - (K.z* éxU ;
the energy is then given by
£ ^ M = - ^ | 7 r V ^  f 'A^ /m ^  (3.22)
and the summation over the index m in (3«20) implies 
integration over all values of K and ^ , Using (3 .21),
/w ^
(1.0 1 3) and (1.5) it follows that
=  Î C i t - h K  - 4 k )  (3 .2 3)
where
(^/s .
When written out explicitly, with i = 1 and j = 3,
(3"4) becomes
f ' =  °  •
(3 .2 4)
7k-
This equation is satisfied by
X A/(K) I , (3.25)
with <rZ/ and
/\J(K) ■= -e ^ P { I -  ^  . (3.26)
■ y "
If 63) is calculated directly from the defining equation
(3«3) rather than from the differential equation (3*21j.) it is 
found to have a normalisation different from that given here 
(Mapleton 196lb). However, Mapleton (1961b) points out, 
following Okubo and Feldman (19 6 o ), that physical 
considerations force one to renormalise the function so 
obtained® The renormalised expression for is
just that given by (3 *2 5).
Substitution of (3*23) and (3*25) in (3*20) yields
=  n (k ) &,s (‘i-Xs.)- V^k ) Ai)
the final result being obtained by integrating with respect 
to A  and noting that
7s-
' Â i  i- K
Using (3 .2 7) and (I.1 3) in (3°19), and changing the 
order of integration, one obtains
X 53 =  -  U r r & y ^ ^ c i K  A/kK) C-,^  f/f)
X , / r [ % ^  i ( H x  - k . z2>
If the vector ^  is defined by
È  ^  -t C a  - / )
then
^  ^ é t -  é f  - P  =  /
Since
’ djr , , 4 / r
(3.28) now becomes 
where
" ^  . (3.30)
7é
Similarly, using the result
d r  j O X  ifJT
Ijc- z / ~  C < Z ' i )
can be written as
j X v A r )  4; (/-/) %  / )  (5.51)
where
The Fourier transform of the initial state is easily 
evaluated^ since ^r) = IT one obtains
ill
n-Ért
It is convenient to introduce spherical polar coordinates 
( with o  along j> . In the present
calculations f> ) and f   ^ ) are functions
of /f and y  but not of ^  and consequently the azimuthal 
integral in (3.29) or (3 .31) involves only C-,^  ( £  --J-)
The evaluation of the integral is rather lengthy but
7 7
elementary and the result is
Jo >^S Ci-t) - /C 7T  ^ C-(_H,v)
where
o-CXfX) ^
with
A  ^ a \ (/''/- ^ A E  E 2 ^ 0 - ^ ) A i
and
7 . , X r  , 0 - _ y f ) P
%  ^  K  ( c c ^ y ~ i ) l  — ^  r  /
^  za(i-6j(AàE _  M l t â ^ h P  / ,
One therefore obtains
“  p H
x „  =  ' x y y  jdJ(A/{K)j ciOcox) 6-(K^V)Ty )  (3-3U)
—  /
and a corresponding expression for 'Itz .
The function 7^ rut^  j> ) depends on the final 
state wave function and must be evaluated separately for 
each final state considered. The evaluation of 9^ {K^ ^  )
for n = 1 s, 2 is discussed in Appendices 1 - 3 *  The result 
may always be written in the form
7 F
%  n7.t) =  Ao7'4) <5-5«
where
c  =  y ? 3 /-;?--/f-^   ^ d  = ^ p K
'X ^ kir ^ /3 = " %
5 ' - ^ ; ’' i-d'^
while
%
(2 ~ ^  (^ C (^c)o roU T
/c O
~  (-ft: 70/'k @  f  CO'oS)  /   ^ (3.37)
C- o
®  -  7 T  y 1
and the functions 9l'  ^0* - ^^  ' ^ )  sre given in the
appendices®
It is easy to show that TE'fz vanishes in the limit 
{ ^ / M ^ - ^ O j t h e  proof given here is due to Pradhan (1957)* 
Using (3*32) and the definition of &  it is clear that
-t i  K   ^ (3.38)
rl
The first term on the right hand side of this equation
7 ?
v a n is h e s  as and , in  th is  l im i t ^  (3*31  ) becomes
[ d d / V ( K )  ^ , s ( £ - 4 )
yEY^ Ci'dz) ,
How ever, and X /  ( k )  e y J , ( t ' K . X ) ^ p  i ( K X - X . ^ j [
a re  e ig e n fu n c tio n s  o f the same H a m ilto n ia n  co rresp o n d in g  
to  d i f f e r e n t  e n e rg ie s j th e y  are th e re fo r e  o rth o g o n a l and 
co n se q u en tly
/ / m  ^  O  , ( 3. 39)
The r e s u l t  ( 3# 39) can a ls o  be o b ta in e d  by c o n s id e r in g  
th e  d e t a i le d  exp ress io n s  f o r  ^  ( J f ,  ^  ) ^*or each o f th e  
/ ? /  com binations® F o r exam ple , u s in g  th e  eq u a tio n s  ( 3* 35) -  
( 3 . 37) w ith  th e  expressions f o r  g iv e n  in  A ppendix 1 , i t  
is  e a s i ly  shown th a t
7  7ÿ, / s ,  / J
One is  th e r e fo r e  le d  to  conclude t h a t ,  in  c a lc u la t in g  cross  
s e c t io n s , one is  e n t i t le d  to  n e g le c t  t h e 'c o n t r ib u t io n  from  
2 ^  0 T h is  c o n c lu s io n  has been co n firm ed  by n u m e ric a l 
c a lc u la tio n s ®  The im pu lse  a p p ro x im a tio n  cross s e c t io n  
r e fe r r e d  to  in  the p re s e n t c h a p te r  is  th a t
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o b ta in e d  by n e g le c t in g  X /2 .  in  (3 .1 8 )  i . e .
/ lif\ Z****
 ^ d f  . ( 3*U0)
The p re s e n t a u th o r has c a lc u la te d  cross s e c tio n s  f o r  th e  
fo l lo w in g  t r a n s i t io n s
- t  H  O s )  - >  H ( l i )  f- ( 3 .4 1 )
/ / ^ f  H  O s )  t i  O s  ^  /7 ^  (3 .U 2 )
-h 8 (is) ^  H y  (is) i- H'^  (3.43)
H e ^  /  H  (/s) - >  H P ( ^ s  -t (3‘hk)
The n u m e ric a l methods employed a re  d iscu ssed  in  d e t a i l  in  
§3 and th e  r e s u lts  a r e  p re s e n te d  and d iscu ssed  in  §^4.® A 
r a th e r  b r i e f  account o f  t h is  w ork has r e c e n t ly  been p u b lis h e d  
(Coleman and McDowell 1965) *
§3. Numerical methods
The c a lc u la t io n  o f e le c t r o n  c a p tu re  cross s e c tio n s  in  
th e  im pulse a p p ro x im a tio n  in v o lv e s  th e  n u m e ric a l e v a lu a t io n  
o f th re e  in t e g r a ls ,  n am ely , the in te g r a ls  w ith  re s p e c t to  
cos V  and K  in  ( 3» 3h )  and th e  f i n a l  in te g r a t io n  w ith  
re s p e c t  to  ^  in  (3«U0)«
3!
The Simpson in te g r a t io n  fo rm u la  was used f o r  the  
f i n a l  in t e g r a t io n ,  the  s te p le n g th  b e in g  chosen on th e  b a s is  
o f th e  observed b e h a v io u r o f  as a fu n c t io n  o f
I t  was p o s s ib le  to  economise on com puter tim e by p ic k in g  
a s u i t a b le  s e t  o f  va lu e s  o f ^  and th en  choosing  th e  
e n e rg ie s  a c c o rd in g ly « To dem onstrate  th e  method used, 
th e  th re e  cases w hich  arose w i l l  be co n s id e re d  s e p a r a te ly .
F o r sym m etric re s o n a n t processes such as ( 3*U1) and 
(3.UI1.) th e  energy d e fe c t  is  zero  and (1 .3 7 )  reduces to
I t  proved c o n v e n ie n t, f o r  such p ro ce ss es , to  ta k e
=  0-1 (o-i) é> 0) t . (3*U5)
The im p ac t e n e rg ie s  were th en  chosen such th a t  the  
c o rres p o n d in g  v a lu e s  o f  c o in c id e d  w ith  v a lu e s
c o n ta in e d  in  (3.14.5). For exam ple , the e n e rg ie s  g iv e n  by
h o ^  /.  ^ 3 ' 4%, ^'OO^ 9 0 ^  7 4 . 0
correspond to
0.-7^  p'f / >'Oj 2.C?.
Thus i t  was p o s s ib le  to  use th e  same s e t  of p iv o t  p o in ts  
f o r  a l l  e n e rg ie s .
F o r the t r a n s i t io n  (3*U3) the en e rg y  d e f e c t  is  3^
The p iv o t  p o in ts  used w ere those g iv e n  by (3*i|5*)> and the
8 Z
a p p ro p r ia te  e n e rg ie s  were o b ta in e d  by s o lv in g  the  
e q u a tio n
w ith  s u ita b le  v a lu e s  f o r  ® C le a r ly ,  two v a lu e s  o f
the  energy w i l l  correspond to  each v a lu e  o f ,
The t r a n s i t io n s  (3*14-2) have a p o s it iv e  en erg y  d e fe c t ,
4 5  0®75* I t  is  c le a r  from  ( 1 . 37) th a t  f o r  these
t r a n s i t io n s  ^  0, 75* The chosen va lu e s  o f were
0^<i7(o^O/ç)o^Ÿ(0'o£)h/To*/) h r 4<9,
The upper l im i t ^  ^ = 1 4 .0 , was chosen somewhat 
a r b i t r a r i l y  on the s u p p o s it io n  th a t  th e  c o n tr ib u t io n  from  
la r g e r  va lu es  o f  ^  would be n e g l ig ib le .  E x a m in a tio n  o f  
th e  r e s u l t s ,  how ever, showed th a t  i t  was r a r e ly  n ec essary  
to  c a rry  th e  in te g r a t io n  f a r t h e r  than ^  =: 2I4. and in  many 
cases an even s m a lle r  range was q u ite  adequate .
The la y - o u t  o f  the c a lc u la t io n  was as fo l lo w s .  A 
v a lu e  of was chosen, th en  a v a lu e  o f K  * The 
in t e g r a t io n  w ith  re s p e c t to cos V was c a r r ie d  out f o r  a 
number o f  v a lu e s  of th e  in c id e n t  energy and th e  r e s u l ts  * 
were s to re d  in  the com puter as th e  f i r s t  row o f a m a tr ix .
A second .v a lu e  o f K  was th en  chosen, the cos V in te g r a t io n  
c a r r ie d  o u t , and th e  re s u lts  s to re d  as th e  second row o f  
th e  m a tr ix .  T h is  procedui^e co n tin u ed  u n t i l  the in n e r
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in t e g r a l  had been e v a lu a te d  f o r  a l l  th e  re q u ire d  v a lu e s  
o f / f  ® Each row o f the  m a tr ix  then  corresponded to  a 
g iv e n  v a lu e  o f  K  and each column to  a g iv e n  v a lu e  o f the  
energy E . By re a d in g  the a p p ro p r ia te  column from  th e  
s to r e ,  i t  was then p o s s ib le  to  e v a lu a te  the K  in t e g r a l  
and thus o b ta in  a v a lu e  f o r  • When had been
e v a lu a te d  f o r  a l l  the  re q u ire d  e n e rg ie s , a new v a lu e  o f  
j >  was chosen and the e n t i r e  p rocedure  re p e a te d . A 
s e p a ra te  program  was used f o r  the p in t e g r a t io n ,  the  
c a lc u la te d  v a lu e s  o f R / j .  b e in g  fe d  in  as d a ta .
As a r e s u l t  o f te s ts  c a r r ie d  o u t f o r  the cos V  
in t e g r a t io n  i t  was d e c id e d , when d e a lin g  w ith  S  s ta te s ,  to  
s p l i t  th e  range o f  in te g r a t io n  in to  two p a r t s ,  ( - 1 . 0 ,  0 .5 )  
and ( 0 . 5 ,  1 . 0 ) .  A s ix te e n -p o in t  G-aussian q u a d ra tu re  
fo rm u la  was th en  a p p lie d  to  each p a r t .  In  the cases  
exam ined th is  p ro cedu re  was found to  y ie ld  e i ^ t  f ig u r e  
accu racy  in  the in t e g r a t io n .  F o r f i n a l  f>  s ta te s  i t
proved n ecessary  to  d iv id e  the range o f in te g r a t io n  in to  
th re e  p a r ts  to  a c h ie v e  com parable accu racy . S ix te e n -  
p o in t  G aussian q u a d ra tu re  was a g a in  employed f o r  each p a r t .
Because o f  th e  f a c t o r  t  o c c u rr in g  in  th e  in te g ra n d  
one m ig ht exp ec t d i f f i c u l t i e s  to a r is e  when t  = 0 i . e .  when 
p  and cos V - /  . To in v e s t ig a te  th is  p o s s i b i l i t y
the  fu n c t io n s  4^ 7 were expanded in  powers o f ^  f o r  a l l  the
cases to  be co n s id e re d . F o r exam ple, th e  e x p re s s io n s  
g iv e n  in  Appendix 1 may be w r i t t e n  as
-fo
■=. - - y / r j T A X)fJ
-  - < k * r . ' ^ v / r 9
% e n  K = p , i t  fo llo w s  th a t
t  -I- Y  =  -
f i  -t f -  =  { ‘< ’^ - 3  XT'-7
and t h e r e fo r e , s in ce  , the e x p re s s io n  à  7 ^ ^  t s
^  t * ^  j
rem ains f i n i t e  as t O  ^  The a n a ly s is  f o r  the 2s and 2p 
s ta te s  is  more co m p lica ted  b u t in  these cases a ls o  i t  is  
p o s s ib le  to  show th a t  t  = 0 is  n o t a s in g u la r i t y .  I t  was 
s t i l l  fe a r e d ,  how ever, th a t  some e r r o r  m ight be in c u rre d  
in  th e  n u m e ric a l work in  the v i c i n i t y / t  = 0 ,  when t ”  ^ and 
p )  were e v a lu a te d  s e p a ra te ly . F o r K = p th e  
cos y  in te g r a t io n  was th e r e fo r e  c a r r ie d  out b o th  w ith  and 
w ith o u t  th e  use o f th e  power s e r ie s  exp an s io n . The two 
methods gave id e n t ic a l  r e s u l t s .  I t  is  th e r e fo r e  concluded
t h a t  th e  G aussian in te g r a t io n  te c h n iq u e  used is  q u ite  
s a t is f a c t o r y  even when K = p.
In  o rd e r to  c a lc u la te  N (k ) , ( > 0  -
was e v a lu a te d  by  u s in g  S t i r l i n g ’ s a s y m p to tic  s e r ie s  (see  
E r d e ly i  (1953 ) v o l .  1 ,  p . U7) and was then
o b ta in e d  by re p e a te d  use o f th e  i d e n t i t y  P C t i - O i ) -  
The r o u t in e  used g iv e s  c o r r e c t  to  seven
s ig n i f ic a n t  f ig u r e s .
The K in t e g r a l  was e v a lu a te d  by Simpson’ s method.
The range o f in t e g r a t io n  was tru n c a te d  a t  K = 100 because  
th e  in te g ra n d  becomes n e g l ig ib le  f o r  la r g e  v a lu e s  o f  K, 
and the lo w e r in t e g r a t io n  l i m i t  was tak en  to  be 0 .0 5  as 4/ 
d e t a i le d  in v e s t ig a t io n  shows th a t  the c o n t r ib u t io n  to  th e  
in t e g r a l  from  th e  range 0 ^ K < 0 .0 5  is  e x tre m e ly  s m a ll.
In  th e  v i c i n i t y  o f the lo w e r l i m i t  the f a c t o r  N(K) 
o s c i l la t e s  e x tre m e ly  r a p id ly  and i t  was n e c es sary  to  tak e  
a v e ry  s m a ll s te p  le n g th  to  o b ta in  re a s o n a b le  a c cu racy ; 
f o r  th e  2s s t a t e ,  f o r  exam ple , the fo l lo w in g  v a lu e s  were 
usedtK  = 0 .0 5  (0 .0 0 1 )  0 .0 8  (0 .0 0 2 5 )  0 .1 4  (0 .0 0 5 )  0 .2  (O .O l)
0.6 ( 0 . 025) 1.4 (0 . 1) 6.0 (0 . 25) 10.0 (0 . 5) 20 
(1 )  30 (5 ) 100.
The t o t a l  number o f  p iv o t  p o in ts  used v a r ie d  betw een 250 and 
l+OO depending on the  f i n a l  s ta te  c o n s id e re d . Convergence  
checks in d ic a te  t h a t  the r e s u lts  f o r  th is  in t e g r a t io n  a re
S6
a c c u ra te  to  f i v e  s ig n i f ic a n t  f ig u r e s .
Convergence te s ts  f o r  th e  f i n a l  in t e g r a t io n  would  
have re q u ire d  an enormous amount o f  com puting tim e  and 
were co n se q u en tly  n o t p o s s ib le  in  g e n e ra l. In  the  
l im i t e d  number o f cases fo r  w hich te s ts  were p o s s ib le  i t  
was found th a t  th e  f i n a l  in t e g r a t io n  was a c c u ra te  to  th re e  
f ig u r e s .  I t  can p ro b a b ly  be assumed th a t  th is  accuracy  
h o ld s  f o r  a l l  th e  c a lc u la t io n s ,  excep t perhaps where the  
s te p  le n g th  in  the in te g r a t io n  was r a th e r  la r g e  i . e .  a t  
v e ry  h ig h  e n e rg ie s  f o r  a l l  t r a n s i t io n s  and a t  v e ry  low  
e n e rg ie s  f o r  th e  n o n -re s o n a n t t r a n s i t io n s .
§U.o R e s u lts
I4. . I  E le c tr o n  c a p tu re  by p ro to n s  in  hydrogen
Im pulse a p p ro x im a tio n  cross s e c tio n s  f o r  the processes  
( 3 . 14.1) and ( 3. 14.2) a re  g iv e n  in  ta b le s  10 and 11. The 
r e s u l ts  a re  a ls o  p res e n te d  g r a p h ic a l ly  to  a llo w  com parison  
w ith  ex p erim en t and w ith  o th e r  a p p ro x im a tio n s .
The p re s e n t r e s u l ts  f o r  c a p tu re  in to  th e  ground s ta te  
a re  p lo t te d  in  P ig s . 1 and 2 , where th e y  a re  compared w ith  
th e  p re d ic t io n s  o f  th e  Born and OBK ap p ro x im a tio n s  and the  
tw o -s ta te  a p p ro x im a tio n  o f M c C a rro ll ( 196I ) .  C lose  
agreem ent is  o b ta in e d  w ith  th e  r e s u l ts  o f C h esh ire  (1963a)
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Table 10
Im pulse a p p ro x im a tio n  cross s e c t io n s  
f o r  H+ + H ( ls )  -+ H ( ls )  +
E (k e v ) 25.0 36.0 49.0 6 4 *0  81.0
Q ( W )  2 .1 9  9 .4 8 , - 1  4 . 22,-1 1 .9 3 , -1  9. 07,-2
E (k e v ) 100 156 225 306 400
Q ( W )  4 . 3 9 ,-2 8 .01 , - 3  1 . 71 , - 3  4 . 24,-4 1 .1 9 , - 4
E (k e v ) 506 624 899 1224 1598
Q ( W )  3. 79,-5 1.31 , - 5  2. 08 , - 6  4 . 04,-7 9. 52,-8
8s
Table 11
Im pu lse  approxim ation , cross se c tio n s  Q (n l ) , in  u n its  o f  xao®»
f o r  I f  + H ( ls )  -» H (ng) + I f
E(kev) Q (2s) Q(2p) Q(2s + 2 i
0.403 - 2 .0 0 , - 3 -
0.971 7 . 24,-2 - -
1 .8 9 1. 87,—1 7. 85,-2 2.65 ,-1
2.73 - 1. 76,-1 -
4.44 4 .2  6 , —1 4 . 01,—1 8 .2 7 , -1
6.24 5. 01,-1 5.6 7 , - 1 1 .0 7
10.7 4 .9 5 , - 1 6 .4 9 , -1 1.14
15.5 4 . 08,—1 5. 82,-1 9.90 , -1
22.7 2 .7 7 ,-1 3.5 9 , - 1 6.36 , -1
32.7 — 1 .5 9 , -1
56.2 4 . 75,-2 3 . 58,-2 8.33 , - 2
79i'0 1.71 , - 2 1.1 2 2 .8 2 , - 2
129 2 .9 5 , - 3 1. 51, - 3 4.47 , - 3
185 6 .58,-4 2. 51, - 4 9.09 , - 4
361 2 .9 3 , - 5 4 . 60s,-6 3.39 ,-5
467 8 .07 , —6 9. 42 , - 7 9.01 , - 6
586 2 .5 5 , - 6 2 . 40 , —7 2.79 , -6
861 3. 7 5 , - 7 2. 60,—8 4.01 , - 7
1186 7 . 72,-8 3. 8 8 , - 9 8.11 , - 8
2459 1. 07 , - 9 3. 41 ,-1 1 1 .IO5 , - 9
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whose calculations differ from those of the present work only 
in the numerical methods used. At the lowest energy 
considered (25 kev) the Born and impulse approximations are 
in close agreement but falls off more rapidly than
Qp as the impact energy is increased. There is a 
considerable discrepancy at all energies between and
of McCarroll (1961). This discrepancy is 
particularly marked at high energies and it is clear from 
Fig. 2 that9 as pointed out by Bates and McCarroll (1962),
tends eventually to
Results for capture into the 2s state are displayed 
in Figs. 3 and U. Born cross sections for this transition 
have been evaluated by Jackson and Schiff (1953) and by 
Mapleton (1962) but cross section values are not available 
at energies below 56 kev. Bates and Dalgarno (1953) have 
obtained an estimate of the Born cross section by 
multiplying the OBK cross section for the same transition 
by the ratio Qp(l8)/QQp^(ls) and their results are 
represented by curve (3) of Fig. 3# Fig. 3 of Jackson and 
Schiff (1953)$ which compares Born and OBK cross section 
ratios, shows that at energies greater than about 30 kev 
this procedure slightly over-estimates the true Born cross 
section, whereas at lower energies it under-estimates. At 
energies above 150 kev the results of Bates and Dalgarno 
(1953) are in close agreement with those of Mapleton (1962).
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The two-state approximation of LoveHand McElroy 
(">9 6 5 )9 which includes back coupling and distortion effects, 
leads to the results given by curve (U) of Fig. 3. At 
energies above 50 kev back coupling is unimportant and the 
results of Lovell and McElroy (i9 6 5) are in close agreement 
with Q2 of McElroy (1963) (cf. tables I4. and 7 above). It 
should be noted however that at 1|00 kev the results quoted 
in these two papers differ by about 8%. As in the case 
of capture into the ground state, the cross sections of the 
two-state approximation greatly exceed those of the Born 
and impulse approximations at high energies.
Pigs. 5 and 6 show the results of the impulse, Born,
OBK and two-state approximations for capture into the 
2p state. A peculiar feature of Pig. 6 is the 
behaviour of Q2 of McElroy (1963)« Rather than 
converge to the OBK value, as one would expect it to do, 
the cross section given by McElroy (1963) falls off 
rapidly at high energies, the value quoted at 800 key 
being almost exactly the same as the Born value.
In Pig. 7 a number of theoretical cross sections are 
compared with the experimental results of Stebbings, Young, 
Oxley and Ehrhardt (19 6 5)» In the energy range considered 
the present results are clearly in better agreement with 
experiment than are the Born estimates of Bates and 
Dalgarno (1953)« At 25 kev and q/ of McElroy (1963)
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are in close agreement; at energies above 25 kev, however, 
QiMp lies closer to the curve given by Stebbings et al.(19 6 5). 
The two-state approximation is probably more accurate than the 
impulse approximation at energies below 25 kev but cross 
section values are not available in this region.
The impulse approximation cross sections for capture 
into the 1s, 2s and 2p states are compared in Pig. 8. As
in the Born and OBK approximations, the cross section 
Q(2p) falls off much more rapidly than Q(2s) or Q(ls) as 
the impact energy is increased and Q(2s)and Q(ls) decrease 
at approximately the same rate.
The ratio R = Q(2s)/q (1s) is plotted in Pig. 9^from 
which it is seen that the impulse approximation values for 
this ratio are in close agreement with those of the OBK 
approximation® It is also found that a similar result 
holds for the ratio Q(2p)/Q,(*1 s) ® On the assumption that 
this agreement between the OBK and impulse approximations 
is maintained for all the ratios Q(nl)/Q(1 s)(nl / 1s), the 
n“*^  rule can be used to estimate the total capture cross 
section in the impulse approximation. One obtains
A number of cross section values obtained by using this 
formula are given in table 12. These results are plotted 
in Pigs. 10 and 11 together with the total OBK cross sections.
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Table 12
Impulse approximation cross sections
for H+ + H(1 s) —► H + H* obtained by using (3.4 6 )
E(kev) 25 36 56 79 100 129
3.1 1.4 4.2,-1 1.4,-1 6.3,-2 2.4^-2
E(kev) 155 185 225 267 306 361
Q(^ao?) 1.1 y —2 5.4,-3 2.3,-3 1.0,-3 5 .5,-4 2.5,-4
E(kev) 400 506 586 624 861 1186
Q(%ao^) 1 • 5 » -4 4» 8 >“5 2.3,-5 1.6,-5 3 .2 , - 6 6.1, -7
! ô l
the two-state approximation cross sections as estimated by 
McElroy (1963)? and an estimate of the total Born cross 
sections obtained by applying the n“  ^ rule to the results 
of Mapleton (1 9 6 2 )0 Pig. 10 also contains the experimental 
results of Pite et al® (i9 6 0) and Ryding and Gilbody (1963), 
for capture by protons in atomic hydrogen. The values 
attributed to Stier and Barnett (1956) in Pig. 10, and to 
Barnett and Reynolds (1958) in Pigo 11, are the cross 
sections per hydrogen atom obtained in measurements on 
molecular hydrogeno The values used here are taken from 
the table given by Allison and Garcia-Munoz (1962).
Por the transitions considered here the cross sections 
predicted by the impulse approximation do not differ 
significantly from those of the Born approximation over a 
wide range of energies. However, as pointed out by 
Bransden and Cheshire (1 9 6 3), the two approximations differ 
greatly in a number of details such as angular distribution, 
transition probability and the behaviour of the cross 
sections at high energies. ^
Bassel and Ger juoy (i9 6 0) have plotted j ^ j  as 
a function of p^ for the process (3*41 )° The angular 
distribution so obtained is sharply peaked at •
As the value of p is increased //R g  / decreases rapidly 
to a deep minimum which is followed by a large angle tail 
which contributes significantly to the cross section.
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This behaviour is due to cancellation between the terms 
arising from the two potentials Vi 2 and V2 3 . Fig. 12 shows 
the impulse approximation angular distribution for the same 
process and angular distributions for capture into the 2 s 
state are plotted in Fig. 13* In each case there is a
peak at p = p^^^^ followed by a steady decrease with
increasing p.
Using the formula (2oU5) the transition probability 
was calculated as a function of impact parameter from the
calculated values of . For the process (3-U1) the
transition probability was found to exceed unity at the 
lowest energy considered ( 2 5 kev), taking the values 1.03 
and I0O2 at = 0 and 0.1 respectively. At higher 
energies the transition probability was always less than 
unity and for the non resonant reactions (3 .^2) the 
transition probability was much less than unity at all 
energies.
In Figo 1l| the impact parameter times the transition 
probability is shown as a function of , at two values of 
the incident energy E. It is clear that the impulse 
approximation curves bear no resemblance to those of the 
Born approximationo Fig. 11| also contains the two-state 
approximation results given by McCarroll (1 9 6I). Results 
for the processes (3.^2) are given in Figs. 15 and 16.
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Electron capture by alpha particles in hydrogen
Impulse approximation cross sections for the processes 
(3 .I|3) and (3 .I4I1.) are given in tables 13 and Ü 4..
The present results for capture into the ground state, 
for energies up to 6OO kev, are plotted in Fig. 17 . This 
figure also shows the results obtained by McCarroll and 
McElroy (I9 6 2) in the two-state approximation with and 
without the distortion term. A similar comparison is made 
in Pig. 18 with the results of McElroy (I9 6 3) for the n = 2 
level. Comparison with the values obtained by Schiff (1954) 
shows that, for capture into the n = 2 level, the B o m  and 
impulse approximations yield very similar results, the Born 
cross sections being slightly larger at all energies. The 
relative behaviour of the impulse approximation cross 
sections for capture into the Is, 2s and 2p states is shown 
in Pigs.19 and 20.
The processes (3*44) are examples of accidental or 
asymmetric resonance and, for this reason, capture into the 
n = 2 level provides the dominant contribution to the 
capture cross section at low energies. At higher energies 
(> 1 Mev) the resonant nature of (3*U4) is unimportant and, 
as can be seen from Pig. 2 0, the relative behaviour of 
Q(ls), Q(2s) and Q(2p) is rather similar to that obtained 
for proton impact.
t u
Table 13
Impulse approximation cross sections 
for He2+ + H(ls) -+ He+(1s) + H*
E(kev) 6,00 29.3 U1 • 6 6 2 . 5 100
1,27,-3 3.73,-2 6,9 0 , —2 1,2 7 , - 1 2.07,-1
E(kev) 123 152 190 212 267
Q( T^o) 2.30,-1 2.38,-1 2.2 4 , - 1 2.10,-1 1.70,-1
E(kev) 337 377 423 474 530
Q( xao^ ) 1.25,-1 1 ® 03, —1 8.33,-2 6,5 8 , - 2 5,0 9 , - 2
E(kev) 591 732 , 899 1436 21 56
Q(xao®) 3.86,-2 2.10,-2 1 « 0 9 ,—2 1 ,9 5 ,-3 3.53,-5
H i
Table 14
Impulse approximation cross sections Q(n£) in units of
for He^+ + H(ls) -, He+ (n^) + If
E(kev) Q (2s) Q(2p) Q (2s) + Q(2p)
4 1 .5 1 , 1 1 . 64 , 2 1. 79b 2
16 2.69 4.385, 1 4 .6 5 ,  1
36 6 « 7 6 ,—1 2 . 02 , 1 2. 09 , 1
64 2 . 33,-1 1 . 08 , 1 1 . 10 , 1
100 1. 59,-1 5 .77 5 .93
144 1 . 43,-1 2 .95 3 .10
196 1 • 195,-1 1 .4 7 1.61
256 8 .9 1 , -2 7 .1 7 ,-1 8.0 6 ,-1
324 6 .0 9 , - 2 3 .5 0 ,-1 4.11 ,-1
400 3 . 93,-2 1 .7 0 ,-1 2 . 09,-1
624 1 .1 6 , —2 2 . 74,-2 3 .89s,-2
899 3 .2 5 , -3 4 . 28,-3 7 .5 3 , -3
1224 9•4 6 , —4 7 .4 9 . - 4 1. 6% , -3
1598 2»94 , -U 1 .5 6 ,-4 4 . 50s,-4
2023 3 . 57,-5 1 .1 6 ,-5 4 .7 3 , -5
2497 5 . 84,-6 1 .4 9 ,-6 7 . 33,-6
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No attempt has been made to estimate total cross 
sections since, in view of the accidental resonance in the 
n = 2 level, the n""^  rule is probably highly inaccurate in 
this case. While it is not possible to effect a direct 
comparison with experiment one can observe a certain 
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental 
curves at low energies. The impulse approximation results 
for the n = 2 level show a behaviour similar to that 
obtained for the symmetric resonant reaction in
that the cross section increases steadily as the impact 
energy is decreased (cf. Figs. 1 and 18). The experimental 
results of Fite et al. (1962), on the other hand, are 
clearly non resonant in form. It has been suggested by 
Fite et al. (1962) that this non resonant behaviour is due 
to the Coulomb repulsion between the product ions. Thus 
the discrepancy between the calculated energy dependence at 
low energies and that observed by Fite et al. (1962) is 
probably due, at least in part, to the fact that the present 
work fails to take account of the final-state Coulomb 
interaction.
Impulse approximation angular distributions for 
capture into the Is and 2s states are displayed in Figs. 21 
and 22 and the variation of transition probability with 
impact parameter is shown in Figs. 23 and 2i|. For the non
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resonant reaction (3-U-3) the transition probability is less 
than unity at all energies but for the resonant reactions 
{3okh) the calculated probabilities exceed unity, for 
small impact parameters, at energies below 100 kev.
§5* Conclusion
The work described in this chapter was undertaken in 
order to obtain an independent evaluation of cross sections 
for a number of electron capture processes and, at the same 
time, to provide data which might eventually be used to 
check the accuracy of the impulse approximation for such 
processes. While the limited amount of experimental data 
available does not allow one to state definitely where and 
to what extent the impulse approximation is valid, a certain 
amount of useful information can be obtained from comparison 
of theory and experiment and by examination of the underlying 
assumptions of the approximation. The present section 
discusses such conclusions as can be drawn at the present 
time.
The results given in the previous section show that the 
impulse approximation is a useful tool for the investigation 
of moderate and high energy electron capture processe^as 
it yields cross sections which are in reasonable agreement
IZ3
with the available measurementso The Born approximation 
cross sections are also in good accord with the 
experimental values but, as has been pointed out previously, 
the impulse approximation is much more satisfactory in a 
number of details such as the significance of the 
internuclear potential, the values of transition probabilities, 
and the shape of angular distributions. The impulse 
approximation is clearly superior to the OBK approximation 
and may well be more reliable than the method of Bates (1958b) 
at high energies.
The results obtained by McCarroll (1 9 6I) indicate that 
for the process (3 .4 1 ) back coupling is important at 
energies below I4.0 kev and comparison of the values givgn by 
McElroy (1 9 6 3) with those of Lovell and McElroy (1 9 65) leads 
to a similar conclusion for capture into the 2s state.
Back coupling is neglected in the impulse approximation and 
this is what gives rise to the violation of unitarity at 
low energies^ One might therefore expect the impulse 
approximation cross sections to be too large at energies 
much below I4.O kev for proton hydrogen collisions; the curves 
shown in Pig. 7 appear to support this view. Little can be 
saidp however, about results obtained at energies below 25 kev, 
as the basic assumption of the method cannot be expected to 
be valid at these energies*
For processes such as (3.^3) and (3ol*) back coupling 
can also be expected to play an important role but the 
relevant energy range is not known. Moreover, for these 
processes the "frozen atom" assumption is probably not 
valid for energies much below 100 kev. Errors are also 
likely to arise because of the assumption that the final 
state wave function is given by (1.13); the Coulomb 
repulsion in the final state is therefore ignored and this 
is probably the major reason for the marked difference in 
the low energy behaviour of the calculated and measured 
cross sections.
Comparison with the results of Ryding and Gilbody (1965) 
(see Pigo 10) suggests that the cross sections given by the 
impulse approximation fall off too rapidly with increasing 
energy® This comparison presupposes the validity of the 
iT^ rule and is therefore subject to considerable uncertainty. 
While it seems rather unlikely that excited state 
contributions could resolve the discrepancy between theory 
and experiment, say at 130 kev where they differ by a factor 
of about 1.7* it is nevertheless clear that the validity of 
the n"^ rule needs further investigation® Por this reason 
the present author intends to calculate impulse approximation 
cross sections for capture into the n = 3 level by protons 
and alpha particles in atomic hydrogen. This calculation
I Z Ç
should furnish further information on the n”  ^ rule and at 
the same time form a basis for a comparison of the alpha 
particle data with the measurements of Fite et al. (1 9 6 2).
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CHAPTER h o THE HIGH ENERGY BEHAVIOUR OF ELECTRON CAPTURE 
CROSS SECTIONS
§1 * Introduction
It is evident from the earlier chapters of this work 
that a number of approximations exist which might be expected 
to be valid at high energies. These approximations lead 
to results which differ so widely that some of them are 
necessarily incorrect® Unfortunately, however, the lack 
of experimental data in the high energy region precludes 
any definitive statement on the accuracy of the approximations. 
Clearly a reasonable requirement on any high energy 
approximation is that the cross section should have the 
correct form in the non-relativistic high energy limit; 
consequently a knowledge of the exact behaviour of the 
electron capture cross sections as a function of the 
energy E, in the limit as E œ, would be extremely useful. 
While the exact asymptotic form is not known at the present 
time, recent work has yielded a considerable amount of 
information on the asymptotic forms given by various high 
energy approximations. This work is reviewed in the 
present chapter® Since the most striking results concern 
symmetric resonant electron capture the following analysis 
is mainly concerned with the prototype of such reactions, . 
namely the process
r  + H(is) H(is) + r  . (14..1)
U7
§2.0 The Classical Approximation
The earliest investigation of electron capture by fast 
charged particles was that of Thomas (1927) who considered 
the problem from the viewpoint of classical mechanics.
His treatment was based on the assumption that electron 
capture occurs as a result of two successive close 
collisions § the first between the heavy incident particle 
and the bound electron and the second between the electron 
and the target nucleus. It was assumed that,- as'a result of 
the first collision, the electron is deflected towards the 
nucleus with speed approximately equal to that of the 
incident particle, which continues to move in its original 
path. In the second collision the electron is deflected, 
without change of speed, so that it moves almost parallel 
to the path of the incident particle. Under these 
assumptions the cross section for electron capture is found— il
to vary as where LT is the velocity of the incident
particle®
It is sometimes regarded as desirable that quantum 
mechanical calculations should reproduce the u dependence 
at high energies. However, in view of the work of Cook 
(1 9 6 3), who claims that the Thomas picture fails completely 
at all energies, it is clear that further work is required 
before one can determine the correct asymptotic form, even 
within the framework of classical mechanics.
u e
§3» The OBK and first Born approximations
The OBK cross section for the reaction (/4..I), obtained 
by putting n = 1 in (2.11), is
/8
a
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It is immediately obvious that in the high energy limit
^ o s K  -  E '  (4 .2)
■U
where E - c/ is the energy in Rydbergs which the incident 
particle would have if its mass were that of the electron. 
It follows that in the present case E is the energy of the 
incident proton measured in units of 2Lj.. 9 kev.
In the Born approximation, neglecting terms of order 
1/M  compared with unity, Jackson and Schiff ( 1953) obtained 
the result
6 L q  ' V  O ’ é C  I 6 L o ô k  . ( h - 3)
It should be noted that this result is independent of the
mass and charge of the projectile and would also hold, for 
example, for alpha particle impact; the result is in no
way related to the presence or absence of resonance.
Furthermore, examination of the integral of (2.17) in this 
case shows that the entire cross section comes from values
li?
of p very close to that is, from a small range of
scattering angles centred on the forward direction ( 0 = 0 ) .
It has recently been shown by Maple ton (1 961i.b) that, 
in the case of symmetric resonance, there is a contribution 
from the backward direction (6 = %) which is proportional 
to (i/M)^ but which nevertheless provides the dominant 
contribution to the Born cross sec.tion in the high energy 
limit. The relationship (U* 3) is therefore incorrect for 
symmetric resonant processes.
The contribution from the internuclear potential to 
the Born approximation scattering amplitude for the 
reaction (l+.i) is given by (2.19) in the form
32
TT (4.4)
with
- j -  _  r ___________________4L______________________________________.
Using the equation
. C
(I4.0 5) can be reduced to
130
(Jackson and Schiff 1953), where
- r -  ^
and consequently
T  -  ^ Cr ^
where
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The integrals to be evaluated are of the form 
-r C  <X O  ~^)do( H  ^  f
-Ln =  T ~ r  = ~ z ~ ™ N  — 7"— 7 M 3
/ / ’■ -h ^  oSJ ^ (^ '7-') ^r^'/-k)w]
^=1
Ü
In particular
^  ^ I  4  ^  ^______________
- 3 ^ 0( (t-:x)i^Y''
-a'-=ü
g  / _
3 ^  (t O'^
where
T '  ■=■ JfTr^ +  ^
—  -h ~ R  'f' / '(r (4.8)
and
7? - I -  7r- - /^^ /
(4 . 9)
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Recalling that for symmetric resonance •
max
it is clear that, when p = p ,
-^ max
T' =
which is independent of energy® It follows that at 
extremely high energies the dominant contribution to
d b
comes from the term I2 ® Thus, at sufficiently high energies,
, ^  é 4  ^
X t s  ^  ~ z r ÿ r ^  * (4 .1 0)
The Born cross section given by (2.17) may be written
as
6^ B ~  O.OBK SI Ts GIobkts, (U.II)
where
. /A
6?
•L
and the meaning of the other terms in ([4..II) is obvious. 
Using (U.IO) one obtains
Z 'Ô' ^  I (J'f ^
'  " T T "  I m V -  ' (^-3)
I3Z
The integral in (^*13) is elementary and takes the formi— _ r_ !_______ __   X . j. A S : / I tSI , éij*r
M-Lf
Z R  /
z/'frT
At high energies the dominant term in this expression is 
the last one which, when evaluated at the upper limit, is
which can be written as
^ ,r -f - %
3.
Qjg therefore dominates over and with the
result that in the high energy limit one obtains
a .  -  « • ' «
/
which is the result obtained by Mapleton (l96^b).
The result (Z+.iU) depends on the fact that / 
becomes independent of energy when p^ = M^v^« It is clear 
from (i«38) that this value of p^ lies in the range of 
integration only if Mi = Mg and AE = 0, that is, only in the 
case of symmetric resonance® Thus the high energy limit of 
Qg(ls «1s) for non resonant processes is given correctly by 
(4.3). Furthermore, from table 15, which compares the
Table 15
Comparison of the asymptotic forms (4*3) and (U.14). 
Cross sections in units of ^ao^
Energy (lev) 10 UO 100
0.661 8.5,-12 2.1 , -15 8.5,-18
16/1
3 C y  E-= 2.5,-14 3.9 , - 1 6  2.5,-17
Table 16
Energy (Mev) 1 10 40 100
Qg/QoBK 0.370 0.542 0.598 0.620
I 3 S
expressions (4.3) and (h°14) at high energies, it is clear
that the E"’ term is negligible at energies up to about
however
UO Mev. It should be remembered^that the approach to the 
limit (U®3) is extremely slow as can be seen from the 
values of the ratio Q^/Qq b k ^iven in table 16. These 
values are computed from equation (i?) of Jackson and 
Schiff (1953).
In the above analysis for the process (4 .I) the two 
protons have been regarded as distinguishable. In reality, 
of course, the protons are indistinguishable and one has 
two competing processes to contend with, namely, (U-l) and 
the reaction
-f- / / O s )  t O ^  4-  0 0  . (4 .1 5 )
In the experimental region it is possible to define an 
electron capture cross section because the differential 
cross section shows two distinct and separate peaks, one 
at 6 = 0 corresponding to electron capture and one at 
6 = % due to elastic scattering. Since the peaks are well 
separated there is no interference and the squared modulus 
of the total scattering amplitude is simply the sum of the 
squared moduli of the separate amplitudes for (U*1) and 
(1^ .1 5) « However, in the region where the E"*^  term 
becomes important, the differential cross section peak at
/ g r
Q = % is due in part to elastic scattering and in part to 
electron capture; there is interference between the 
elastic and capture amplitudes and therefore there is no 
well defined capture cross section in this approximation.
The Bates approximation
The two-state approximation of Bates (1958b) reduces 
to the OBK approximation at high energies® This is easily 
seen by comparing (2 *6 5) and (2®37) and noting that at 
high energies tends to zero* The impact parameter 
method necessarily neglects terms of order 1/M and 
therefore this method cannot be expected to display the 
behaviour at high energies*
It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that the distorted 
wave method of Bassel and Gerjuoy (i9 6 0) is equivalent to 
the Bates approximation when 8^  ^  0 and back coupling can 
be neglected* However, Bassel and Gerjuoy employed a 
wave formulation and therefore terms of order 1/M can be 
included in a consistent manner in the calculations 
(although such terms were neglected in the original work 
on this approximation) * Mapleton (196U-b) has examined 
the high energy behaviour of the distorted wave method for 
the process (I4.® 1 ) , retaining terms of order 1/M, and he 
concludes that, as in the Born approximation, a
I3é
contribution from the backward direction leads (for 
distinguishable protons) to the result
! i  / - O ’ - c - s
Although detailed calculations of electron capture 
cross sections in the second Born approximation have 
never been carried out, some interesting results applicable 
to the high energy region have been obtained by Drisko (1 9 5 5). 
This work has not been published but some details are given 
in the recent review by Bransden (1965). Using the 
expansion of the total Green’s function operator in terms 
of the free particle operator Go ? Drisko obtained the 
result
Gigj£ ( 0 ' Z f 4 ^ é i ~  a. . (4.16)
This result shows that ultimately the second Born cross 
section is proportional to v"' %  This v"'’’ dependence 
arises, as in the classical case, from a double scattering 
by the potentials Vi3 and Vas» It should be noted that in 
Drisko’s work terms of order l/M have been neglected} this 
may lead to error in the high energy limit but such errors 
are probably negligible at energies below 1+0 Mev.
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D risko  was also  ab le  to show th a t  the unphysioal 
im portance a tta ch ed  to  the in te rn u c le a r  p o te n t ia l  in  th e  
f i r s t  Born approxim ation  does not a r is e  when second o rd er  
terms are  taken  in to  account, a t le a s t  in  the h igh  energy  
l i m i t .  The term  is  ca n ce lled  e x a c tly  ( to  o rd e r 1/M )
by two o th e r terms which a lso  in v o lv e  the p o te n t ia l  V ia*
A d is c o n c e rtin g  fe a tu re  o f th is  work is  the evidence  
which i t  p rovides fo r  the la c k  o f convergence o f the Born 
s e r ie s  o f approxim ations. The r e s u lt  (4 * 16) in d ic a te s  
t h a t ,  even a t  ex trem ely  h ig h  en erg ies , the Born s e r ie s  
does n o t converge to i t s  f i r s t  term . Furtherm ore ,
D ris k o  ( 1955) es tim ates  th a t in c lu s io n  o f the th ir d  term  o f 
the Born s e r ie s  would lea d  to the r e s u ltt
Q . ^ 7i l  ( o  i / f - h  J ( S o a > r .  (4 . 17)
There 1b c le a r ly  no reason to  assume th a t  fo u r th  and h ig h e r
1
o rd er c o rre c tio n s  are no t e q u a lly  im p ortan t.
§6 . The im pulse anuroxim ation
The impulse approxim ation  cross s e c tio n  fo r  the 
process (4 * 1) is  g iven  byy J
(4.18)
I3S
It will be convenient to discuss separately the various terms 
which occur in the integrand of (4 .18). Consider first the 
expression to which (4*18) reduces when terms of order 1/M
are neglected compared with unity, that is
where
x „  = 0-jt) A / 0 )  %  ys j )  e . (4 .2 0)
Por the present analysis it proves convenient to write
(AI.2 3) in the form
/ Æ - f
where
F- i
j- i K ItiK (4 .2 2)
^  /r  t f c  -  i ‘Z )  K  7
and
5  -  -t- X .
In deriving (4® 21) account has been taken of the fact that 
1 /M = 0 implies b = 1 * Prom (A1 ® 18) and (A1 • 20) one 
also obtains
c ^ /4 ^  ^ y  =
/3f
and
17^ 7=1 I 'h
The Fourier transform G^g(q - t) is sharply peaked 
at ^  = q while the other expressions in (4.20) are 
slowly varying® One can therefore write
Ik) 7 (A, j" C l  -/] t c C k , (h. 2 3)
/V -JL I '
—  ZTi . ___
At the peak
K  ^ -  LT
and
and therefore
c 7= / y-/'' - a/,/ c C - R i / ,
Substitution of these values in (4®22) leads to the result
a.0 /(/V s )
(4.24)
The integral in (4® 23) is given by
> S^ 77"
<^5 X  x )  -  -ip ' (4.25)
and therefore
/ r ,  s / " -  ^ ' V v - v M / V /  f- &  a ; ' # / t ' V -
  ^  3 c/'^-/ _  2 c/^ (^c /'V 3> 7
1^ 0
Noting that, as cT -5>  ^ j Ok'
both tend to unity, substitution of (4.26) in (4.19) yields
The first term in (4#27) is
O Ô K
and the second term
^  E
L'^ E)
The evaluation of the other terms is rather tedious but 
elementary® One finally obtains
s'Tfor
Sizi (O'ZfC-C +- Z" ) <â.03K, (4.28)
This result was first derived by Bransden and Cheshire (1963), 
The asymptotic form given by (4* 28) is rather similar to 
the second Born approximation result but the 1/ term 
differs by a factor of two from that given in (4*16). A 
satisfactory explanation of the origin of this discrepancy 
has not been given® In this connection it is also 
interesting to note that the continuum distorted wave 
approximation of Cheshire (1963b, 1964 ) gives the result
^  i- a'’- ) (4.29)
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in exact agreement with the second Born approximation ^  
whereas a simpler approximation, obtained by substituting
fov in (2.75), leads to an 
asymptotic form in exact agreement with (4.28).
It has been pointed out by Mapleton (1964a) that the 
integral defining I23 is not uniformly convergent when 
Lf^ oo and consequently ( ^ 3 does not have a unique limit as 
LT-57 00  ^ However this does not affect the situation at 
finite velocities; (4 ® 2 8) therefore gives the correct form 
of the impulse approximation cross section for very large 
finite velocities, when terms of order 1/M are neglected.
The differential cross section obtained by Pradhan 
(1 9 5 7) is given by
,7 6ip _  <7 6I0QK
cLUl- ctkL
where
Clearly f(6) tends to unity as the energy increases and
therefore
Â) j= ^  Q . o e > K . (4-30)
Pradhan (1957) and Pradhan and Tripathy (1963) claim that 
Op and Qjj^p are identical at high energies; comparison
lOZ
of (U«30) and (4* 28) shows that this claim is unsubstantiated* 
It was shown in Chapter 3 (see 3® 39) that Ii 2 vanishes 
in the limit /v\ - O . As a result the contribution to the 
cross section from I^  2 is negligible at moderate energies.
At very high energies, however, it has been shown (Coleman 
and McDowell 1964) that I^  2 is no longer negligible and that 
in the high energy limit it provides the dominant contribution 
to cross section. Tiie analysis which leads to this 
conclusion is presented here.
Consider the expression
(4.31 )
where I12 is given by (3»31) with Zi = 1 and nl = Is. The 
function n  'R)cs.n be written as
with
tr _ . lÂ J.
I ~  ~  I / (  / r  ( c - U )  ^  (4 . 32)
and
^ ^  Ç{* — ^ t - K
^  ^ d  ^ z / r k  (4.33)
fij ^  / d  t ' - 7  ^  f- / i  .
/ 4 3
Furthermore, 
and therefore
[ 4  ' I i  - t r ]
'■<r/K
1 -
3 Z 0 F  pit
J  O [ 0 f -  ! $ i/i-tr]"
If the denominator in the integrand of (4® 34) were 
removed, the integral would reduce to that given by (4®5). 
A peaking approximation is therefore used to reduce the 
integral to a tractable form. The integrand in question 
has two sharp peaks, one at t = q and the other at t = -p. 
Using (1 #33) it is easily shown that
Since k^ is very large in the energy range of interest it 
follows that for values of 6 not near x the peaks are well 
separated; when Q - % however the peaks coincide.
Consider now the behaviour of F at each of the peaks. 
Peak io When t = —  ^
K = b t + p  = Rp, p ’ = 0
and from (4®33)
c = b^, d = 2bRp, A = b^.
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Therefore F takes the value
F i  -  !  -  ^  ' (4 *3 5 )
Since the minimum value of p is given by
A,), ^
it follows that at high energies Fi is approximately unity 
for all values of the scattering angle 0.
Peak 2® • jt = q . Recalling that
y  =  / I  ÇT
~ Z M  -h!
it is easily seen that
JO —  ■0 d
From (i®33) one obtains 
and therefore
P, = -  i
Also from (4® 33)
c ^  C d  + y ^ .
substitution of these values in (4 .3 2) shows that at this
1^^
peak P takes the.
P  =  .
In order to show the dependence of this expression on the 
scattering angle 0 it is convenient to write
— / y- ^co 9- ,
Noting that
6 ^  = c/" -  é  ,
(Li.^ 36) becomes ^ ^
, ^ ± . b î Æ M L l M l 3 â ± l 3 .
Since the imaginary part of P2 is clearly negligible 
at high energies one can write
/ +•
Por values of 0 not near x, 37) gives
whereas, when 0 = tc,
/4é
Thus in the neighbouphood of 0 = it, Pg increases rapidly 
but contin-aously, from the value - 1/M to unity.
Prom the above analysis it is seen that, although the 
integrarWin (!+» 34) has two peaks whose separation depends 
on the value of 0 , only one of the peaks (that at t = -jg) 
contributes to the integral. The contribution from the 
second peak is negligible everywhere except in the region 
where the two peaks coincide. One may therefore write
If —  -
Comparison with the work of §3 above shows that
^  (U.38)
which is the same as the result obtained in the first Born 
approximation. Clearly the closing remarks of §3 also 
apply to the present case and consequently, when the 
indistinguishability of the two protons is taken into 
account, the cross section is undefined in the high energy 
limit for symmetric resonant electron capture processes.
A  detailed examination has also been carried out for 
arbitrary values of mass and charge. Prom this analysis, 
which will not be reproduced here, it is concluded that 
the behaviour occurs only in the case of symmetric 
resonance and the E ^ dependence is confirmed for all 
other cases.
/ 4 7
¥/hen the contribution from V12 becomes important one 
should also take acooimt of the effect of the operator 
when estimating impulse approximation cross sections. An 
investigation of the remaining terms in (U«18) was therefore 
carried out® A brief account of this work has already been 
published (Coleman and McDowell 1964b).
The impulse approximation matrix element may be
written as
^  TMP __ / y _ __
K ( ^  -  - J - O Ü K  ~ - ^ T S  ( k . 3 9 )
where
iZ-^y ~  9  ^ /  Ky /  (4.40)'
and the other quantities are as previously defined. The 
following discussion of the terms I12* and I23* refers 
specifically to the reaction ( 4 » l ) *  Prom (3«3) and (3 * 4 )  
it follows that
u),t Ÿ C  =  ^  / m  )
where Oi) satisfies the equation
a y- l/,i - £ « )  O i )  =  O
/ 4 ^
and satisfies (3*2), In the present case it is
convenient to take
^  ^ é - a - ) J  (u.U3)
where u,. the position vector of the centre of mass of the 
particles (1) and (2) with respect to (3), is given by
u ^  ta -r ■= - ^  .
By analogy with (3.23) the required solution of (4*42) is
,= l^r)'^N(k ) (a^a -^ -é' kf)]
N(K) being given by (3*26) with
^  =  -  t  M
Evaluation of the scalar produc<^ t yields
< ^ , . l 9 ^ c >  =  ^ 6  C û - t [ 7 , é )
and therefore (4*40 becomes
w
Substituting (I|..i^.5) and (I.I3) in and changing the
order of integration one obtains
X  ,fr , 4  ^7^/?-^.5)7 (u.1^6)
where
(f- ^ z  K  -  4 i  -  é - ç  •
The R i n t e g r a l  i n  (4 .4 6 )  is  g iv e n  by s u b s t i t u t in g  t for jd 
in (A4* 9) and the  ^  i n t e g r a l  i s  the F o u r ie r  transform of 
th e  f i n a l  bound s ta te  wave fu n c t io n .  T h e re fo re
r,,' -- 7 -  4 ,  ^ i
 ^ m  J L. Cit-
ZITXJ
Comparison of (2.18) and (i+^ U?) shows that I12' and Ijg 
differ only in the occurrence of the expression
in the integrand of (l+.i+y)» Since this expression tends 
to unity at high energies, for those values of t which 
contribute significantly to the integral (U.U7), it is 
clear that in the high energy limit I12’ is exactly 
cancelled by Ijg ,
The other terra to be considered is
X  e y ^ [ y j .  ( k  j - ^ f
This expression is less tractable than I12* as the author 
is not aware of any method which permits the evaluation of 
the integral / _
r  e ,
I  (-') -  _ 7 ^ ,  (,.W)
in closed form. It is therefore necessary to adopt rather 
crude approximations in order to estimate the importance of 
I2 3 ' at high energies.
The approximation used by Coleman and McDowell (1 96b.b) 
involves the application of a peaking approximation to the 
integral in equation (U) of that paper. The validity of
/ f  /
this procedure may be questioned as the expression 
occurring in the denominator of the integrand, vanishes in 
the range of integration. An alternative approach, which 
does not have this drawback, is given here but the conclusion 
reached previously (Coleman and McDowell 196L|.b) remains 
unaltered.
Since
 ^ ci'X. €.
Ik
it seems reasonable to expect that the approximation
/ p ^
le* 21
should give an upper bound on the value of I2 3* • It is 
easily shown that
-
Z  (e -ij _i_
Rt
and therefore substitution in (24..14.8) yields. . //?./■
T Y  Ü  ,,/
Prom the work of Appendix 1 one obtains
4/t  r
w it h
c % -6-^  -t t . K Y  = J
a ls o
and
_ t l V  t ^ - ^ t  ai K
e"\
i t  f  7  < (k c z- k , /?)J
C - t 'I - ‘ /__
r
where
< <  i,'c< c X -  i a ) ( & ^ f t )
F  - ' " V  ^  fc - , '0
I t  fo l lo w s  t h a t
/
where
3 %
r»
3Z
d a  A / C - i s C y .  - t)
V / r  f a J i i l i  :
C  - I 'ci
~ F 7 r
- ^ K
3 Z  //
- f  =L - 3  2 da a/(k) zd'^ k
/
(r^
/V -  32
~ i r ^
76" <^ /5 -7j
r Cr.,C€-'k) T c - . x
y ~ 7 F T 7 ^  - [ y t y
X K & ^ a ^ t )  ^  é^TTxf'^
'■k J  ’
^t=a ' "''"^ Ine taken by P at the peak of the Fourier
^  a
transform Q^g(iL = t), is given by
F  __ / ._. <jd A <<^ çyr - iMiT)
^  I -Çcr B nüâ" 17
-  ^ A f c r  for &  ^ 7T.
Prom the results just obtained it is clear that at
high energies Ji and Jg are greater than J3 and therefore
one can write
j .
i i X  (-Î4')A/
On expanding this expression in inverse powers of p it is 
immediately obvious that the leading contribution to the 
cross section from I23' varies as and therefore does 
not affect the behaviour obtained earlier. In view of 
the approximation made in arriving at this result it is 
probable that the actual contribution from I2 3* falls off 
much faster than
is'k
§7* Conclusion
The high energy behaviour of electron capture cross 
sections is not yet well understood, even for proton- 
hydrogen collisions, and the standard high energy approximations 
lead to widely different results. Recent work (Mapleton 1964b, 
Coleman and McDowell 1964a,b) has shown that the Born, 
impulse and distorted wave approximations all predict that at 
sufficiently high energies the cross section for symmetric 
resonant electron capture varies as E"^ , if the protons are 
regarded as distinguishable. Furthermore a classical 
calculation by Bates and Mapleton (I9 6 5) also gives a cross 
section which varies as E“  ^, but the coefficient is larger 
by a factor of 1.25 than that obtained in the quantum 
calculations. In all cases, however, the E~^ behaviour 
arises because of a contribution from the backward direction 
and consequently when the E“  ^ term becomes important the 
electron capture cross section is no longer well defined.
Mapleton (1964b) has also investigated the high energy 
behaviour of the cross section for electron capture by 
protons in helium. The significance of these results is 
somewhat obscured, however, by the fact that the asymptotic 
form obtained depends on the wave function chosen to 
represent the ground state of helium.
/ r r
A t the e n e rg ie s  where the Born and impulse approxim ations  
assume t h e i r  asym ptotic  v a lu e s , r e l a t i v i s t i c  e f f e c t s ,  which  
have been n e g le c te d ,  a re  l i k e l y  to  be im p o rtan t.  M i t t  le  man 
( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  who has considered these e f f e c t s ,  concludes th a t  a t  
10 Mev the r e l a t i v i s t i c  c o rre c t io n  is  o n ly  about 3 %  o f  the  
cross s e c t io n  v a lu e  but a t  ex trem ely  h igh  energ ies  he o b ta in s  
a cross s e c t io n  which v a r ie s  a t  E*"** . As in  the non 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  approx im atio ns , th e re  is  in te r fe r e n c e  between  
th e  e l a s t i c  and capture am plitudes.
Experim ents  a t  p resent in  progress may e v e n tu a l ly  he lp  
to  throw some l i g h t  on the enigma of the h igh  energy behav iour  
o f  e le c t r o n  c a p tu re  cross sectio ns . B erkner, K aplan,
P a u l ik a s  and P y le  ( I 965) have measured e le c tro n  cap tu re  cross  
s e c t io n s  f o r  1 2 .9  Mev and 21 Mev deuterons in  h e liu m , n i t r o g e n  
and argon  gas* The r e s u l ts  obta ined  f o r  heli'om seem to be 
i n  agreement w i t h  reasonable e x tra p o la t io n s  of the Born 
r e s u l t s  o f  M apleton (1961a) and. the impulse approxim ation  
r e s u l t s  o f  Bransden and Cheshire ( 1963) b u t ,  s ince  
t h e o r e t i c a l  es tim ate s  have n o t been made in  the r e le v a n t  
energy r e g io n ,  no d e f i n i t e  conclusions can be drav/n from  
t h is  a p p a re n t agreement© Furtherm ore , "Dhe absence o f exac t  
wave fu n c t io n s  in troduces an element of u n c e r ta in ty  in to  
any c a lc u la t io n s  on heli'um. For atomic hydrogen, however, 
the wave fu n c t io n s  are known e x a c t ly  and th e re fo re  s im i la r  
measurements w ith  a hydrogen ta r g e t  w ould  be valuable?  
u n fo r tu n a te ly  no such measurements have y e t  oeen re p o r te d .
CHAPTER 5 * EXCITATION_OF_ _HYDROG-EN BY ELECTRON AND PROTON 
IMPACT
§1. Introduction
The apparent success of the impulse approximation in
capture
predicting electron/cross sections suggests that this 
approximation may also prove useful in other areas of atomic 
collision physics. Inelastic scattering of electrons by 
ground state hydrogen atoms has been considered, in the 
impulse approximation, by Akerib and Borowitz (1961) who 
calculated cross sections for ionization and for excitation 
of the 2s and 2p levels. The 2s excitation cross sections 
were much too small but the ionization and 2p excitation 
results were in reasonable agreement with experiment, which 
seemed to suggest that, for some transitions at least, the 
impulse approximation is more accurate than the Born 
approximation at low energies# However, for reasons which 
will be given below, the results obtained by Akerib and 
Borowitz are unreliable. It was therefore decided to re-' 
examine the applicability of the impulse approximation to 
such problems#
The present chapter is concerned with collisions between 
a structureless particle (l) of charge Zi and a hydrogen.atom, 
consisting of a proton (2) and an electron (3), in which 
the atom is excited from a state nl to another state n ’l*.
1^ 7
Symbolically the process is
/ t  / f , (5,1)
However, if the projectile (1) is an electron, it is 
necessary to allow for the fact that the particles (1) and 
(3) are indistingalshable and in this case one must also 
consider the process
/ /- ^ (5.2)
A suitable modification of the analysis of Chapter 1 
shows that, for hea'vy particle impact.
^ ^  / f /V accos) i r y  (5-3)
whereas, for electron Impact,
Af-
The direct and exchange amplitudes, f and g, are given by
f  - /I// <5-5)
and
7  ^  ~  d r  <  ^ ' 1  (5.6)
where jx is the reduced mass of the colliding systems,
~ e y i o i f - r )  t e ‘(r) ,
/ j T
^  position vector of (3) with respect to the
centre of mass of (1,2), is given by
Y  -  f  ^
with
C : A1/ t Ax.
All other quantities are defined as in Chapter 1.
Writing ^  (5*4) becomes
lSlCn£-xi7') =  ^ J  (5.8)
with
= 1 4 t '  -  4 f  I  ^ j>^04x "= 1 4 ' t  (5.9)
The corresponding expression for heavy particle impact is 
obtained by putting g = 0 in (5*8).
§2* The non-exchange approximation
Consider first the ease in which exchange does not arise 
(or can be neglected)® Since the primary aim of the present 
work is to reconsider the approximation used by Akerib and 
Borowitz (1 9 6 1)p it will be convenient to restrict attention, 
in "die first instance, to a model problem in which V 12 ss 0 , 
this being essentially the model considered by Akerib and 
Borowitz. One can then obtain an exact expression for f 
which is rather similar to the right hand side of ( 3 * 12) .
!sy
On making the impulse approximation this reduces to
f  &  -  #
where
% , 3  =  i y.-% l c ô t î < y d y ^  (^,10)
The Impulse approxima.ti on wave function Fi' is given
by {3»27) and substitution in (5.10), changing the order of
integration, yields 
i/3 ' fdj<A/{a) C-nt (Âi'(a-i:)~
X ^ .>, (U' y ia -^f)] I/o Ÿf/£)
(5.11)
The essential difference between the present work and that 
of Akerib and Borowitz (1961) occurs in the choice o f ’ 
normalisation of the fmction which Akerib and Borowitz 
label yi A and which is denoted here by .
In the present work this wave function is normalised to 
represent a beam of unit amplitude, whereas Akerib and 
Borowitz (1 9 6 1) normalised to unit flux. It is clear from 
the work of Mapleton (1961b) that the correct normalisation 
is that adopted here. This fact can also be demonstrated 
by considering the expression fl' when the Interaction 
between the particles (1) and (3) Is switched off; the
lé o
expression, given in (3.27) reduces correctly to whereas 
that given by Akerib and Borowitz (1961) does not.
Since V ,3 = - ^   ^<5 .1 1) gives
1"<3 ' (jKWyf (.a) Fÿ/ (éi(<^'k) "
where
^  i t l y -  /, (5.13)
The evaluation of l(p, K) is discussed in Appendix U. 
Substituting (Ai;.9) in (5.12) one obtains
-i,3 " xirvy * jY/V/zd (é.iU -i) - ki)
Further reduction of (5*14) in closed form has not 
proved possible. In order to obtain cross section values 
one must therefore either use numerical methods or make 
some approximation which allows the integral to be evaluated 
in closed form. Detailed numerical calculations have not 
been carried out but a number of approximate methods have 
been investigated and,these will now be described.
lél
The Fourier transforms and in (5 .II4.) are
sharply peaked at
K  - H, = 4i' (5 .1 5)
and
t  ^  ^  y é j ^  - 4^' (5 .1 6)
respectively, whereas the remainder of the integrand varies 
slowly near these points. One can thus obtain an estimate 
of Ii 3 by writing
—7- XV
— /3
x v U Y  [ X
whei^e Ko denotes the value taken by K at the peak under 
consideration® It is easy to show that
j g (4i (a-1) -  t a) <^(dt(4’ c4a
—  ( z T f X - Ÿ  I  C n l  —  n U ^ )  (5 .1 8)
where
'l^(ni-n'e') -  /A (5 .1 9)
and therefore
T  , ^  -tvz, / [t*&) - I (5.20)
! b Z
The integral in (5.19) is easily evaluated. One
obtains, for example,
J C's - zs)
and
Combining (5*15) and (5*/6) one obtains
K I ~ ~ a  9r
^ y
At high energies the major contribution to the cross section
comes from small values of p? thus in the important range
of values of p the two peaks almost coincide. It follows
that the cross section values obtained should be relatively
insensitive to the choice of peak® This conclusion is
confirmed by the calculations®
The peak of the initial state Fourier transform occurs
when K = Ki . Noting that
' 0 / ^  - Xr
one obtains
H i - ~ -A trc
and
H , Y  -  K , "  ^  ■ <5.21)
In deriving (5«2l) use has been made of the equation of 
conservation of energy,
' (5.22)
léî
Thus, assuming that the major contribution to the integral 
in (5# 14) comes from the vicinity of the point K = Ki , one 
obtains
(0 N(4-Wc) C
1 , 3  -
_ -4/7zJ 3.71:^.,_____1 ^ / fUi>'^ -éâei] c^'
y L<Xi {!-€x^(~iTfzjü-i)]j I I
X A  ( k )  J C n t - n ' l ^ )  -e x '^ O -® )
where
and
~ <Xir^ P  C' ~ )
.. A E
-  ) ik P <
The origin of the function A(p) Is discussed in Appendix 4® 
If, on the other hand, one assumes that the major 
contribution comes from the peak of the final state Fourier 
transform one must take Ko - in (5* 20). Use of (5*16) 
and (5* 22) yields
(f - - /
and theref oi'e ^ (4,
T  -  _  . z ± i y L - P ~ p ^  J
^  ^  (5.24)
! éA
Thus f o r  heavy p a r t i c l e  im p ac t, aiid f o r  e le c t r o n  im pact 
i f  one n e g le c ts  exchange, one o b ta in s  two approxim ate  
e x p re s s io n s  f o r  th e  cross s e c t io n ,  nam ely,
~~ 4. I I d i n  I (ds (5 .2 5)
and 4
P
SiicAP ± \  , ( 5. 26)
f Mm
I t  i s  o f  i n t e r e s t  to compare (5 *2 3 )  and ( 5* 24) w i th  the  
c o rre s p o n d in g  ex p res s io n  o b ta in ed  in  th e  f i r s t  Born  
a p p ro x im a tio n *  The s c a t te r in g  am plitude in  the Born  
a p p ro x im a t io n  is  g iv e n  by
 ^ f Tl)  (5.27)
where
Z . y  =  K y / .
I t  i s  e a s i l y  shown th a t
X p  =  -zr, (5.28)
and t h e r e f o r e  (5 .2 3 )  and (5 .2 4 )  both  g iv e  the r e s u l t
/  I T /,3 /  / .Z " /3  /  as t/t' - >  oo . ( 5. 29)
The second term  i n  tb.e Born ap p ro x im atio n  is
=  Z, A / X r  L O  %e(y) ^
i b y
In "tile limit 1/M = 0 this expression vanishes since CL- becomes 
unity and the wave functions fnt and 4^ ,^ / are orthogonal. 
From the relationship (5.29) it is therefore clear that, as 
oo , Qjjjp and both tend to the Born cross
section Q^.
§3. Results
The non-exchange approximation described in the previous 
section has been employed in the evaluation of cross sections 
for the following transitions*
e + H ( ls )  -4 6 + H (2s ) ( 5 . 31)
e + H ( ls )  -» e + K(2p) ( 5 .3 2 )
ff’- + H ( ls )  -4 r  + H (2s) ( 5. 33)
H+ + H(1b) -4 + H(2p) ( 5 . 34)
The results are given in tables 17» 18, 19 together with 
Born cross sections calculated by the present author. The 
origin of the last column in table 17 will be discussed 
later.
Cross sections for (5.31) are plotted in Fig. 2 5. It 
is clear that the present approximation grossly overestimates 
the true cross section at low energies, a result which is in 
striking contrast with that, obtained by Akerib and Borowitz 
(1 9 6 1), At high energies, as mentioned previously.
Tab le  17 
Cross s e c t io n s  i n  u n i ts  o f  % & o '
! U
for e + H ( ls )  -» e + H (2s)
E(Ryd)
% ^IMP
„(2)EXCH
^IMP
0 .8 1.61 ,-1 6 . 4 3 ,  —1 60 0 2 ,—1 6 . 13,-1
0 .9 2 . 2 9 , —1 9 . 23,-1 8 . 53 , - ) 8 .8 0 , -1
1 .0 2 . 4 8 , —1 9 . 8 8 ,—1 9 . 18 , —1 9 . 4 4 ,  -1
1 .2 2 . 4 6 , —1 9 . 4 4 , - 1 8 .9 7 , -1 9 . 05,-1
1 .4 2,31 »-1 8 . 4 6 , —1 8 . 25 , -1 8 . 13,-1
1 .6 2 .1 4 , - 1 7 .4 9 , - 1 7 . 48,-1 7 . 23,-1
1 .8 1 .9 7 , - 1 6 .6 3 , -1 6 . 76 , —1 6 . 45 ,-1
2 .0 1 .8 3 , - 1 5 . 9 0 , - 1 6 . 13,-1 5 . 7 9 , - 1
2 .5 1 .5 3 , - 1 4 . 5 4 , - 1 4 . 8 6 , —1 4 . 56,-1
3 . 0 1.31 , -1 3 . 63,-1 4 « 0 0 , —1 3 . 72,-1
4 . 0 1 .0 2 , - 1 2 . 52,-1 2 .8 7 , -1 2 .6 8 ,  —1
5 . 0 8 . 2 8 , - 2 1 « 89 , —1 2 .2 0 , -1 2 . 05,-1
6 .0 6 . 9 9 , - 2 1 . 50,-1 1 . 76,-1 1 « 6 6 , -1
1 0 .0 4» 2 9 , - 2 7 . 8 0 ,-2 9 . 3 6 ,-2 8 . 9 6 , - 2
1 5 .0 2. 8 9 , —2 4 . 7 2 , - 2 5 . 6 6 ,-2 5 . 4 8 ,-2
2 0 .0 2 . 1 8 , —2 3 . 3 3 , - 2 3 . 9 7 , - 2 3 . 8 7 , - 2
3 0 .0 1 « 4 6 , —2 2 . 06 , —2 2 . 4 3 , - 2 2 . 3 8 ,-2
4 0 .0 1 . 1 0 , - 2 1 « 4 8 , —2 1. 72 , - 2 1. 70 , - 2
6o.o 7 . 3 4 , - 3 9 . 3 2 ,-3 1 . 0 7 ,-2 1 . 06 , —2
8 0 .0 5 . 5 2 ,-3 6 . 7 7 , - 3 7 . 6 7 , - 3 7 . 61 , - 3
1 0 0 .0 4 . 4 2 , - 3 5 . 3 0 ,-3 5. 9 5 , - 3 5 . 91 , - 3
Table 18 !é7
Cross se c tio n s  in  u n i ts  o f  xao® 
f o r  e + H ( ls )  -4 e + H(2p)
E (R y d .) % ^IMP
0 .8 5 .2 7 , - 1 2 .0 0
0 .9 8. 6o , —1 3.32
1 .0 1 .0 4 4 .04
1 .2 1 .2 2 4 .73
1 «4 1 .3 0 4.95
1 .6 1 .3 3 4 .94
1 .8 1 .3 2 4.83
2 .0 1.31 4 . 67
2 .5 1 .2 5 4.21
3 .0 1 .1 7 3.77
4 . 0 1 .0 4 3.07
5 .0 9.31 , -1 2.57
6 .0 8 ® 4 2 , “ 1 2 .1 9
1 0 .0 6 .1 5 ,  -1 1.37
1 5 .0 4 . 65,-1 9.21 , -1
2 0 .0 3 .7 5 , - 1 6 .8 9 , -1
3 0 .0 2 . 72,-1 4 . 5 4 , - 1
4 0 .0 2 . 14,-1 3 . 36,-1
6 0 .0 1 . 50,-1 2 . 19,-1
8 0 .0 1 . 16,-1 1.61 , —1
1 0 0 .0 9 . 4 4 , - 2 1 . 27,-1
Table 19
Cross s e c t io n s  Q (nQ  in  u n i ts  o f % a o ^  
f o r  + H ( ls )  -4 I f  + H(n£)
E (k e v ) %g(2s) Qb (2 p ) % M p Y p )
0 . 5 1 . 7 1 , - 2 5 . 4 7 , - 3 k o  3 k  9 -3 1 . 33 , - 3
1. 0 9 . 7 1 , - 2 1 » 98 , —2 -2 9 . 14 , - 3
2. 0 3 .0 5 , - 1 3 . 75 , - 2 2*81 , -1 3 . 11 , - 2
3. 0 4 . 5 1 ,-1 4 . 19 , - 2 5 *8 6 , -1 4 . 7 2 ,-2
5. 0 5 .6 7 , - 1 3 . 9 9 , - 2 1.11 6 . 4 0 ,-2
10 5 .3 6 , - 1 3 . 19 , - 2 1.72 7 . 9 7 , - 2
15 4 . 50 , —1 2. 79 , - 2 1 .8 7 9 . 0 0 , - 2
20 3 . 8 0 , - 1 2 . 5 8 ,-2 1 .8 8 1 .0 0 , -1
25 3 . 27,-1 2. 4 5 , - 2 1.81). 1 .1 0 ,  —1
30 2 # 8 6 ,—1 2 . 3 7 , - 2 1*77 1 . 19,-1
40 2 . 29,-1 2 . 2 7 ,-2 1 * 61). 1 .3 7 , -1
50 1 . 90,-1 2 . 2 0 , - 2 1*51 1. 52,-1
70 1 . 4 2 , —1 2 . 1 0 , - 2 1.31 1 .7 4 , -1
100 1 0 0 2 , —1 1 . 97 , - 2 1 .0 9 1 .9 5 , -1
150 7 . 0 1 , - 2 1 . 77 , - 2 80 65 f -1 2 .0 9 , -1
200 5 . 3 3 , - 2 1.61 , - 2 7 *2 2 , -1 2 .1 1 ,-1
250 4 . 2 9 , - 2 1 . 47 , - 2 6 . 23 , -1 2 .0 8 , -1
300 3 . 6 0 ,-2 1 . 3 5 ,-2 5 *4 9 , -1 2 .0 2 , -1
400 2 . 72 , - 2 1 . 1 6 ,—2 k o k ^  9 -1 1 • 8 9 ,—1
500 2 . 1 8 ,-2 1 . 0 3 ,-2 3 *7 7 , -1 1 .7 5 , -1
600 1 . 8 2 , - 2 9 . 17 , - 3 3* 27 , -1 1 . 63,-1
800 1 . 3 7 , - 2 7 . 5 9 , - 3 2 .5 9 , -1 1 . 42 ,-1
1000 1 . 1 0 , - 2 6 . 4 9 , - 3 2. 14 , -1 1 .2 6 , - 1
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^IMP approach to the limit is extremely slow»
the ratio Qp^p/Qg being approximately I . 3  at an incident 
energy of 100 Rydbergs»
Pig. 26 shows the results for the transition (5.32).
Here the overall picture is very similar to that described 
in the preceeding paragraph.
For proton impact the impulse approximation results 
again differ greatly from those of the Born approximation 
but in this case the impulse approximation underestimates the 
cross section value. This property of overestimating for 
electron impact and underestimating for positive ion impact 
arises from the presence in (5 .2 3) and (5 .214.) of the 
expression , ,,
XlTo^ e
Ko ( I-
which exceeds -unity for electron impact (a = -b) and which 
is less than unity for proton impact (a = +b) o The results 
obtained for the processes (5*33) (5*3^ 1*) are shown in
PigSe 27 and 28®
The present model, which is identical with the non­
exchange approximation of Akerib and Borowitz (1961) except 
for the fact that the intermediate state wave functions have 
been correctly normalisedp therefore leads to results #iich 
are always in serious disagreement with experiment and with
17/
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the predictions of the Born approximation. Furthermore, an 
obvious drawback of the model, in the case of electron impact; 
is that it does not seem possible to Include exchange effects
I
in a logical manner in view of the assumption that V 12 is 
identically zero* The possibility of finding a more general 
approach within the framework of the impulse approximation 
is discussed in
§^0 Extension of the model and conclusions
If one makes no approximation other than the impulse 
approximation one obtains for f and g expressions similar 
to (3 o 11 ) » which do not lend themselves to numerical 
computation» However, if it is assumed that multiple 
scattering effects can be neglected, the direct and exchange 
amplitudes become
/ \/l ->) ) (5,35)
and
(5 .3 6)
Suppose that, in addition to the assumptions just
mentioned, one can write
'fxMP =  (5.3 7)
where Ii 3 is given by (5 «1 0) and
X / ^  =  <  9^/ / i/,X
~ (TiU) (4' (^-i) - 4
y  % y '  ii' ^ i 3 f - ^ 4 / ) ]
X /7^ I r -ÿ, ^   ^ (5.38)
UsIng ttie equat 1 on
__L. ^ j _  r _ ^  j,<' (a:'X)
IJT'ZI (5.39)
in (5-38) one obtains
A / X j  (7>,/
X  ^-^3 r -/-ëT-
/ (È^^y J
where the ^  integral has been evaluated by setting p = 0 
and substituting -(jg + k) for jp in (A1»22)» This 
expression is clearly too complicated to permit evaluation 
in closed form and, since [ (jg + k + K)^ - ] vanishes in
the range of integration, one cannot validly apply the usual 
type of peaking approximation. It would appear therefore 
that little can be done with this term unless an exact value 
or a good approximation can be obtained for the integral L 
defined by (I;. 1^ 9) « An attempt has been made to approximate 
to this integral by retaining only the 1 = 0 term of the 
expansion
I7é>
where the greater and the lesser of the two magnitudes 
r and OC are denoted by and ^  respectively and 0 
is the angle between the vectors r and %  » This approach 
has so far not proved successful.
Under the assumption = /^(5«36) reduces to
^ J m P ~ ^  C-^'i J- 3.3 ) (5.I4.O)
where
<  T ’y  I \/cj'I < 1 9 ^ i ' ' y . (5.M)
Since exchange terms arise only in the case of electron 
impact, it will be convenient in the following analysis to 
take Zi = -1 and b = -& . Using (3.27) and (5.7) in (5»U1) 
one obtains
J - a  " 7T^
■ K  . (zAt-
X - i - i f f l r é ,  !>
An analysis similar to that employed in deriving (5*1U)
yields
  t
M,. =. y  A/(‘<) (Axf (4'
C-X' f  ^é f )  ^ ,
L  (5.U2)
\17
One can new apply a peaking approximation to (5»U2) to obtain 
the result
I
where Kp denotes, as before, the value of K at the peak 
considered.
If the major contribution to I13* is assumed to come 
from the peak at K = Ki one obtains after some reduction
In the limit as 1/M 0 this expression vanishes at threshold'. 
It follows that in the vicinity of threshold the expression 
(2K + p)"^  is not a slowly varying function of K in the 
neighbourhood of K = Ki . Consequently a peaking approximation 
based on the peak at K = Ki is unsatisfactory and leads to an 
incorrectly large exchange contribution.
At the second peak one obtains
+- t y  -  (^ i"' i- ( A' O (  A E  E  7'")
and consequently / / ^
(5.UU)
Since (2K + p)"^ is clearly not a slowly varying function, 
the peaking approximation just described is unsatisfactory.
It would be more correct to write, instead of (3*U3)?
r :
with
y ^  2.
The present author has evaluated J’(1s - 2s) in closed form 
but, as the result obtained is very lengthy and of little 
interest, it will not be given here. Calculations show 
that results obtained using this approach do not differ 
greatly from those given by ( 5. lj.h) «
Using (3-39) the second exchange integral can be 
reduced to
C^iî ■EAp4yZ^ i^ è^-ÈY'^ '^ '\\_(^ AîE7 ^ é)j
Here again one encounters the difficulties outlined in the 
discussion of Ii 2 •
If the term 1 2 3  ^ is neglected one obtains, by combining 
(5n20) and (f.Wl) in (5 .8), an estimate of the electron 
Impact excitation cross section in the form
tr^iK
T  I I 4 "*{^T-1- C u y C û e p A ^ ^ ) ]  ^
—  <j7p Ca-)(QB ty)] Co^ y (y-i^TTd-n ^
/ / /
This is a corrected version of the exchange approximation of 
Akerib and Horowitz (l96i). The formula (3.^6) has been 
used to estimate cross sections for the process (5 *3 1) and 
the results obtained are given in table 17<> The inclusion 
of the exchange is seen to lead to a slight decrease in the 
cross section at energies above 1«Ll Rydbergs but the 
results are still in-very poor agreement with experiment.
Expressions for the terms involving can also be
written down but it seems rather pointless to carry out a 
detailed investigation of these terms until something more 
conclusive can be said about the terms already considered.
It is clear that some error is introduced by the peaking 
approximation used in the evaluation of Ii3 and I13’ but the 
magnitude of this error is difficult to estimate. Two 
possible explanations for the observed discrepancies between 
theory and experiment must therefore be considered; either 
the disagreement arises chiefly because of the crudeness of 
the peaking approximation, or it is a manifestation of an - 
inherent inadequacy of the model employed, as an approximation 
to the physical system under considérâtion.
The form of the impulse approximation used in the 
electron capture calculations of Chapter 3 stems from the 
belief that, for the reasons given in §1 of Chapter 2, the 
potential Vi2 does not play a significant role in such
T?0
collisions; the accuracy of the results obtained seems to 
lend support to this belief» The arguments given in the 
first paragraph of Chapter 2 are based solely on a 
consideration of the relative motion of the heavy particles 
and are independent of the behaviour of the bound electron»
It follows that these arguments should apply equally well 
to electron capture and to excitation by heavy particle 
impact. This reasoning leads to the conclusion that the 
model of §2 should give satisfactory results for proton 
impacfc excitation of hydrogen» It is therefore intended 
to carry out a numerical computation of Ii 3 in the near 
future to Investigate the validity of this conclusion»
In the case of electron impact there appears to be no 
a priori reason for the neglect of I12 I2 3 ’ • Akerib and
Borowitz (1 9 6 1) have given reasons for neglecting these terms 
but the validity of their arguments is not obvious to the 
present author» The applicability of the impulse 
approximation to electron impact excitation still remains an 
open question; it is hoped that an answer will be provided 
by the proposed evaluation of Ii 3
1^1
APPENDIX 1. The evaluation o f I s ,  p)
The ground-state wave function for the hound system (1+3) is
and therefore
?/a.
>s,P] - ^  (Ai.i)
where
y  ■= ^ T ,  / ; A  . (A1.2)
The evaluation of ^  will now he carried out, hy evaluating the
integral
-/3^ ,
, /, (A1.3)
and using the relationship
y  ^  -  -dp, , (ai.a)
Using Kummer*s,. transformation (see Erdélyi 1953 Vol.l, p.253) and 
writing
j  ' y " , (A1.5)
(AI.3) becomes
where
, fp ~ 'jyy  ^ ^  ^ f ^  Co'^ o s — ^  ^ yc
A standard integral representation of the confluent hypergeometric
function is oo
-  ' r ~ r ^  'I
o
(see Erdelyi I953 Volol, p.272)» On making the change of variable 
V -  i this becomes
KJ ÛÜ
I, - M ' t J  = y  %  ([ 4 //f ty J ^
Therefore
OÛ
If is the angle which the plane of ^ and x makes with the
plane of ^ and K  and
/I /\ %\
>
then
Lf ^  0( Ï. I —  ^fao &  —  /O/nj^ /3/*v <9 < ^ ^ 7  . (AI.9 )
It is now convenient to introduce parabolic coordinates ,<p) where
i  a^oL y  ^ V -  <^ 0^ ,5} . (Al.lO)
In this coordinate system the volume element is given by
7 V  = i-ol^
and; since 0( - -^Ci (AI.9) becomes
CT" — +'^  ^ x/ÿ^
therefore
. / < / ( %
X  ^ i  - - y l X ( ^ V ^ - (AI. 11)
/ g j
where
a, ^ / I  - .-K , (A1.12,
Ci ^  - p  ^ ^   ^' ^ J,
z^ Cl*^ oL ^ ^  ^'pp , (AI.I5)
If zi; Z2 and p  satisf^ '- the relationship 
2 ^  ^ = :2:^ -h Z ^  - Z  z, Zz
then
~J^ C^') - 2  ("'^ '3 2  ^  (A1.14)
=• —<pô
This result is a special case of Graf's addition theorem (see Erdliyi 1953 
Vol.2, p.44).
Thus, since
r  ^'^9^ j —  c
Jg ê  -  ^// 0 ^ 0  ^
(A1.11) reduces to o D aa
x T = /9?20j[ ^  ^
^  - - t a ; ^ > ^ - y j .
Writing ^  one obtains
=  •«■ J^ €  ^ ■^'’ J ) / 7
4., J
“kpO
I.
(A1.15)
(see Erdelyi 1953 Vol.2, p.50). In a similar manner one can carry out
the integration with respect to  ^ and therefore
OÛ
From, the definitions of aj and ag it follows that
^  i ^ Z. ^  <2 ( (A 1 ,17 )
where
c ^ -h  ^ (A1.18)
Also
(X
^  4 , ' Y
where
y  ' y S  ^  . (A1.20)
In the last step of the above analysis use has been made of (AI.5) and the 
first equation of (A1.8). Using the results (AI.I7) and (AI.I9 ), (A1.16) 
becomes
oO
-P 4 ^  r  _ r  - T x V  ”7  ..^4 X ' -Térl T [Æ/ If "7
(AI.21)
T t '
The analysis given here follows that of Massey and Mohr (1955) and 
McDowell (I96I). A contour integral method for the evaluation of (^ j P)
will be discussed in Appendix k as the discussion of Chapter 5 requires 
a careful investigation of the behaviour of the phase of (c-id) as d •> 0.
1^6
Using (Ai•21) in (Al.U) one obtains
— "Slf [ c-c'cl\ r nCP‘~f^ )
c - i d  -J-dp)
I / (A1.22)
and therefore
c - (cl T  /(A1 o 23)KI  I  ~  /
This expression is easily put in the form (3jr) with
A/
APPENDIX 2. The evaluation of 2s, 2 )
The 2s wave function for the system (i +3) is
It follows that
' d  (f(, is, f) '  if fijw ^  I f [ 7 ,
-  ' X  Y  U % )  +  o i v  (f,
I .where ^  (^^p) defined by (Ai «2) and
y ^  « (A2.2)
Differentiation of (Ai.22) yields
  /?/-/ _  4-/^^ (p -iH) , A.p
T '  ~r^ cc-t'd) ~ r ^
Substitution of (A2.3) and (A1.22) in (A2.1) leads to an 
expression for and when this expression is
written in the form (3.35) the relevant functions take the 
following forms;
1^7
%  -  ^ ^ ( d d - Z K c )  ^
3^  - ^  r ^
À q - K o I k  y- 5 “ '  ' [ ~ ‘Z ‘ > ( ^ [ { - f i < ^ - / f ^ ^ C c ^ ~ d ' ^ ) t Z o ( ^ C £ / J
-Zix'/([jicd{ ~ K K  C c d o / ^ ) J j
i  ~ “ / f  b *  A  [ f ^  ( o ^ C  Y - Z d e / )  —  /T  (oPd--ZKc)J
=  i r d ^ ( z K ' ^ - d ^ )  S'
Z j  =  — d  C K  "h S ^ ^  d  ff ^ {c  -  < 2  ^ Z  dPf
-  Z d ' ^ [ z c d  ( 3 ‘^'^'K')
— d  d S  ~f~ < d  C d C  Y - Z H e C j  / -  i3(' C d e d "  Z  P C ^ ]~ J
X '  "  "  2  / f  S  ,
APPENDIX 3a The evaluation of ^  (K, 2p, 2 )
In dealing with capture into the 2p state three
different cases arise corresponding to the three allowed
values J, in = ±1 or 0, of the magnetic quantum number o If
one wishes to calculate cross sections for transitions
which leave the final atom in a specified state, 2p 9 2p orX y
2p s, it is necessary to refer the 2p wave functions to aZi
fixed system of axes 5 in such cases the initial beam
direction is usually chosen as polar axis. However, if the
quantity of interest is the total cross section for capture
into the 2p level some freedom of choice of axes is available;
for example the polar axis may be chosen to lie along jg.
Since the evaluation of the cross section involves an
integration over values of p, cross sections for capture into
the separate substates are not readily obtainable with this
choice of axes but the total cross section is still given by
the sum of the results obtained by using the 2p , 2p and 2p
X y z
wave functions of the projectile in turn as @
The evaluation of ^  (j5> 2p, j)) is greatly simplified by 
using the coordinate system employed in Appendix i. A^fhile 
this procedure is clearly valid for spherically symmetric 
states, its validity for the 2p state is open to question 
since it relates the wave functions to a system of axes 
which depend on the variable K. This difficulty remained
/g'f
undetected until recently and consequently the 2p results 
given in Chapter 3 were obtained using the system of axes 
of Appendix The expressions used in these calculations
will now be derived and some comments on a more correct 
approach will be given at the end of this appendix.
The 2p^ wave function is
®  4  Æ F  S  e  éP (A3.1 )
and therefore
^  (S. , Ï )  -  / (A3.2)
where
x j x  7 (A3. 3)
Choosing coordinates as in Appendix 1 and noting that (A1 .1 O) 
gives
X  C o '0 9^  -  k: { §  - 7 ) ^
(A3.3 ) becomes oo sa oo lU
X  7  - y j  Jo
13 0
ai and a^ being defined by (A1.1 2) and Zi and zs by (A1.13). 
Using (Ai.lii-) and carrying out the integration with respect 
to ^  one obtains
f ".f) - .-tS)
with
oo pOO p O O
z f  -= X  ^  1  X  p  (f -p
y  f - t  Jo
Since
it follows that ^
j e  ^If S =
±LiXe£Æj Xfi £jZi!Lïzdiâj
and therefore oo
X  [ —  -  —  - -ddefj
1 «, y  I 4 /  oC JJ . (A5-5)
From (A1.12), (A1.17) and (A1.18) it follows, after 
some reduction, that
\9/
CO/Q^X/x _  /k?/>i y/x _  y d  _ Z/\ ( ^/< /- K  t (
a d  C - t U
w h e r e g CoOy  , Substituting this result in (A3.5) and 
using (A1.17) and (A1.19) one obtains
X d f i  - . 7 . .
+  1 1 /(" f
c -/V
lùtri/i-n)
' i d L t i U i A l
A   yL -^-(C ^ '1
T(c~id) 7
£
and substitution in (A3«U) then yields
( f ) iCijf ^ p { / i ~ t P t ) i
t  ' ^ / /  ( T  /  /  7 "^
7"
•/•  3 ^ / { ) / _  z x K
~j~^  ~y~^  ' I (A3.6)
Using (A3» 6) in (A3«2), 9^  (K, can be written in
the form (3 ® 3 5) 5 the relevant expressions being
A7t “
"Po =  fo  ^ f, =  ^  A  ; "  Zz “ A
f j  = A  / ^  A  “ " 7 r  “ A
!9Z
with
Zo " — 3Cc/dPi3
X  -  é d  k) p-y<^){<YC~/rd) ~(/fO Paid) 9/1 K  P
î x  ~  o T y ' d  d ' ^  K  S '
51 = ;i L i d c ( d - d ^ )  i- z c U ( h £■ i p
3^ ^  ipd {£i PZ/i/pj (kc P~ i  dyd) (dc - /i'd)
5 2  =^ (z S
Z y  ”  ( d p  (d'Z)~<^C£iOyM
3 ^  — d j \ [ 3 d f f  f  c  C j ^ l i  / - / f )  -  A o i d l  ■“ 9 z P f ^ - ~ d ^ ) [ £ ^  / - / ( ) d  ^ ^ o / c j j  
3/0 -  (d'^ PK'')[(K(M fff) - icd\^ ccl t td (c /- a/r^ j
~ d,\ l 9 z / r ^ - t > / ’) S  -y j ('y^*' ^')d / - x o i c f j  ^
Use of the 2p wave function in (3»30) yields
/f
%  A  ) ^  4 a/s^  v 4
where
r  . _/3?r -t'Act
~ J Ô Cû'opc' •é' ~
X  iC I ^ C k , p  < (tfx-S-Z)].
From (AieiO) it follows that
X r O / j ^ .  ^  -=> aJ” /  ' ”
and therefore, using (Ai.6) and (Ai.lU), (A3® 8) can be 
written as
/ / ^  s) _  - j i _
X f  ^ P rJ s. F{itdj 9y (A3.9)
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with  ^ ^
oo iJ!
^ o o o o ‘^ '
X  y ^  , (A3.10)
However, .—
\Z.H
—  o ^  ^  Jr /
A7 = £ /
and
j_, (S) - ~  '3, (^) )
(A3.10) therefore reduces to
CO
p )  = S.// L  A  1  .L ^^  -y'dry
Consider the integral 
Use of the standard Bessel function recurrence relation
V  T "  /  \  Q  X  ( ' z
with y  - 0 and the result (A1.15) yields
r* où .
d u
Q.S ' \ aa,
ed/>
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Thus
± j i y  ; 7 " / A  y p y h
and therefore oo
z’, ., !i Tfc pf x)/A r r / 'î'^ y r
4  A  -  ■— - ^ ■ ■ x x r  ^ n - [ 7 7 p u .
.  / ;^ i / f j y ç x '  y d j  ’' r ( i t i ) .
Finally, substitution in (A3.9) yields
léïï'cK(in-d je ~((9\ f ^
4 [ t  J L T  Trc'/^ j
One can therefore write (A3.?) in the form (3.35) with
■fi' - V  ‘ -yaJ 3c ! T^
where the functions g^(i = 0 J ^  ■•• *r ) are given by
3o ~ - c/
3 , - 1  , 3 ^  -=0
32 = i ’d'S'^Cd Y- F Cd'^ Y-
3 ^  = ~ i K  { d ' ^ - y 3 r  ~ ^
The 2py wave function is
\
f . /-v\      ^  zO/k &  zo/ts ÛC ~€.
'y. - /  iJlcr ^
!9S
and therefore ^
y  Ccf. V . ,  t) =  X # -  X  A )
where ^;/l) is the expression obtained by replacing 
c o s ^  by s i n ^  in the integrand of (A3.8). The ^  
integrals in this case take the form
X  z o Z y  c/pc ~  o  /yi d: !
_ (~jr m  = - I
~ -I 'TT = 1^/
and therefore
OO
v T —  n  - T -  \
> _  Jo ( Z x j
— iX) '
= (^,) X, - x^z,)
This expression vanishes since J-i (z) = -Ji (z) and 
consequently
?(C. =-Py/i) = O . (A3.11)
While the calculated 2p cross sections are in reasonable 
agreement with experiment and probably represent the impulse 
approximation values quite accurately the calculations are 
somewhat unsatisfactory for the reason mentioned earlier*
A more correct treatment is as follows®
Let the wave functions be referred to a frame of 
reference OXYZ with Z axis along p and such that the XZ plane
I3é>
is the plane of p and k . • It is convenient to carry out 
the integrations in terms of the frame oxyz with z axiz along 
\ and with the plane of X and ^  as the xz plane* Spherical 
polar coordinates in OXYZ and oxyz are denoted by (r, 0, 0) 
and (r, 6, 4>) respectively*
The wave function of the hydrogenic state with quantum 
numbers nlm is given by
Hi,. ^
where (r) is a normalised radial wave function. The
spherical harmonics (0, 0) transform, under rotation of
\ / —
the frame of reference, according to the equation
^ \ ' (A3.12)
where the functions (a, p, y) are the elements of the
rotation matrix and a,p and y are the'Euler angles of the 
rotation which takes oxyz into OXYZ (See for example 
Messiah (1962) p. 1068). In the present case the Euler
angles are
^  c O  ^ ^  - Coo  ^J
and y is the angle between the plane of p and X and that of 
p and
/ f /
For 1 = 1, the elements of the rotation matrix are given
hy
" t   ^ Roi^ ~ Â f Z ^ m p . e
R ^ ‘l ( i -  , R J l  -
RÎI - ) C
/?/ll -= i
since the 2p^ wave function Is proportional to Yio(®» $) use 
of (A3.12) and (A3.13) yields
y  ^ (A3.14)
where for conciseness (K, nl, has been written as ^  (nl).
The prime is used to distinguish expressions which employ the 
wave functions defined with reference to the frame OXYZ, the 
unprimed expressions being those derived earlier in this 
appendix. Also
and ^
fa +  X - / M
'i
and therefore, using (A3-12), (A3®13) and (A3« "M ), one obtains
7 (^ h) )J (A3.15)
7  ) ~ (A3.16)
J
m
Since p is independent of the azimuthal angle in the 
integral of (3.29), the correct expression for capture into 
the 2p^ state is given by (3.3U) with 5^ (2p^) replaced by 
^(2p^). For capture into the 2p^ state the azimuthal 
integral is
7  ^  ^ Cl -^ ) ^
^ ^ 'IT ^ ^  (a A/3 ^  O ,
Consequently, with the present choice of coordinate axes, 
the cross section for capture into the 2p state is zero.
The azimuthal integral in the case of capture into the 2p 
state is
S’ >7 ^  r
Jq (a
which can be integrated by standard methods.
APPENDIX 4 . The evaluation of
The integral l(jg^K) defined by (5* 13) is evaluated 
by considering the limit, as p tends to zero, of the 
e x p re s s io n
The integral in (AU-.1) has been evaluated in Appendix 1 but 
the method employed there leads to an ambiguity of phase in 
the limit as p 0. An alternative method, due to 
Nordsieck (1954) » will now be described and the l i m i t  as 
p 0 will be examined in detail.
The starting point of the present method is the 
standard contour integral representation of the confluent 
hypergeometric function
, /, ' à- f  (AU.a)
In this equation C is any closed contour which starts at the 
origin and encircles the point t = 1 once in the positive 
sense (See Erdelyi 1953 vol 1 p. 272). All powers in 
(AU.2) have their principal values. Use of (Al|.. 2) in 
(AU-I) gives
/ JL // /
where
tf €  dO(
(A U .3)
(AU.U)
: i o o
The change in the order of integration implied in (AU*3) is 
permissible provided that^(t) converges uniformly with 
respect to t# A sufficient condition for uniform convergence 
is that the inequality
/8  i- Z K  > 0
be satisfied for all t within and on the contour C# In 
future it will be assumed that C has been chosen to satisfy 
this condition.
The integral in (AU*U) is easily evaluated and one 
obtains
fCf) =
which^on substitution in (AU* 3) » yields the result
The integrand in (AU* 6) has a simple pole at
, _  
c  ^  L  =
(AU.6)
(AU.7)
and, since
9i-tuT^Z^ - P-LLz.Z££^àfL ^ o
where cosy p.K , this pole lies outside the contour C. 
Application of Cauchy’s theorem to the region outside C
Jl O l
therefore gives
=  [ . Æ - L l ï l î â l
where ^  = p - K in agreement with (A1 • 21 ). 
It is clear from (AU*7) that
0  X- _ li- t)
' ' T W T r f ^
and
2 - „ v  =  - / f
(AU.8)
It follows that for p / 0 the point t = Tolies below the
real axis and that it moves up to the real axis as p 0.
In considering the phase of the quantity
r  =  61'"- (K-c'fi)'^ = (p"*/-') P ^ ) ,
in the limit as p -v 0, two distinct oases arise:
(i) If K > Q, then,when X = 0,
%  =  J Æ l .â X .  <  /
A. Ck^-ht!.a)
and therefore, as p 0, approaches the real axis between
0 and 1 from below. It follows that
« 7  A  - o ( j i )
and ^
= -- 77" /- d) fyg) .
(11) Now suppose K <  Q» If > 0 it follows that 
ReT^> 1 whereas, if p.K < 0, ReT^< 0. Thus, when K > Q,
T^and T^- 1 have the same phase.
Combining the results of the last paragraph one obtains
r  ^ - V  f- o (p)  ^ /r > 61
-  olji) y /r <  d ?.
Thus
i a , ÿ )  -
L p
where
=  'm. />»)
^  -  I i f  I È >  k '
— /Tc/Xfr
=  e  7  / /  i-s! <  X  .
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Asymptotic form o f the impulse approximation  
electron capture cross section: exact resonance
J .  C O L E M A N  a n d  M .  R .  C .  M c D O W E L L
Department of Mathematics, Royal Holloway College, University of London 
M S . received \Oth February 1964
Abstract. It is shown that the asymptotic form of the impulse approximation to 
the cross section for the exact resonance electron capture process
H++H(ls) -^H(ls) +H+
is identical with that of the first Born approximation. That is, it behaves as 
i^(tnlM)^E~^-îTao^ as co (in units of 1 0 0 kev) for distinguishable protons and
is undefined for indistinguishable protons.
1. Introduction
T h e  a s y m p t o t i c  f o r m  ( a s  t h e  i m p a c t  e n e r g y  o o )  o f  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  r e s o n ­
a n t  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e  p r o c e s s
H + + H ( l s )  ^ H ( l s )  +  H +  ( 1 )
h a s  b e e n  d i s c u s s e d  r e c e n t l y  b y  s e v e r a l  a u t h o r s .  I n  t h e  f i r s t  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ,  w h e n  
t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e  p r o t o n - p r o t o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  a r e  n e g l e c t e d  ( O B K  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ) ,  t h e  
r e s u l t  is
0OBK -  (2)
w h e r e  E  i s  m e a s u r e d  i n  u n i t s  o f  1 0 0  k e v .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  J a c k s o n  a n d  S c h i f f  ( 1 9 5 3 )  w h e n  
t h e  p r o t o n - p r o t o n  t e r m  is  r e t a i n e d  t h e  r e s u l t  is
fts  ~ 0-6610OBK. (3)
B r a n s d e n  a n d  C h e s h i r e  ( 1 9 6 3 )  f i n d  t h a t  i n  t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n
gimp -  (0-2946 + 5,.£1'2/2“ )0 obk (4)
w h i l e  a c c o r d i n g  t o  D r i s k o  ( 1 9 5 5 ,  T h e s i s ,  C a r n e g i e  I n s t i t u t e  o f  T e c h n o l o g y )  t h e  s e c o n d  
B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  y i e l d s
0Born II ~ (0-2946 + 5,7£1'2/2i i )0 obk- (5)
I n  e a c h  o f  t h e s e  t r e a t m e n t s  t h e  p r o t o n s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e ,  a n d  t e r m s  
o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  m / M a r e  n e g l e c t e d  ( w h e r e  m is  t h e  e l e c t r o n  m a s s  a n d  M  t h e  p r o t o n  m a s s ) .  
I n  a  r e c e n t  p a p e r ,  M a p l e t o n  ( 1 9 6 4 )  h a s  s h o w n  t h a t  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 )  i s  i n c o r r e c t ,  a n d  t h a t  
f o r  d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  p r o t o n s  t h e  c o r r e c t  a s y m p t o t i c  f o r m  o f  t h e  f i r s t  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  
i s
(6)
w h i l e  i f  t h e  i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  p r o t o n s  is  t a k e n  i n t o  a c c o u n t  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  is
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n o t  d e f i n e d  a t  h i g h  e n e r g i e s ,  i n  t h i s  a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  T h e  c o r r e c t  r e s u l t  ( 6 )  a r i s e s  f r o m  
a  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o t o n - p r o t o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  b a c k w a r d  d i r e c t i o n .
T h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  is  t o  e x t e n d  M a p l e t o n ’ s  r e s u l t  t o  t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a ­
t i o n .  W e  f i n d
1 /m\^ 7T«o^
^ Î2 W  I
f o r  d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  p r o t o n s .
T h u s  f o r  l a r g e  i m p a c t  e n e r g i e s  t h e  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  h a s  t h e  s a m e  f o r m  
i n  t h e  f i r s t  B o r n  a n d  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s .  T h e  d e t a i l e d  a n a l y s i s  is  p r e s e n t e d  i n  §  2 .
2. A n a ly s is
F o l l o w i n g  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  a n d  B r a n s d e n  a n d  C h e s h i r e  ( 1 9 6 3 )  w e  m a y  w r i t e  t h e  
i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  p r o c e s s  ( 1 )  a s
j «M2u2
012(A) = r T T  dp\^ a,^ ) (8)
477 V J  ^2/4
w h e r e  w e  h a v e  n e g l e c t e d  t h e  e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  w h i c h  g i v e s  
t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  r e s u l t  ( 4 ) .  H e r e
(9)
w h e r e  G ig (x ) is  t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  x  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  I s  o r b i t a l
b = M j { M + l )  ( 1 0 )
w h e r e  M  i s  t h e  p r o t o n  m a s s  a n d
8771/^65/2
s a y .
H e r e
C =  +  d =  2bK
K  =  6 t  +  p ,  p  =  6 k f  — k j
p '  =  p  +  t ,  q  =  6 k i - k f
A  =  b^+p'^, R =  l - b  =  ( M + l ) - i
(12)
a n d  t  i s  d e f i n e d  b y  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 ,  e q u a t i o n  ( 6 0 ) ) .  I f  w e  t a k e  6 = 1  {m jM  - >  0 ) ,  t h e n  
i s  i d e n t i c a l l y  z e r o ,  a n d  t h i s  is  t h e  u s u a l  a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  F u r t h e r ,  i t  i s  u s u a l  t o  r e p l a c e  
t h e  u p p e r  l i m i t  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n  ( 8 )  b y  o o . T h e  r e s u l t  ( 7 )  is  o b t a i n e d  o n l y  i f  t h e  c o r r e c t  
u p p e r  l i m i t  i s  u s e d  f o r  t h i s  i n t e g r a l .
E q u a t i o n  ( 9 )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s
^  6 4 7 t 6 ^  r  dt
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I f  F  is  o m i t t e d  i n  ( 1 3 )  t h e  i n t e g r a l  b e c o m e s
/= f--------—--------  (14)
J  ( " ( & " + | t - q | T ( 6 " + | t  + P I T
w h i c h  c a n  b e  e v a l u a t e d  e x a c t l y  ( J a c k s o n  a n d  S c h i f f  1 9 5 3 )  i n  t h e  f o r m
( 2  1 3 / 4  1
/  =  7 7 2  J  ^ » ( 1  -  _  ^ 2 ^ , 2  +  ^ 2^ ^  _  % 2 )3 /2  +  A ( A  -  « 2 ) 5/ 2 )
w h e r e
A  =  +  xp"^  +  { \  — x)q^
a n d
U  =  (1 — x )q  — v p .
T h e  o n l y  t e r m  r e l e v a n t  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  c o n t e x t  is  t h e  t h i r d  o n e ,  w h i c h  is  a n  e l e m e n t a r y  
i n t e g r a l  a n d  y i e l d s
277^
 ^~~ b^ TT'^
w i t h
T = b ^ + p ^  r  =  4 6 2 + | p  +  q | 2 .
T h i s  r e s u l t  is  t h e n  u s e d  i n  a  p e a k i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  e v a l u a t e  / 12 .
T h e  i n t e g r a n d  i n  ( 1 4 )  h a s  t w o  s h a r p  p e a k s ,  a t  t  =  q  a n d  t  =  — p. I f  ^  is  t h e  a n g l e  
b e t w e e n  a n d  k f ,  t h e n  f o r  v a l u e s  o f  6 n o t  n e a r  77 t h e  p e a k s  a r e  w e l l  s e p a r a t e d  w h e r e a s  
f o r  ^ =  7 7  t h e y  c o i n c i d e ,  s i n c e  q =  — p  w h e n  9  =  t t .
T h e  e x p r e s s i o n  F  is  n o w  c o n s i d e r e d  a t  e a c h  o f  t h e  p e a k s ,  n e g l e c t i n g  t h e  t e r m
^  y b IK
c —id
Peak 1 .  t =  — p .
U s i n g  ( 1 2 )  o n e  f i n d s
T h e r e f o r e
K  =  R p ,  A  =  b^  
c —id =  b{b —  l iR p ) .
 ^ b-2iRp
w h i c h  is  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  u n i t y ,  f o r  h i g h  e n e r g i e s ,  a t  a l l  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e  6.
Peak 2 .  H e r e  t  =  q
a n d
== v l  == ( 1 8 )
w h i c h  g i v e s
a9i
^ V v{b‘^ { \—v ‘^ )F  R^p"^— lib'^v]
W r i t i n g  i n  t e r m s  o f  6 a n d  v w i t h  e  =  1 4 - c o s  6 e q u a t i o n  ( 1 9 )  b e c o m e s
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T h e  i m a g i n a r y  t e r m s  i n  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 9 )  h a v e  b e e n  n e g l e c t e d  a s  t h e y  a r e  c l e a r l y  n e g l i g i b l e  
f o r  V ^
F o r  v a l u e s  o f  6 n o t  n e a r  tt,
1 hn
-(m
w h e r e a s  f o r  6 =  tt,
F g  =  1 - 1 / 4 % % .
T h u s  i n  t h e  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  o f  ^  =  tt, F g  i n c r e a s e s  r a p i d l y  b u t  c o n t i n u o u s l y ,  f r o m  t h e  
v a l u e  —n ijM  t o  u n i t y .
F o r  a  g i v e n  e n e r g y  o f  t h e  i n c o m i n g  p r o t o n  t h e r e  is  a  f i n i t e  r a n g e  o f  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e s ,  
g i v e n  b y  e  =  0 ( 1 / ? ; ^ ) ,  o v e r  w h i c h  F g  =  1 .  S i n c e  o u r  i n t e r e s t  l i e s  i n  a  r a n g e  o f  s c a t t e r i n g  
a n g l e s  c l o s e  t o  tt, c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  o f  0  == 0  i n  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y  f r a m e ,  
w e  m a y  t h e r e f o r e  w r i t e
4677262
l/isJ: = (21)rp2j''4:
a n d  c o n s e q u e n t l y .
4 5 6 6  /  T '  4 R 2 r 6R^T 2RBT2  1
T
1 1 
b^T' b3T'2
• (22)
u2/4
O 1 9  — --------------------------- \ ----------1--------In
~  v \ b  +  v^ +  R ^ f \  T  b
N o w  w h e n  ^ 2  =  M % ^, T '  is  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  e n e r g y ,
r = 462
t h u s ,  a t  t h e  u p p e r  l i m i t ,  t h e  l a s t  t e r m  i n  ( 2 2 )  d o m i n a t e s  f o r  v ^  1 g i v i n g  t h e  r e s u l t  
s t a t e d  i n  e q u a t i o n  ( 7 ) ,  s i n c e
F  =  J î ; 2 ( 1 0 0 k e v ) .
T h i s  b e h a v i o u r  o f  T '  a s  p ‘^  -> M V  is  e n t i r e l y  a n a l o g o u s  t o  t h e  b e h a v i o u r  o f  t h e  f a c t o r  
R 2  i n  M a p l e t o n ’ s ( 1 9 6 4 )  p a p e r ,  w h i c h  l e a d s  t o  h i s  r e s u l t .
A g a i n ,  a s  i n  t h e  f i r s t  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ,  i f  o n e  a l l o w s  f o r  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  i n d i s ­
t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y  t h e  c a p t u r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  b e c o m e s  u n d e f i n e d  i n  t h e  h i g h  e n e r g y  l i m i t .
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Asymptotic form o f the im pulse approxim ation  
electron capture cross section : exact resonance : II
Abstract. The full form of the impulse approximation is used to calculate the 
asymptotic form of the cross section for the exact resonance electron capture 
process
H+ +H(ls) H(ls) +H+.
The result is identical with that obtained using the first Born approximation.
T h e  c o r r e c t  v e r s i o n  o f  t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  e l e c t r o n  
c a p t u r e  b y  p r o t o n s  i n  a t o m i c  h y d r o g e n  is
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w h e r e
Fjf = <<^ f|Fi2+ Ul3l(<^ 12‘^ + <^ 23^  - (2)
a l l  q u a n t i t i e s  b e i n g  d e f i n e d  b y  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 ) .  T h e r e  h a v e  b e e n  s e v e r a l  a t t e m p t s  t o  
e v a l u a t e  t h e  h i g h  e n e r g y  l i m i t  ( F  - >  o o , 1 / F  >  0 )  ( B r a n s d e n  a n d  C h e s h i r e  1 9 6 3 ,  
C o l e m a n  a n d  M c D o w e l l  1 9 6 4 ) ,  b u t  i n  e a c h  c a s e  i t  h a s  b e e n  a s s u m e d  t h a t  t h r o u g h o u t  
t h e  r a n g e  o f  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  W i 2 ^  =  1 .  F u r t h e r ,  t h e  t e r m
w a s  n e g l e c t e d  b y  B r a n s d e n  a n d  C h e s h i r e  ( 1 9 6 3 ) .  I n  t h i s  l e t t e r  w e  r e p o r t  b r i e f l y  o n  t h e  
e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  l i m i t  o f  ( 1 )  u s i n g  t h e  f u l l  f o r m  o f  ( 2 ) .  T h e  r e s u l t  is  i d e n t i c a l  w i t h  t h a t  
o b t a i n e d  b y  C o l e m a n  a n d  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 4 )  a n d  o n e  c a n  t h e r e f o r e  a s s e r t  t h a t  a t  s u f f i c i ­
e n t l y  h i g h  e n e r g i e s
Simp = Ssorn I
T h e  a d d i t i o n a l  t e r m s  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a r e
( i )  ^ r i d  ( i i )  I F 2 3 | c u i 2 ^ < ^ i  )"-
A n  a n a l y s i s  f o l l o w i n g  c l o s e l y  t h a t  o f  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  s h o w s  t h a t ,  t o  w i t h i n  a  p h a s e  
f a c t o r ,  t e r m  ( i )  r e d u c e s  t o  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t e r m  a n d  is  t h e r e f o r e  
e x a c t l y  c a n c e l l e d .  T h e  t e r m  ( i i )  is  m o r e  d i f f i c u l t .  I t  c a n  b e  p u t  i n  t h e  f o r m
la
w h e r e
X i F i J  -  — , l , f ( A ' F - K . R ) [ G i s ( q - t )  e x p { / R . t  + z x .(p  +  t ) }
t  =  2 K - k f - k i ,  a =  \ M ,  b =  M j { M +  1 )  
p  =  6 k f - k i ,  q  =  6 k i ~ k f
( 3 )
N { K )  =  e x p
i r a \  I  la
a n d  G ig (x ) i s  t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  x  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  I s  o r b i t a l .  
N o t i n g  t h a t
(/x
e  e x p ( z x . (p  + 1)}
| R  +  x|
e x p {zx . (p  +  t)}(fx
i R  +  x l
a n d  i n t e g r a t i n g  o v e r  x  ( B e t h e  1 9 3 0 ) ,  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 )  g i v e s
Gis(q-t)
23 ^ 477
-5 /2 J  d K N (K )  —  ^  J  d R  e x p ( z R . p ) — — , 1 ,  i (K R  — K . R )
F o l l o w i n g  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  t h e  R  i n t e g r a l  i s  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  a n d  y i e l d s
â?KN(F:)[{(p + K)2 - i^2}/^ 2]ia/X
i > 2 ( ^ 2 _ ^ 2 p . K ) ( 6 2 + l q - t | 2 ) 2 | p  +  t |
(4)
w h e r e  C  is  a  n u m e r i c a l  f a c t o r  w h o s e  v a l u e  is  i r r e l e v a n t  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  d i s c u s s i o n .
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T h e  i n t e g r a n d  i n  ( 4 )  h a s  a  s h a r p  p e a k  w h e n  t  =  q .  A  p e a k i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  a p p l i e d  
t o  ( 4 )  y i e l d s  t h e  r e s u l t
C
1/ 2 3 1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ( 5 )
w h e r e
T =  /;2+|q + p|2
= 62 4- 6z;2 —
/1424-M
F i n a l l y ,  s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  ( 5 )  i n  ( 1 )  s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f r o m  
t h i s  t e r m  is  o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  E~^,  a t  m o s t ,  f o r  l a r g e  v a l u e s  o f  E.
I t  f o l l o w s  t h e r e f o r e  t h a t ,  w h e n  t h e  f u l l  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  ( 2 )  
is  u s e d ,  t h e  d o m i n a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  a t  h i g h  e n e r g i e s  is  f o u n d  t o  a r i s e  
f r o m  t h e  t e r m  F i 2 |<^2 3 ^ < i^ i)  d i s c u s s e d  p r e v i o u s l y  ( C o l e m a n  a n d  M c D o w e l l  1 9 6 4 ) .
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  M a t h e m a t i c s ,  J .  C o le m a n
R o y a l  H o l l o w a y  C o l l e g e ,  M .  R .  C .  M c D o w e l l
E n g l e f i e l d  G r e e n ,  22nd June 1 9 6 4
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Electron capture from atom ic hydrogen by alpha 
particles and protons
J .  p .  C O L E M A N  a n d  M .  R .  C .  M c D O W E L L
Department of Mathematics, University of Durham 
M S . received 22nd January 1965
Abstract. Cross sections for electron capture from the ground state of atomic 
hydrogen into final Is, 2s, 2px and 2ps states of H  and He+ by protons and alpha 
particles respectively are calculated in a second Born approximation, for a model 
problem in which there is no interaction between the heavy particles and the 
intermediate states are restricted to lie in the continuum.
1. In t r o d u c t io n
I n  o r d e r  t o  c o m p a r e  t h e o r e t i c a l  p r e d i c t i o n s  o f  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e  ( c h a r g e  e x c h a n g e )  
c r o s s  s e c t i o n s  w i t h  e x p e r i m e n t  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  i n c l u d e  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  c a p t u r e  i n t o  e x c i t e d  
s t a t e s .  T h e  s i m p l e s t  p r o c e s s e s  f r o m  a  t h e o r e t i c i a n ’ s p o i n t  o f  v i e w  a r e  c a p t u r e  f r o m  
a t o m i c  h y d r o g e n ,  i n  i t s  g r o u n d  s t a t e ,  b y  p r o t o n s  a n d  b y  a l p h a  p a r t i c l e s ,
H++H(ls) ^ H(n/) + H+ (1)
He2++H(ls) ->He + (w/) + H+ (2)
w h e r e  nl  d e n o t e s  a n y  b o u n d  s t a t e ;  p r o c e s s e s  ( 1 )  a n d  ( 2 )  a r e  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  s y m m e t r i c  
a n d  a s y m m e t r i c  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
S o m e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  is  a v a i l a b l e  o n  b o t h  p r o c e s s e s  a t  i m p a c t  e n e r g i e s  u p  
t o  a  f e w  t e n s  o f  k i l o v o l t s  ( t h e  p r o j e c t i l e  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  r e a c t i o n  ( 2 )  b e i n g  ^ H e ^ ^ )  ( F i t e  et al. 
1 9 6 0 ,  F i t e ,  S m i t h  a n d  S t e b b i n g s  1 9 6 2 ) ,  a n d  a n  e x t e n s i o n  o f  t h e  r a n g e  o v e r  w h i c h  e x p e r i ­
m e n t a l  d a t a  o n  p r o c e s s  ( 1 )  i s  a v a i l a b l e  u p  t o  1 2 0  k e v  s e e m s  r e a s o n a b l y  l i k e l y  ( H .  B .  
G i l b o d y ,  p r i v a t e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n ) .  T h e  e x p e r i m e n t s  r e f e r  t o  t o t a l  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e
c r o s s  s e c t i o n ,  s o  t h a t  i f  Q{nl)  i s  t h e  c a l c u l a t e d  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  p r o c e s s  ( 1 )  o r  ( 2 )  i n t o
f i n a l  s t a t e  {nl) t h e  q u a n t i t y  t o  b e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  e x p e r i m e n t  is  Ç  =  'Ln^iQ{nl).  T o  a  
v e r y  c r u d e  f i r s t  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  w e  m i g h t  e x p e c t  Q{nl)  t o  v a r y  i n v e r s e l y  a s  n  ^ ( c f .  J a c k s o n  
a n d  S c h i f f  1 9 5 3 )  s o  t h a t  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  f r o m  zz >  3  a r e  u n l i k e l y  t o  b e  s i g n i f i c a n t  w h i l e  
e x p e r i m e n t a l  e r r o r  r e m a i n s  o f  o r d e r  1 0 % .
C a l c u l a t i o n s  o n  p r o c e s s  ( 1 )  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n  s e v e r a l  f i r s t - o r d e r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s ;  w e  
r e f e r  t o  t h e  e a r l y  w o r k  o f  O p p e n h e i m e r  ( 1 9 2 8 )  a n d  B r i n k m a n  a n d  K r a m e r s  ( 1 9 3 0 )  i n  a  
s i m p l i f i e d  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  ( O B K  a p p r o x i m a t i o n )  a n d  t h e  f i r s t  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  
c a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  B a t e s  a n d  D a l g a r n o  ( 1 9 5 2 , 1 9 5 3 )  a n d  o f  J a c k s o n  a n d  S c h i f f  ( 1 9 5 3 ) .  S i m i l a r  
b u t  le s s  d e t a i l e d  c a l c u l a t i o n s  o n  p r o c e s s  ( 2 )  w e r e  m a d e  b y  S c h i f f  ( 1 9 5 4 ) .  A  f o r m  o f  t w o -  
s t a t e  c l o s e  c o u p l i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  h a s  b e e n  a p p l i e d  t o  b o t h  r e a c t i o n s  b y  M c C a r r o l l
( 1 9 6 1 ) ,  M c C a r r o l l  a n d  M c E l r o y  ( 1 9 6 2 )  a n d  M c E l r o y  ( 1 9 6 3 ) .
S e c o n d - o r d e r  c a l c u l a t i o n s  h a v e  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  b y  C h e s h i r e  ( 1 9 6 3 )  ( f o l l o w i n g  e a r l i e r  
w o r k  b y  P r a d h a n  ( 1 9 5 7 )  a n d  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 ) ) ,  w h o  e v a l u a t e d  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  
s y m m e t r i c  r e s o n a n c e  c a s e
H+ + H(ls) ->H(ls) + H +
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i n  a n  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  ( C h e w  a n d  G o l d b e r g e r  1 9 5 2 ) | .  W e  e x t e n d  C h e s h i r e ’ s  
i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  c a l c u l a t i o n  t o  c a p t u r e  i n t o  t h e  2 s ,  Z p ^ ,  2 p ^  a n d  2 p ^  s t a t e s  f o r  
b o t h  r e a c t i o n s  ( 1 )  a n d  ( 2 ) ,  a n d  a ls o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  nl =  I s  i n  c a s e  ( 2 ) .
I n  §  2  w e  d i s c u s s  s e v e r a l  a l t e r n a t i v e  d e r i v a t i o n s  o f  t h e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  e m p l o y e d  i n  
o r d e r  t o  c l a r i f y  i t s  r e l a t i o n  t o  o t h e r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s .  T h e  n e c e s s a r y  a l g e b r a  i n v o l v e d  i n  
r e d u c i n g  t h e  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  is  o u t l i n e d  i n  §  3 ,  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  m e t h o d s  a d o p t e d  b e i n g  
d i s c u s s e d  i n  §  4 .  F i n a l l y  i n  §  5  w e  p r e s e n t  o u r  r e s u l t s  a n d  c o m p a r e  t h e m  w i t h  t h o s e  o f  
o t h e r  i n v e s t i g a t o r s .
2 . T h e  ‘im p u ls e *  a p p r o x im a t io n
T h e  e l e c t r o n  c a p t u r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  O ig _ >  ni f o r  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  c a p t u r e  f r o m  t h e  g r o u n d  
s t a t e  o f  t h e  t a r g e t  t o  t h e  w / t h  s t a t e  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t i l e  is  g i v e n  b y
= (units of 77^ ) (3)
w h e r e  /X j ,  a r e  t h e  i n i t i a l  a n d  f i n a l  r e d u c e d  m a s s e s ,  k ^ ,  k f  t h e  i n i t i a l  a n d  f i n a l  r e l a t i v e
m o m e n t a  o f  t h e  f r e e  p a r t i c l e s ,  d is  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e  a n d  t h e  R  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  R^  ^ i s
g i v e n  b y
A t =  (4)
H e r e ,  d e n o t i n g  t h e  i n i t i a l  t a r g e t  n u c l e u s  b y  2 ,  t h e  i n c i d e n t  p a r t i c l e  b y  1 a n d  t h e  e l e c t r o n  
b y  3 ,  s o  t h a t  w e  m a y  f o r m a l l y  w r i t e  t h e  t o t a l  H a m i l t o n i a n  ( n e g l e c t i n g  s p i n ,  r e l a t i v i s t i c  
c o r r e c t i o n s ,  e t c . )  a s
^  = (5)
i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n s  V^j b e t w e e n  t h e  z t h  a n d  j t h  p a r t i c l e  a n d  t h e  H a m i l t o n i a n  K  
f o r  t h e  s y s t e m  o f  t h r e e  f r e e  p a r t i c l e s , s a t i s f i e s
H W y  = (6)
w i t h  a p p r o p r i a t e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s .  A l s o ,  w e  d e f i n e  i n i t i a l  a n d  f i n a l  u n p e r t u r b e d  
H a m i l t o n i a n s  a n d  e i g e n f u n c t i o n s
=  F * ,  %  ( 7 )
w i t h  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  a n d  F f  d e f i n e d  b y
i/ = i/i + Fi = iTf + Ff,
Fi=F,2+Fi3, Fr=Fi2+F23.
A  n u m b e r  o f  d i f f e r e n t  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  t o  t h e  e x a c t  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  ( 4 )  h a v e  b e e n  d e n o t e d  
a s  ‘ t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ’ b y  v a r i o u s  a u t h o r s  ( c f .  f o r  e x a m p l e .  C h e w  a n d  G o l d b e r g e r  
1 9 5 2 ,  G o l d b e r g e r '  a n d  W a t s o n  1 9 6 4 ) .  T h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  C h e s h i r e  ( 1 9 6 3 )  
w a s  o b t a i n e d  f o l l o w i n g  P r a d h a n  ( 1 9 5 7 )  a n d  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  b y  u s e  o f  a n  i d e n t i t y  o f  
C h e w  a n d  G o l d b e r g e r  ( 1 9 5 2 )  a n d  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  t h a t  a  c e r t a i n  c o m m u t a t o r  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  
i n i t i a l  s t a t e  b i n d i n g  p o t e n t i a l  F g g  w a s  z e r o .  T h e y  o b t a i n e d
— (^f|I^f|(cüi2'^ + <^ 13^  — (9)
t See also Bransden and Cheshire (1963) and Cheshire (1964).
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w h e r e  t h e  o p e r a t o r s  ujM  a r e  d e f i n e d  a s
 ^’’ E-K-Vif + Ü
E q u a t i o n  ( lO z z )  is  p u r e l y  f o r m a l ,  a n d  i s  t o  b e  u n d e r s t o o d  a s  i m p l y i n g  a  s u m m a t i o n  o v e r  
a  c o m p l e t e  s e t ,  i . e .
= 2  (106)
m
w h e r e  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  i n c l u d e s  a n  i n t e g r a t i o n  o v e r  a  c o n t i n u u m ,  a n d
(x)ij^(m)  =  1 +  —  —  —  -  Vij ,  KXjn =  ( 1 0 ^
Lm — JS— Pij + te
s o  t h a t
(E„,-K-yyw,,*(m)x„,> = 0. (lOd)
F o r  p u r p o s e s  o f  c a l c u l a t i o n  C h e s h i r e  a s s u m e d  t h a t  —  1 ( o n  t h e  g r o u n d s  t h a t  t h e
i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  t h e  t w o  h e a v y  p a r t i c l e s  h a s  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  i n  d i s t o r t i n g  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c  w a v e
f u n c t i o n  i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e ) ,  s o  t h e  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  a d o p t e d  is
<4ILki3+9^i>. (11)
I n  p r a c t i c e  ( C h e s h i r e  1 9 6 3 ,  a n d  §  5 )  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  Vf  m a y  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  F 23  a l o n e ,  s o  
t h a t  w e  h a v e ,  f i n a l l y .
T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  t o  t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  i s  b y  n o  m e a n s  c l e a r .  L e t
u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  m o d e l  p r o b l e m  i n  w h i c h  t h e r e  is  n o  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  t a r g e t  a n d
p r o j e c t i l e  n u c l e i  ( s o  t h a t  t h e i r  r e l a t i v e  m o t i o n  is  u n i f o r m  a n d  r e c t i l i n e a r ,  a s  is  e f f e c t i v e l y  
t h e  c a s e  i n  p r a c t i c e ) .  T h e n  t h e  e x a c t  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  is
E x p a n d i n g  i n  p o w e r s  o f  F23
^  E - i ; -  +  E - K - V , ^  +  k  ■ " )
s o  t h a t  t o  t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r  i n  F 23  w e  r e c o v e r  ( 1 2 ) .  H o w e v e r ,  ( 1 4 )  i s  o n e  p o s s i b l e  v e r s i o n  o f  
t h e  B o r n  s e q u e n c e  o f  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  ( t h a t  i n  t e r m s  o f  a n  e x p a n s i o n  o f  t h e  r e s o l v e n t  G  
o f  t h e  t o t a l  H a m i l t o n i a n  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  r e s o l v e n t  Of =  {E — K — Vie)~'^ oi t h e  f i n a l  
u n p e r t u r b e d  H a m i l t o n i a n )  f o r  t h e  m o d e l  p r o b l e m .  T h u s  o u r  r e s u l t  ( 1 2 )  i s  a  s e c o n d  
B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  m o d e l  p r o b l e m ,  a n d  i n  t h i s  s e n s e  is  u n r e l a t e d  t o  a n  i m p u l s e  
a p p r o x i m a t i o n  ( s i n c e  ‘ s w i t c h i n g  o f f ’ V f 2 i s  n o t  a n  i m p u l s e  a p p r o a c h  a s  c a n  n e v e r  b e  
a  b i n d i n g  p o t e n t i a l ) .  W e r e  i t  n o t  t h a t  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  f r o m  f ù  c a n  b e
n e g l e c t e d ,  t h e  i m p u l s e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ,  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 1 ) ,  w o u l d  n o t  b e  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h i s  
s e c o n d  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  o u r  c a l c u l a t i o n  c a n  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a n  i m p u l s e  
a p p r o x i m a t i o n  w h i c h  i n  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e ,  r e d u c e s  t o  t h e  s e c o n d
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B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  m o d e l  p r o b l e m  d i s c u s s e d  a b o v e .  N o w  {ni)xmy i s
( c f .  e q u a t i o n s  ( 1 0 6 ) ,  ( 1 0 / ) )  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  f i n a l  u n p e r t u r b e d  m o d e l  p r o b l e m  w i t h  
e n e r g y  w h i c h  w e  d e n o t e  b y  | « A m '^ ( I 3 ) ) ,  a n d  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  o v e r  m i n c l u d e s  c o n ­
t r i b u t i o n s  f r o m  v a l u e s  o f  m i n  w h i c h  p a r t i c l e s  1 a n d  3  a r e  b o u n d .  W e  c a n n o t  t a k e  
a c c o u n t  o f  a l l  p o s s i b i l i t i e s  i n  p r a c t i c e  ( a s  is  u s u a l  i n  s e c o n d  B o r n  c a l c u l a t i o n s )  a n d  
t h e r e f o r e  r e s t r i c t  t h e  c h o i c e  o f | t / f „ ^ ‘^ ( 1 3 ) ) t o  r e p r e s e n t  s t a t e s  i n  w h i c h  n o  b i n d i n g  o c c u r s ,  
b u t  i n c l u d e  a l l  o f  t h e s e .
3. R e d u c t io n  o f  th e  m a t r ix  e le m e n t
L e t  X  a n d  r  b e  t h e  p o s i t i o n  v e c t o r s  o f  t h e  e l e c t r o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  p a r t i c l e s  1 a n d  2  
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a n d  d e f i n e
Ml
p  =  ô k f - k i ,  b =  ( 1 6 )
w i t h  M g  =  1 a s  o u r  m a s s  u n i t .  T h e n  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  is
2 V i )  =  . \  2 ~  f  ( u n i t s  o f  t t V ) -  ( 1 7 )
4 7 7 V  A  /  P . , . ,
T h e  u p p e r  l i m i t  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n  ( 1 7 )  is  t a k e n  t o  b e  i n f i n i t e ,  w h i l e
1
'mi n —
, 2
i n  w h i c h  A F  is  t h e  e n e r g y  d i f f e r e n c e  ( i n  r y d b e r g s )  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  a n d  f i n a l  s y s t e m s .
W e  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  p o s i t i o n  v e c t o r s  o  a n d  p  o f  p a r t i c l e s  1 a n d  2  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  
c e n t r e s  o f  m a s s  o f  ( 2 ,  3 )  a n d  ( 1 ,  3 )  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
Mg
p  =  r  — 6 x ,  a  =  a t — x ,  a = ------------------  ( 1 9 )
 ^ Mg +  1  ^ ^
a n d  w r i t e
| ( / i >  =  e x p ( f k i .  a ) . / . i s ( r ) ,  | ^ t > =  e x p ( f k r .  p ) i / < „ , ( x ) .  ( 2 0 )
T h e  s o l u t i o n s  \xm}  o f  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 0 c )  a r e  t h e n
|x„> =  (2;r)-6exp{z(K .x  +  k.p)} (21)
w i t h  K^j b +  k I^fjLf =  F „ j .  T h e n  b y  ( 1 0 / )
l«Am'*'(13)> =  (27T)-6exp{f(K.x +  k .p )}W (K )iF iM j^ , 1, zJÆ jc-K.x)} (22)
a n d  a  =  6 ; Z i ,  b e i n g  t h e  c h a r g e  o n  p a r t i c l e  1 .  T h e  e x p a n s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e
=  G i g ( a k , - k ) 8 ( k i  +  K - 6 k )  ( 2 3 )
w h e r e  < ? i g ( x )  i s  t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o f  i/^ ig  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  x ,  w h i l e  t h e  C o u l o m b
n o r m a l i z a t i o n  f a c t o r  i n  ( 2 2 )  is  g i v e n  b y
N { K )  =  -  ^ ) .  ( 2 4 )
F o l l o w i n g  t h e  a n a l y s i s  o f  M c D o w e l l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  w e  h a v e
^  J  G i s ( k , ( « -  1 )  -  1 k ) t V ( X ) F ( K ,  nl, p ) r ^ d K  ( 2 5 )
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where
t = (l/è)(K-p) * (26)
a n d
F(K, ni, p) = J ^„,(x) é^ \F^ {ia.jK, 1, i{Kx-K. x)}<ix. (27)
E x p r e s s i n g  K  i n  s p h e r i c a l  p o l a r  c o o r d i n a t e s  {K , v, (/>) w i t h  v  =  0  a l o n g  p, t h e  a z i m u t h a l  
i n t e g r a t i o n  m a y  b e  p e r f o r m e d  t o  y i e l d
8 ^ 5 /2  .0 0  .  +  1
J  j  , % c o s r ) G ( A % , / ) F ( K , , % ^ p ) ; - 2  ( % 1 )
w h e r e
G{K,V) =  ^ ( ^ 2  _  ^ 2 ) -3 /2
A = a^  + v-^ + b-^K^-p-^Kcosv{vi^ + aAE-\-b-\l-ab)p^ }
= K\cos'^v-\){p-‘^{v,^ + a^Ef + b-\\-abfp^
+  2 û è  -  2 ( 1  -  a b )^ E - 2 6 - 2 ( 1  +  ab)v, ^ } .
T h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  E (K ,  nl, p ) i s  d i s c u s s e d  i n  t h e  a p p e n d i x  : t h e  r e s u l t  m a y  a l w a y s  b e  
w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  f o r m
= ^ ^ ^ e x p ( _ ^ t a n - i g  (29)
w i t h
w h i l e
c =  /8 2  +  A 2  — X =  bt,  jS =  ajn
d = 2 ^ K ,  T  =  , 8 2 + ^ 2
C =  J,  (ft  c o s  0  - / i  +  3 s i n  & ) T  ‘
i =  0
■D =  2  (/i®‘" ® + / f  + 3 C O S 0 ) 7 ’- ‘
i = 0
0  =  —  I n t(c2 + 6f2)l/2
a n d  t h e  f u n c t i o n s / i , / i + 3  (i =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ) ,  w h i c h  d e p e n d  o n  n a n d  I, a r e  r a t h e r  c o m p l i c a t e d  
a n d  w i l l  b e  g i v e n  i n  d e t a i l  e l s e w h e r e  ( J .  P .  C o l e m a n  1 9 6 5 ,  P h .  D .  T h e s i s ,  L o n d o n ) .
A  s i m i l a r  a n a l y s i s  m a y  b e  c a r r i e d  o u t  f o r  t h e  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t  i n v o l v i n g  i . e .  
( < ^ f | ^ i 2 | ^ i 3 '^ < ^ i ) ,  a n d  i t  m a y  r e a d i l y  b e  s h o w n  t o  b e  0 {m \M )  t i m e s  T h i s  is  c o n ­
f i r m e d  b y  n u m e r i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s .
4. N u m e r i c a l  m e th o d s
T h e  n u m e r i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n  w a s  a r r a n g e d  a s  f o l l o w s .  A  v a l u e  o f  p  w a s  c h o s e n ,  t h e n  a  
v a l u e  o f  K .  T h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  o v e r  c o s  v w a s  t h e n  p e r f o r m e d  f o r  a  n u m b e r  o f  v a l u e s  o f  
i n c i d e n t  e n e r g y  a n d  t h e  r e s u l t s  s t o r e d  i n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  a s  t h e  f i r s t  r o w  o f  a  m a t r i x .  
T h e  s e c o n d  v a l u e  o f  K  w a s  t h e n  c h o s e n ,  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  o v e r  c o s  v c a r r i e d  o u t  a n d  t h e
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r e s u l t s  s t o r e d  a s  t h e  s e c o n d  r o w  o f  t h e  m a t r i x .  T h i s  p r o c e d u r e  c o n t i n u e d  u n t i l  t h e  c a l ­
c u l a t i o n s  h a d  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  f o r  a l l  t h e  r e q u i r e d  v a l u e s  o f  K .  T r a n s p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  
m a t r i x  t h e n  e n a b l e d  u s  t o  r e a d  f r o m  t h e  s t o r e  t h o s e  r e s u l t s  w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d e d  t o  a  
p a r t i c u l a r  e n e r g y .  T h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  o v e r  K  w a s  t h e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  t o  g i v e  a  v a l u e  f o r  R^  ^
a t  o n e  e n e r g y  a n d  t h e  p r o c e s s  r e p e a t e d  f o r  a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  e n e r g y  r e q u i r e d .  A t  t h i s  
p o i n t  a  n e w  v a l u e  o ip  w a s  c h o s e n  a n d  t h e  e n t i r e  p r o c e d u r e  r e p e a t e d .  W i t h  R^  ^ c a l c u l a t e d  
f o r  s e v e r a l  v a l u e s  o f  p  i t  w a s  t h e n  p o s s i b l e  t o  c a r r y  o u t  a  f u r t h e r  n u m e r i c a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  t o  
e v a l u a t e  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  O .
F o r  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  o v e r  c o s  v ,  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  f i n a l  s  s t a t e s ,  t h e  r a n g e  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  
w a s  s p l i t  i n t o  t w o  p a r t s ,  ( — 1 * 0 ,  0 - 5 )  a n d  ( 0 * 5 ,  1 - 0 ) ,  a n d  a  s i x t e e n - p o i n t  G a u s s i a n  q u a d r a ­
t u r e  f o r m u l a  a p p l i e d  t o  e a c h .  I n  t h e  c a s e s  e x a m i n e d  t h i s  w a s  f o u n d  t o  y i e l d  e i g h t  
f i g u r e  a c c u r a c y  i n  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n .  F o r  t h e  s t a t e s  2 p ^  a n d  2 p ^  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i s  a  m o r e  
r a p i d l y  v a r y i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  c o s  v a n d  c o n s e q u e n t l y  i t  p r o v e d  n e c e s s a r y  t o  d i v i d e  t h e  
r a n g e  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n t o  t h r e e  p a r t s  t o  a c h i e v e  c o m p a r a b l e  a c c u r a c y .
B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  f a c t o r  o c c u r r i n g  i n  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  o n e  m i g h t  e x p e c t  d i f f i c u l t i e s  t o  
a r i s e  i n  t h e  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  o f  c o s  v =  \  w h e n  K  =  p.  H o w e v e r ,  a  c a r e f u l  e x a m i n a t i o n ,  
b y  m e a n s  o f  a  p o w e r  s e r i e s  e x p a n s i o n  a b o u t  t h e  p o i n t  /  =  0 ,  s h o w s  t h a t  w i t h  t h e  i n t e g r a ­
t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s  e m p l o y e d  h e r e  s u c h  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a r e  a v o i d e d .
T h e  K  i n t e g r a t i o n  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  b y  m e a n s  o f  a  S i m p s o n  i n t e g r a t i o n  f o r m u l a  a n d  t h e  
r a n g e  t r u n c a t e d  a t  Æ  =  1 0 0 .  T h e  f a c t o r  N { K )  c a u s e s  d i f f i c u l t y  s i n c e  i t  o s c i l l a t e s  v e r y  
r a p i d l y  f o r  s m a l l  v a l u e s  o f  K .  C o n v e r g e n c e  c h e c k s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  o u r  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h i s  
i n t e g r a t i o n  a r e  a c c u r a t e  t o  f i v e  s i g n i f i c a n t  f i g u r e s  a n d  p e r h a p s  b e t t e r  i n  s o m e  c a s e s .
T h e  S i m p s o n  i n t e g r a t i o n  f o r m u l a  w a s  a ls o  u s e d  f o r  t h e  f i n a l  i n t e g r a t i o n .  I n  g e n e r a l  
i t  w a s  n o t  p o s s i b l e  t o  c h e c k  t h e  a c c u r a c y  o f  t h i s  c a l c u l a t i o n  b u t  w h e r e  c h e c k s  w e r e  
p o s s i b l e  i t  w a s  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n s  w e r e  a c c u r a t e  t o  t h r e e  s i g n i f i c a n t  f i g u r e s .  
I t  d o e s  n o t  s e e m  u n r e a s o n a b l e  t o  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h i s  a c c u r a c y  h o l d s  f o r  a l l  o u r  c a l c u l a t i o n  
e x c e p t  p e r h a p s  a t  v e r y  h i g h  e n e r g i e s  w h e r e  t h e  s t e p  l e n g t h  i n  t h e  f i n a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  w a s  
r a t h e r  l a r g e .
5. R e s u lts  a n d  d is c u s s io n
5 . 1 .  Protons in atomic hydrogen
T h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  c a p t u r e  i n t o  t h e  g r o u n d  s t a t e  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  g r a p h i c a l l y  i n  f i g u r e s  1 
a n d  2 .  T h e y  a g r e e  c l o s e l y  w i t h  C h e s h i r e ’ s  v a l u e s  ( C h e s h i r e  1 9 6 3 )  w h o s e  c a l c u l a t i o n  
d i f f e r s  f r o m  o u r s  o n l y  i n  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  m e t h o d s  a d o p t e d .  O u r  r e s u l t s  e x t e n d  t o  r a t h e r  
h i g h e r  e n e r g i e s  ( 2 5  ^  ^  1 5 0 0  k e v ) .
Table 1. Cross sections Q„i for H+ + H(ls)-> H(/i/) + H +
E , (25 kev) Qis Capj C 2S+2P
0-076 1-87, -1 7-34, - 2 5-025, -3 7-85, - 2 2-65, -1
0 25 5 01, -1 4-65, - 1 1 -0 2 , - 1 5-67, - 1 1-07
2 25 4-75, -2 2-84, - 2 7-41, -3 3-58, - 2 8-33, -2
18-7 8-07, - 6 4-89, -7 4-54, -7 9-42, -7 9-01, - 6
98 5 1 07, -9 1-18, - 1 1 2-23, -11 3-41, - 1 1 1 IO5, -9
Values of Qni are computed from equation (12) and are in units of ttüq^ .
T h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  c a p t u r e  i n t o  t h e  n  =  2  ( 2 s  a n d  2 p )  l e v e l  a r e  g i v e n  i n  t a b l e  1 .  I t  m a y  
b e  s e e n  f r o m  f i g u r e  1 ,  c u r v e  6 ,  t h a t  a t  l o w  e n e r g i e s  (  <  2 5  k e v )  o u r  r e s u l t  a g r e e s  c l o s e l y  
w i t h  t h e  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  f o r  c a p t u r e  i n t o  2 s  b u t ,  a s  i n  t h e  I s  c a s e ,  f a l l s  o f f  r a t h e r  m o r e
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r a p i d l y  a b o v e  t h e  p e a k .  T h e  b e h a v i o u r  a t  h i g h e r  e n e r g i e s  is  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  2 .  W e  a ls o  
s h o w  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  t w o - s t a t e  c a l c u l a t i o n  b y  M c E l r o y  ( 1 9 6 3 )  w h i c h  a r e  s u b s t a n t i a l l y
o
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Figure 1. Electron capture by protons in atomic hydrogen, 
n, McCarroll and McElroy (1962)
Final Is state < 2, Born approximation, Bates and Dalgarno (1952)
1^3, this paper 
C4, McElroy (1963)
Final 2s state < 5, Born approximation, Bates and Dalgarno (1953)
1^ 6 , this paper
Figure 2. Electron capture by protons in atomic hydrogen.
Final Is state approximation. Bates and Dalgarno (1952)
l2 , this paper
3, Born approximation. Bates and Dalgarno (1953)
4, this paper
5, this paper
Final 2s state 
Final 2p state
a b o v e  t h e  B o r n  a t  a l l  e n e r g i e s ,  b e i n g  a  f a c t o r  o f  6  h i g h e r  t h a n  o u r  r e s u l t  f o r  O 2 S a t  8 0 0  k e v .  
T h e r e  is  a  s i m i l a r  r e l a t i o n s h i p  f o r  O g p -
W e  n o t e  t h a t  a b o v e  1 0 0  k e v  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  f o r  c a p t u r e  i n t o  t h e  2 p  f i n a l  s t a t e  is  
n e g l i g i b l e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h a t  f o r  c a p t u r e  i n t o  2 s .  T h i s  is  i n  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t s  
o f  o t h e r  w o r k e r s ,  i n  t h e  B o r n  a n d  O B K  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s .  T h e  r a t i o s  R  =  
f o r  o u r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n ,  t h e  O B K ,  a n d  t h e  B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  a r e  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  3 .  
O u r  r e s u l t  i s  v e r y  c l o s e  i n d e e d  t o  t h a t  o b t a i n e d  i n  t h e  O B K  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  ( a s  is  a ls o  
t h e  c a s e  f o r  t h e  r a t i o  Q 2vi^i)IQis{^i))^  t a k i n g  v a l u e s  o f  a b o u t  0 T 4  f o r  1 M e v  ( a n d  
n o t  0 T 2 5  a s  m i g h t  b e  e x p e c t e d  b y  t h e  n~^ r u l e ) .  A s s u m i n g  t h a t  t h i s  c lo s e  a g r e e m e n t  
i s  m a i n t a i n e d  f o r  t h e  r a t i o  Qni{Ei)IQis{E^) {nl f  I s )  a s  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h e  O B K  a p p r o x i ­
m a t i o n ,  w e  c a n  u s e  t h e  n~  ^ r u l e  {n >  2 )  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  t o t a l  c a p t u r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  i n  o u r  
a p p r o x i m a t i o n
{QEÙ  =  0 i s ( £ i l  + 1  +  0 , p ( £ , ) }  ( 3 0 )
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w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t s  g i v e n  i n  t a b l e  2 .  B e l o w  4 0  K e v  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  F i t e  
et al. ( 1 9 6 0 )  is  p o s s i b l e ,  b u t  p r o c e d u r e  ( 3 0 )  a b o v e  is  p r o b a b l y  u n r e l i a b l e .
0 1 8
0  14
Proton energy (in units of 25 kev)
Figure 3. The ratio = Q 2s(Fi)/Qis(£'i) for proton impact. 1, O B K  approxima­
tion; 2, this paper; 3, Born approximation. 1 and 3 are due to Mapleton (1962).
Energy
(kev)
T a b le  2. T o ta l cross sections fo r H +  + H ( ls )  -> H  + H  +
56 0 78 7 185 360 585
Q ( W )  4 2, -1 1-1^  -1 5 4, -3 2 5, -4 2 3, -5
5 . 2 .  Alpha particles in atomic hydrogen
T h e  r e s u l t s  a r e  i n  g e n e r a l  g i v e n  g r a p h i c a l l y .  D e t a i l e d  n u m e r i c a l  v a l u e s  w i l l  b e  
p r e s e n t e d  e l s e w h e r e  ( J .  P .  C o l e m a n  1 9 6 5 ,  P h .  D .  T h e s i s ,  L o n d o n ) ,  a  f e w  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  
v a l u e s  b e i n g  g i v e n  i n  t a b l e s  3  a n d  4 .
T a b le  3. Cross section  fo r He^+ + H (ls )  -> H e ^ ( ls )  + H +  com pu ted  fro m
equation  (12)
E'i(kev) 6 41 7 100 150 423 900
Q ( W )  1 27, -3 6 90, -2 2 07, -1 2 38, -1 8 33, -2 1 09, -2
T ab le  4. Cross section  Qni fo r cap ture  in to  H e  + (2s, 2px, 2pg)
E l ( 1 0 0 kev) Qis 0 2  Pi 0 2 pi 0 2 p 0 2 p -pQas
0 04 1-51, 1 1 -0 1 , 2 6-28, 1 1-64, 2 1-795, 2
1 0 0 1-59, -1 3-90 1 - 8 6 5-77 5-93
4 00 3-93, - 2 1 -2 2 , - 1 4-80, - 2 1-70, - 1 2-09, -1
9 00 3-25, -3 3-00, -3 1-28, -3 4-28, -3 7-53, -3
16-00 2-94, -4 1-02, -4 5-40, -5 1-56, -4 4-50, -4
1 0 0 - 0 0 2-45, - 8 1-08, -9 1-70, -9 2-78, -9 2-73, - 8
Values of Qni are computed from equation (12) and are in units of ■nao'^ .
5 . 2 . 1 .  Capture into the \s state of H e ^ . O u r  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  e n e r g y  r a n g e  0  < <  6 0 0  k e v
a r e  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  4 ,  w h e r e  t h e y  a r e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h o s e  o f  M c C a r r o l l  a n d  M c E l r o y
( 1 9 6 2 ) ,  c u r v e s  1 a n d  3  r e f e r r i n g  t o  t h e i r  r e s u l t  i n c l u d i n g  a n d  o m i t t i n g  d i s t o r t i o n  r e ­
s p e c t i v e l y .  E x c e p t  a t  t h e  l o w e s t  e n e r g i e s  (  <  8 0  k e v )  o u r  r e s u l t s  l i e  b e t w e e n  c u r v e s  1 a n d  3 .
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5 . 2 . 2 .  Capture into the 2s and 2p states. A  s i m i l a r  c o m p a r i s o n  o f  o u r  r e s u l t s  f o r  g g s  
O g p  w i t h  t h o s e ' o f  M c E l r o y  ( 1 9 6 3 )  is  m a d e  i n  f i g u r e  5  a n d  o u r  h i g h e r  e n e r g y  r e s u l t s  
( E i  <  5  M e v )  a r e  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e  6 .  T h e  r e a c t i o n s  H e ^ +  +  H ( l s )  H e ^ ( 2 s ,  2 p )  +
t
o
o
o
100 300
Alpha partic le  energy (k e v )
500
Figure 4. Electron capture by alpha particles in atomic hydrogen. Final Is state : 
1, McCarroll and McElroy (1962) with distortion; 2, this paper; 3, McCarroll 
and McElroy (1962), no distortion.
?
t  -3O(/) oc
=7
500100 300 3 4 52
Alpha particle energy (kev)
Figure 5. As figure 4; final state 
n =  2 (Q2 = Qin + 0 2 p). Curves 1 
and 3 are due to McElroy (1963), and 
curve 2 is the result computed in this 
paper.
Alpha partic le  energy (Mev)
Figure 6 . Electron capture by alpha 
particles in atomic hydrogen. 1, final 
Is state; 2, final 2s state ; 3, final 2p 
state calculated in the approximation 
described in this paper. Note that the 
energy scale is in units of 1 Mev.
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a r e  a s y m m e t r i c  b u t  r e s o n a n t  ( A E  =  0 ) ,  a n d  i n  o u r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t h e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n s  f o r  
t h e s e  p r o c e s s e s  b e h a v e  a n a l o g o u s l y  t o  t h a t  f o r
H +  +  H ( l s )  - > H - * -  +  H ( l s )
a t  l o w  e n e r g i e s ,  r a t h e r  t h a n  a s
H + + H ( l s )  - > H  +  ( 2 s , 2 p )  +  H  +  .
T h i s  e f f e c t  is  c l e a r l y  d u e  t o  t h e  s i m p l e  f o r m  t a k e n  b y  w h e n  A E  =  0 .  T h e  e f f e c t  o f  
t h e  r e s o n a n t  b e h a v i o u r  is  m o s t  c l e a r l y  s e e n  i n  t h e  d o m i n a n c e  o f  t h e  2 p  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  
a t  l o w  e n e r g i e s ,  a n d  is  n o t i c e a b l e  a t  e n e r g i e s  a s  h i g h  a s  7 0 0  k e v .
B o r n  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  O g  =  O 2 s +  0 2 p  h a v e  b e e n  m a d e  b y  S c h i f f  
( 1 9 5 4 ) .  D e t a i l e d  c o m p a r i s o n  is  d i f f i c u l t  a s  h i s  r e s u l t s  a r e  n o t  a v a i l a b l e  i n  t a b u l a r  
f o r m ,  b u t ,  i n  s o  f a r  a s  a  g r a p h i c a l  c o m p a r i s o n  m a y  b e  m a d e ,  t h e  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  o u r  
r e s u l t s  is  e x t r e m e l y  c l o s e .  T h i s  d o e s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  i m p l y  t h a t  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  O g  
f r o m  t r a n s i t i o n s  p r o c e e d i n g  v i a  c o n t i n u u m  i n t e r m e d i a t e  s t a t e s  is  s m a l l ,  s i n c e  S c h i f f ’ s  
r e s u l t  i s  l a r g e l y  d u e  t o  c a n c e l l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  f r o m  t h e  a n d  V- 2^. 
i n t e r a c t i o n s ,  w h e r e a s  o u r s  a r i s e s  e n t i r e l y  f r o m  t h e  T 23  i n t e r a c t i o n .
N o  a t t e m p t  h a s  b e e n  m a d e  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  t o t a l  c a p t u r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  s i n c e ,  i n  v i e w  
o f  t h e  a c c i d e n t a l  r e s o n a n c e  i n  t h e  n =  2 l e v e l ,  u s e  o f  t h e  n~^ r u l e  i s ,  i n  o u r  o p i n i o n ,  
u n r e l i a b l e .  H o w e v e r ,  Q 1S +  Q 2 m u s t  b e  a  l o w e r  b o u n d  o n  t h e  c a l c u l a t e d  t o t a l  c r o s s  
s e c t i o n .  A  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  t h e  ^ H e ^ ^  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s  o f  F i t e  et al. ( 1 9 6 2 )  is  
p o s s i b l e  a t  l o w  e n e r g i e s ,  i f  t h e  t w o  s e t s  o f  d a t a  a r e  c o m p a r e d  a t  t h e  s a m e  v e l o c i t y .  O u r  
r e s u l t s  d o  n o t  s h o w  t h e  ‘ a d i a b a t i c ’ b e h a v i o u r  a t  l o w  e n e r g i e s  o b s e r v e d  b y  F i t e  et al. ( 1 9 6 2 ) .
A c k n o w le d g m e n ts
T h e  a u t h o r s  a r e  g r a t e f u l  t o  t h e  D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  I n s t i t u t e  o f  C o m p u t e r  S c i e n c e ,  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  L o n d o n ,  f o r  t h e  u s e  o f  c o m p u t i n g  f a c i l i t i e s .
A p p e n d ix . E v a lu a t io n  o f  th e  fu n c tio n s  E ( K ,  nl, p )
T h e  e x p r e s s i o n  F (K ,  I s ,  p ) h a s  b e e n  e v a l u a t e d  b y  a  n u m b e r  o f  a u t h o r s  ( s e e  
M c D o w e l l  1 9 6 1 )  a n d  F (K ,  2 s ,  p ) c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  d i r e c t l y  f r o m  t h i s  b y  p a r a m e t r i c  
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n .
F o r  t h e  f i n a l  2 p ^  s t a t e  t h e  r e q u i r e d  e x p r e s s i o n  is
0^5/2 n {ic/i \
F(K, 2 p ; , p ) =  — ^  J r  sin 6 1, / ( & - K . r ) p r  (Al)
„ 5 / 2
U s e  o f  R u m m e r ’ s  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  a n d  t h e  e q u a t i o n  
i F i ( l + w ,  1 ,  -u) = —  ----   rr(l + m) J 0
l e a d s  t o
/ ( ( % ,  ^ )  =  — -----------   dr  r s i n ^ c o s ( ) i e x p ( - ^ r  +  z X r  +  / X . r )
1 ( 1  4 - m )  J
X J dyy^ e~^jQ{(4tkvyy^^}
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where
m =  —ioLjKy V =  r { \ — c o s  8 )
COS 8  =  K . r ,  X  =  p  — K .
B y  e x p r e s s i n g  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i n  t e r m s  o f  p a r a b o l i c  c o o r d i n a t e s  ( f ,  </>), u s i n g  t h e  e q u a t i o n
Jo(2) = 2— CO
w h i c h  i s  v a l i d  w h e n
=  2^  ^ +  22^ — COS (j>
a n d  i n t e g r a t i n g  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  </> w e  o b t a i n  t h e  r e s u l t
/(a,;6)= L  J '^dè('°dri r dy{è + v)(ir,y^y^
2r(l + m)Jo Jo Jo
X  e x p (  -y)Ji{(.^ikyrj  c o s ^  s i n ^
w h e r e
a n d
C l e a r l y
w h e r e
=  jS —  i K — / A ,  a2 =  ^ — i K  +  iX
/N A
C OS y  =  K .  X  =  /X .
Jo Jo J 0
X  J i { ( 4 ï X > - f  s i n 2 | x ) ' « } J i { ( 4 / A > ^  c o s ^ i x ) " ' " } -  ( A S )
T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  J i ( 2 )  =  —  J o ' ( a r )  l e a d s  t o  t h e  r e s u l t  
f  “  e x p (  -  ia ,è ) ] ,m K y è u ^ Y '^ }d è
J 0
1 /  2 iK y u ^ \ l  AiKyu
e x p  -
= ■ -■i - i d -\FrrzF) r(-+2).
«1 /V ui
H e n c e
(13^+^T W+P'
T h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  FÇK, 2 p z ,  p )  n o w  f o l l o w s  b y  s u b s t i t u t i n g  f o r  / i ( a ,  jS ) i n  ( A 4 ) .  
F o r  t h e  f i n a l  2 p ^  s t a t e  w e  h a v e
«5/2
F (K ,  2 p 3 , p )  =  7 t ; — 4 ( a > «
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w h e r e
/ 2 ( a ,  j8 )  =  J  r  c o s  0  e x p (  — +  z p . r ) i F i | — , 1 ,  — K . r ) | 6 ^ r .
W h e n  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  is  e x p r e s s e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  p a r a b o l i c  c o o r d i n a t e s  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t
2r(l+m)
w h e r e
« 00 « 00 00
j(a,^ )= d H  dr) \ dy(^ -r))exp{-iai$-ia2i]-y)
J 0 J o  J o
x y - U i i i K y i  sin^ i x ) ' ' " } J o { ( 4 f A > f  c o s =  i x ) ^ -  
T h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  i s  r a t h e r  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  o u t l i n e d  a b o v e  f o r  t h e  Z p ^ . c a s e .
Note added in  proof. Cross sections have recently been measured for the process 
+ H(ls)-^H(2p)+ H+ at energies up to 30 kev (R. F. Stebbings, private communication). Our 
results lie closer to the experimental values than do those obtained by Bates and Dalgarno (1953) 
and McElroy (1963).
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